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Abstract
Young, Gifted and Brown is a journey of two directions converging. It is a study of Puerto
Rican Diaspora in higher education, specifically, students making sense and meaning of
their everyday. It is also a study of how I have related to them as a professor. Together,
this is a story: research done creatively, toward the development of Critical Pedagogy
for Puerto Rican Diaspora. The research question is: what has made the Puerto Rican
Diaspora in the United States flourish and their lived experience meaningful? How can
a diasporic people connect with and affirm their roots in an educational system far from
home? The answer is rooted in creativity: how does poetry provoke students to teach
each other about their experiences and to learn with each other through sharing their
own poetry? This Dissertation was composed through poetic performance
ethnography, from which I have developed my findings from students’ reflections on
their lives through the AutoEthnoPoetic. The process is deeply informed by Eugenio
María de Hostos’ moral social and José Martí’s poetic pedagogy as well as race critical
educational theories, including Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. Through an
AutoEthnoPoetic journey through puertorriqueñidad, “Puerto Rican-ness,” or sense of
being Puerto Rican, there are lessons for students and educators on how poetic
performance ethnography can facilitate success and alegría (happiness) and inspire,
motivate, and celebrate in an education system where diaspora are present. This
Dissertation contains three MP3 files and 13 MP4 files. The electronic version of this
dissertation is available in open access at AURA: Antioch University Repository and
Archive, http://aura.antioch.edu/ and Ohiolink ETD Center, www.ohiolink.edu/etd
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INVOCATION
A Poetic Invocation
by Ángel L. Martínez
I begin today with an invitation
You are my guests today to an invocation
A way to honor the mentors who brought us here today
And the students who will take the truth into tomorrow
This is written for a defense,
but everything I’ve heard says to me
This is more
This is a gathering, an encounter, un encuentro
I am happy we have this encuentro today,
In this year of the
100th birth anniversary of a Puerto Rican poetess
who helped make possible consciousness
that lets me share these words, this heart of mine today
I want to dedicate our encuentro today to the memory
Of a woman whose words made impact
on the islands of Borinquen and Manhattan:
Julia de Burgos
And because my words today are an advocation for poetic performance
It is only proper I greet you with verses
My goal is for this dissertation to not just be about poems
But to be a poem
This is
“Young, Gifted, and Brown”
RicanStructing Through AutoEthnoPoetic Stories for
Critical Diasporic
Puerto Rican Pedagogy
Copyright 2015 Ángel L. Martínez
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PUERTORRIQUEÑIDADES
A Journey of Puerto-Ricanness in the Diaspora
“A mother was blessed with a son who grew up to be / Young, gifted, and
brown” (Bataan) is the beginning of an autobiographical statement in verse and music:
a song written by Joe Bataan called, very inspiringly, “Young, Gifted, and Brown.”
Personally, hearing the music is an experience of a song that is caliente, as in both
danceable and thought provoking statement of the singer-songwriter’s pride in his
upbringing, from which he describes the roots of his success and utilizes the song to
describe his tumultuous, and ultimately victorious, journey toward becoming young,
gifted, and brown.
Bataan’s words and music, synthesized into Latin soul, are indicators of not only
his cultural pride, but also set to the beats of the songs he heard growing up in El Barrio
of East Harlem, Manhattan. This is a story of survival in a neighborhood that was a safe
space for people coming from elsewhere (Luciano). While he wrote the song as his own
story, it is not just about him; it is a song that speaks of shared experience de la vida de
los barrios.
Welcome, readers, to a jornada about education among the Puerto Rican
Diaspora, including both migrants and their succeeding generations born and raised in
the U.S. and retained in various ways, their Boricua identities. Many navigated in and
out of the enclaves they created in the U.S. The inquiry will be rooted in the stories they
share poetically as well as autobiographically.
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We the Puerto Rican people have survived as a people in the United States for
over 200 years. We have passed on our stories from generation to generation, and
students today inherit these stories as sources of knowledge and collective
history. Poetry is at the center of Puerto Rican storytelling; in the diasporic experience,
it has taken on the role of catalyst for cultural and political survival. Based on the
pivotal role of the poetic, my foundational research question is:
How does poetry provoke students to teach each other about their experiences
through it and to learn with each other through sharing their own poetry?
The question views development of tools for critical pedagogy rooted in the
Puerto Rican Diaspora. How can this be developed?
The poetic and the autobiographical, rooted together in the auto/ethnographic
provide a potent way to develop Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy.
Many, including me, share the stories told. My personal story weaves through these
pages. In reflective thought, I echo the lives of others who share in the phenomenon of
being young, gifted, and brown. The auto/biographical has been described as an
epistemological approach toward oneself, that is, facilitating a researcher’s
self-knowledge (Roberts, ”Interpreting”). Essentially, we can understand our own lives
and experiences through researching biographical accounts of others. Conversely, we
gain understandings of the lives of other through awareness of our own lived and
living experiences. Therefore, there is mutual teaching, learning, and commemorating
between our own stories and songs and those of others. In the auto/biographical, there
are pedagogical possibilities.
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Recall that Bataan’s composition is autobiographical. Even in writing and singing
about himself, he intersected with another culture that was critical for the formation of
Latin soul. By his composition, he paid homage to the notion of “Young, Gifted, and
Black,” an autobiography play by Lorraine Hansberry that inspired Nina Simone’s song
of the same name (Irvine). Bataan’s interpretation of that notion became one of his
signature songs. In turn, I was inspired to make this title of my poetic dissertation.
Like a song or story, a dissertation has possibilities for being most inspirational
and transformative, as well as enjoyable, when it is rooted in a solid sense of the inquiry
it wishes to achieve. Research based in inquiry for which a scholar holds a deep desire
for answers has the potential to ignite imagination as well as bring knowledge that is
accessible and relatable to the reader. Therefore, the song gives inspiration for the title
and the guiding spirit of this expression. Beyond the soulful words, what I attempt is to
identify a deep learning experience based on a deeply lived experience.
If the scholarship’s intention is to engage attributes usually suited for a song or a
poem, how is it possible to develop scholarship that is rooted firmly in the scholarly
and the artistic? How can both exist in the same space on these pages? Here, I argue
emphatically there are ways that inquiry can be powerful and impactful both
aesthetically and theoretically (Sullivan). Furthermore, I argue that given that these
ways not only exist, but they facilitate perspectives of voices which need to be heard in
the research, as scholarship emerges that de-invisibilizes them (Irizarry and
Antrop-González). My examining of the scholarship has shown that it is deeply robust
where the positionality of the scholar inspires a deep love for the subjects of the
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research. As it is situated deeply in that same experience, my research has drawn me
into those depths of puertorriqueñidad.
Positionality or the Passion Inside
The aim is a scholarly development that emerges from life stories and is
expressed in the poetic. This approach is a reflection of my praxis as an educator, artist,
and researcher, amidst my own: the Puerto Rican community in New York City.
Specifically, I am a college professor and a poet. As a college professor in an
institution with a large Puerto Rican population in New York City, I appreciate the need
to have the voices of my students have heard while developing ways for their stories to
emerge, to locate “that passion [which] is an energy that already exists inside each of
us” (Bell 22).
My typical student is what is frequently termed as non-traditional. She is a
mother, perhaps even a grandmother. She is among the first in her family to be on the
path toward a college degree. She often works as well outside of her home; often
rushing to arrive to class, perhaps with café con leche in hand. She contemplates
frequently about what led her here, to this classroom, and where she wishes to place
herself with a diploma in hand. I describe my students as “she” intentionally, because
women, especially mothers, represent the vast majority of the student population where
I teach. It is my experience with these students, the madres, who have inspired me to go
beyond curricular approaches and focus on the pedagogical.
In addition, given the prevalence of the Spanish language among them, it is not
just a mother tongue (Skutnabb-Kangas), but also certainly a tongue of the mothers.
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Note here that in describing the puertorriqueña student, hers is a positionality where
race, class, gender, language, diasporization, and citizenship intersect and constantly
fluctuate. It cannot be forgotten that, also, this estudiante típica, del pueblo, is inheriting a
rich Puerto Rican intellectual tradition that has guided me in my doctoral project
(Colón; De Burgos; Padilla; Vega). The resulting sancocho has deeply informed my
sense of the educational needs of the Diasporic Puerto Rican. Further, the
performativity of mother tongue facilitates pedagogical engagement (Louis).
Pedagogically speaking, my earning a doctorate that follows a successfully
defended dissertation is a powerful achievement in itself, the culmination of a scholarly
process. For my students, earning an associate’s degree in liberal arts is no less
significant a sentiment by which I have learned to share deeply in my work with them.
The achievement is not just an academic one, but deeply subjective as well. It is the
culmination of a process where they witness how their practice as workers, as parents,
and as family members is intersected with theory that facilitates deeper understandings.
When my students have earned that degree, they will have the opportunity to share the
stories in courses that engage affectively with the everyday struggles that are part of
their identity as Puerto Ricans, students, and, for the majority of them, women and
mothers. Beyond curriculum are moments of teaching and learning that have caused a
shift in my thinking about what needs to be pursued for the benefit of this population of
students, in my institution and elsewhere. This has been a moment of courage for me,
for it is a calling to think beyond curricular conventions that I use in my practice for the
“greater good” (Bell 51) of pedagogical praxis.
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Aesthetically speaking, these process are as profoundly beautiful as
depth-taking, evocative of a spirit of self-determination enmeshed in the core of an
everyday – evocative as in most associative of a print by Rafael Tufiño (1922-2008) or a
verse by Luis Lloréns Torres (1872-1944). However, without the knowledge of the
profundity of beauty created among their own, the risk is always that Otherness erases
the Other’s own story.
These shared moments are of deep affect. I am not just a professor for them, and
they are more than just students teaching, learning, and affirming each other as well as
myself. What deepens those moments are the fact that, for most of us, we are people
who were either born in or are descended from a Caribbean island that is over three
flying hours away but often close to our hearts. We are sharing the experience of being
part of the Puerto Rican Diaspora in the United States.
Where the shared sentiments of affirmation arise, voices are also heard that
speak to knowledge of self at various stages. They often reflect a notion once raised by
Puerto Rican educational and political philosopher Eugenio María de Hostos
(1839-1903) of learners taking ideas that are incomplete in form and, in their minds,
attempt to complete them, that is, make the ideas more fully formed (Villarini Jusino
and Torre). In other words, knowledge received by them is redefining them in order to
find meaning for it in their own lives (Sullivan). His thinking has been critical in my
scholarly formation and expression as an artist and an educator, since he, too, inhabited
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both professional worlds seamlessly. Later, I will discuss his theoretical impact that is
relevant to contemporary RicanStructing of the discourse on Puerto Ricans in U.S.
education.
A learner can complete these thoughts in multiple ways. For example, I receive
ideas to which I may choose to respond by writing poetically. This is either in verses or
by utilizing poetic style in prose (Denzin, Performance; William-White). It is this
engagement with the poetic where I have experienced students learning about
themselves and their cultures more deeply. They may give affirmation, for themselves
or culturally, in speaking of feelings that echo poetic voices. One source of such echoes
is the very strong voice of the Puerto Rican experience within the United States:
Reverendo Pedro Pietri (1944-2004), who stated boldly:
Puerto Rico is a beautiful place
Puertorriqueños are a beautiful race (10)
The above words, from Pietri’s “Puerto Rican Obituary,” express sentiments in a
journey of learning that have been inspirational for me to understand how the poetic
functions and flourishes pedagogically. The aim for this dissertation is to engage and
inquire into a diasporic self, shared poetically. In his poem, Puerto Rico as the beautiful
place is not just a reference to a Caribbean island, but to wherever Puerto Ricans—that
“beautiful race”of Pietri’s eyes—have migrated and sought to preserve culturally. I was
born far away from there, but it is always deep inside my heart. What is beautiful, in
fact, is the pleasure in the very being of a thing, a person, or a place (Santayana). It is
beautiful because it is pleasing for what it is.
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I have consciously chosen to make the poetic an integral part of the curriculum I
developed with the intention of being culturally affirmative, responsive, and relevant. I
want to explore more deeply about how poetry is pedagogical as well as positive.
Pasión de Puertorriqueñidad

Fig. 1.1. Scene from My Story: Marcy Houses, Brooklyn, NY. Photograph Copyright
2013 Ángel L. Martínez
Mi puertorriqueñidad is rooted in Utuado and Sabana Grande; I was born and
raised in Brooklyn, New York. In my childhood, I lived in Marcy Houses, depicted in
the above photograph taken in 2011. The above is a recent photograph of the walkway
near the corner of Flushing and Marcy Avenues. In the foreground was a section (long
since gone) unpaved but consisted of broken rocks. Returning home from All Saints
Elementary School, my childhood friend and I pretended that these rocks were hot
coals. We would skip over them, faking painful contact: “Ow, ow, ow!” Upon reflection,
the diasporizing experience of Puerto Ricans has involved both intersections and painful
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contacts. Both are sources for which I seek change. Collectively, intersections are a
fountain of possibility. Those painful contacts are the reason for creating discourse that
is counter-hegemonic, that is, opposed to oppressive theory and practice, and
anti-marginalizing, that is, bringing needed voices to the center.
Across from the housing project, beyond Flushing Avenue is Williamsburg,
where I identified with its historic Puerto Rican barrio. In this barrio, I enjoyed treats at
the now-former Valencia Bakery across from Woodhull Hospital. I walked frequently
on Graham Avenue, and I was amazed later when added was the name “Avenida de
Puerto Rico/Avenue of Puerto Rico” to the street name.
The borders of this barrio, as I understood them, were the Williamsburg Bridge
(for the occasional walk to shop on Delancey Street in Loisaida [Lower East Side in
Manhattan]), Myrtle Avenue (which was pronounced by local puertorriqueños as
“Mirti”), and McCarren Park (pronounced “Macarian”) past the Brooklyn-Queens
Expressway.
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Fig. 1.2. Scene from My Story: Corner of Avenida de Puerto Rico (Graham Avenue) and
Moore Street, Brooklyn, NY. Photograph Copyright 2014 Ángel L. Martínez
Blocks away, there was an elementary school named for Hostos, a name I would
much later understand as belonging to the Puerto Rican educator, scholar, and
philosopher. I would only learn of his many achievements years later, and even more
deeply when I was doing research for an encuentro that commemorated the centenary of
his death and the sesquicentennial of the birth of Cuban revolutionary poet and
educational philosopher José Martí (1853-1895).
I felt a deep desire to have a role in a college classroom, again a dream that
would emerge years after earning my degrees and performing research for my encuentro
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with Hostos. That would in turn inspire me to engage in doctorando, that is, a doctoral
journey, which is currently taking form in the pages here.
A Poetic Encuentro in Higher Education: Intersections and Painful Contacts
“A Teacher’s Prayer/ A Student’s Prayer”
A Teacher’s Prayer

A Student’s Prayer

May your days

I want my voice

be filled with peace

to be heard

rooted in justice

far away from the

overflowing in success

pen in my hand

May your success

I want my days

be built on

to be filled

knowing who you are

with peace

on speaking out

to fill myself

as you are moved

with knowledge

on your being heard!

of myself

To tell the truth

to be rooted

on justice, that is,

in justice

justice to overpower

to learn

oppression that

is to know

aims to keep

how to fight

you away from

to get me to my

knowledge which is

knowledge, which is
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yours, your success.

truth—my success.

May your days

to overflow

be filled with peace

with success

rooted in justice

first of all, myself

overflowing in success

how I can

that no paper on earth

give the most

can ever truly measure

to my people

CODA:

CODA:

and may you

and I want you

always teach me

to always teach me

how I can best

how I can best

struggle with you

struggle with you

Copyright 2014 Ángel L. Martínez
This poem exemplifies and expresses a palpable dialectic in pedagogy of student
and teacher; this notion is in which I engage in my scholarship, in verse. Poetry is a way
of capturing the dynamic relationship between teaching and learning; it facilitates
understanding of affirmation and praxis. As a result, “The poetic form juxtaposes voice,
temporality, point of view, and character while privileging emotion and emotionality”
(Asgedom 52).
In the course of this dissertation, I also explore the role of leadership for an
educator and its meaning in the development of critical pedagogy. Through my tenure
as an educator, my researcher self has developed by learning affectively. When I began
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as an adjunct faculty member, I taught a political science course to a classroom where I
encountered people very much like me. They were young and had work experience and
were dedicated to pursuing previously unimaginable goals. I had emerged from the
housing project in Brooklyn to appear here, amid other Puerto Ricans. To them, I was
not just a man with a master’s degree in political science; I became a role model.
Diaspora
The contributions of the Puerto Rican Diaspora reflect identities that have
emerged far away from home, affirming familiar attributes and synthesizing new
expressions. Diaspora is “the experience of connection between those among a people
who migrated and those who stayed” (Essed, personal communication, January 26,
2012). Beyond the homeland, the phenomenon is considered jointly with bordering to
denote location in dialectic with dislocation and displacement. Essentially, “The
concepts of diaspora, border, and politics of location together offer a conceptual grid
historicized analyses of contemporary trans/national movements of people,
information, cultures, commodities and capital” (Brah 181). For our purposes, the
Boricua cartography extends from the islands to key locations around the United States
that have been the sources of most research until now, with newer research about
emerging enclaves.
Diasporic expression is in a constant state of synthesizing new expressions and
notions that arise from the evolving and maturing diasporic experience. For the country
where enclaves are created, diaspora has a tendency to break through established
binaries, particularly of race and nationality. In becoming diasporized, there is the
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critical question of how the migrated population changes: “What are the economic,
political, cultural, and psychic effects of these differential racialisations on the lives of
these groups?” (Brah 185).
For certain, this diasporic culture is new, yet contained within an awareness of
what has existed from the past. This was a collective attempt to understand how to
infuse change newly created far away from the homeland, in “inextricable linkage of
aesthetic and political concepts of representation” (Brah 188). Therefore, the psychic
processes of being away from the homeland weighs heavily on the aesthetic dimension
of education amid a diasporized population.
Exploitation and colonization forced people elsewhere, but there is exploitation
in the new regions (Young). Metropolitan powers marginalize colonies and the
colonized people, becoming part of the everyday life for those who choose to leave their
marginalized home and land. The performance that arises from dramatic change is
what brings meaning and sense to emerging diasporic expression.
Hostos coined two words that will be critical throughout this dissertation:
“racionalización” (development of reason) and conscifacción” (development of
consciousness) (Moral Social 12). They are notions to facilitate understanding of truth
and beauty.
Truth is a tool in sense-making, related to the Hostosian notion of racionalización,
and beauty is a tool in meaning-making, related to his emphasis on conscifacción. In this
way, he has attempted to bridge the moral (reason) and the aesthetic (beauty). Ethics
would be inherent in both, as it is based on both reason and emotion (Santayana).
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Approaches that facilitate building of reason and consciousness centralize
dialogue on race and racism as they intersect with all oppressions faced by a group
(Delgado Bernal; Ladson-Billings). It is about finding truth (racionalización) and finding
and making beauty (conscifacción) amid untruths and ugliness.
In weaving pedagogy through aquí y allá, home while abroad, beauty is critical as
a reflection of values, while truth is in dialectic with the aesthetic and, therefore, beauty
(Santayana). In bringing these notions together, art and pedagogy are similarly in such
a relationship.
Critical Pedagogy and Creativity
I seek to gain a deeper understanding of the convergence between art and
education for developing pedagogy that is dynamic, transformative and affirmative of
language and culture of Puerto Rican people who live and, for a few generations, are
born in the United States.
Critical pedagogy is an acknowledgement of public pedagogy (H. Giroux, On
Critical). Public pedagogy is an acknowledgement of the creative (Becker), so there is a
space for pedagogy of the aesthetic. Such pedagogy is a channel for artistic engagement
rooted in context and imagination so that cognition is not merely a technical
phenomenon but a foundation for facilitating art as learning (Barbera).
Furthermore, educational scholarship has been a space for poetic obras
(Anzaldúa; Denzin, Performance Ethnography, “Reading”; Pelias, A Methodology).
Engaging poetically is a technique to ground education and scholarship with a sense of
love of truth and beauty. Specifically, aesthetic approaches base useful observations of
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what is there, without pretense of objectivity, in an uncovering of “layered relationships
of meaning and interpretation” (Burdick 2). The aesthetic approach complements
sociological and anthropological studies by facilitating understanding of an event
(Atkinson). It is meant to tell the story by illustrating through a story.
In my worldview, the aesthetic is at the center, as this passion I have for
education can only exist with my passion for poetry. The performative links these two
unbreakably. My worldview is about reversing dePuertoricanization and
demarginalizating voces borincanas. The driving force behind this is the power of Puerto
Rican culture that celebrates the poem, the song, the dance, and teatro. Creativity
facilitates moving from margin to center, and I believe the same can be had for the
Puerto Rican Diaspora in higher education.
With this consideration, where creativity is placed at the center, there is the
constant need to affirm learners for their knowledge, their experiences, and their
possibilities for generating their own learning (Flores-González; Olmedo; Snowber).
This affirmation needs to be situated in both teaching (educators affirming learners) and
learning (learners affirming themselves). The aesthetic approach is full of flavor when it
is full of affirmation. This affirmation needs to be rooted in a notion of the teacher as a
person who guides instruction rather than directing it (Gramsci) and the casa de aprender
as a place for social justice (Barbera).
Pedagogical expression is understood here as moments that occur within and
beyond classrooms that reflect the everyday of the learners (H. Giroux, On Critical). In
my own practice, these educative moments have generated discussion, inspired
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evenings of creative expression, and left students with a deeper appreciation of who
they are. For the Puerto Rican Diaspora, there are possibilities in critical pedagogy that
are creative, that is, rooted in creative expressions. Ultimately, an understanding of the
lived, and living, Puerto Rican Diasporic experience requires an understanding of the
experiences unique to us as a people.
Critical pedagogy in this context is rooted in Puerto Rican identity as expressed
in the United States. Pedagogy is political (Denzin, Performance Ethnography; Freire)
when it becomes a space for affirmation, voice, and gaining self-knowledge for those
engaged in the learning experience. In the Puerto Rican Diasporic context, pedagogy is
political when it becomes a space for la voz boricua, to de-invisibilize their presence. In
addition, identity becomes a solid basis for making meaning when understood in light
“of the interconnectedness as well as the specificity of each oppression” (Brah 93).
Theoretical Lenses
Theory can be a space to challenge prejudices that deny existence of experience.
Epistemological approaches can function to counter the denial of stories. Denial of
telling the story is an act of hegemony that needs to be countered—y encontrado—
pedagogically (Gramsci). Further, denial of telling the story in one’s own tongue is
another layer of oppression to enforce silence (Skutnabb-Kangas; van Dijk; Young).
To begin this diálogo, there are critical theoretical frameworks that together reflect
artistico-pedagogical thinking that synthesize thinking based on the Puerto Rican
people on the island and abroad and others who contributed relevant and informative
to this dissertation.
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Pensamiento Hostosiano: Moral Social y Puertorriqueñidad
In following a notion Carolyn Kenny raised to me in a dialogue about this
dissertation, if I wish to give a critical portrait of the Puerto Rican Diasporic educational
condition, I need to privilege what my own people have had to say, past and present.
Therefore, for me, such critical thinking would be incomplete without weaving in these
words the thinking of Hostos, who is relevant to this diálogo because his writing comes
from the perspective of a fiction writer, an educational leader, and a moral philosopher.
In terms of the need to put Hostos’ thinking at the center of this artistic and
scholarly journey, Hostosiano (Hostosian) scholarship is crafted as investigating his
work to facilitate answers for problems faced by Puerto Rican people. At the same time,
this journey facilitates understanding of links between the Puerto Rican people to the
peoples of Latin America and colonized and oppressed people around the world.
Understandably, Puerto Rican barrios culturally embed the experiences of being an
oppressed people living with, and mutually influencing, other peoples with whom it
intersects in the United States.
Hostos’ comprehensive overview of his pedagogical theory was Moral Social, a
text informed by sociology and moral philosophy, two areas that informed his thinking
on education (Villarini Jusino and Torre). Contained in it are themes that are relevant
for a contemporary discussion on education in the United States for Puerto Ricans. This
is especially so as the approach used unites moral and aesthetic practices with the
anthropological and the psychological (Santayana), two disciplines that, the present
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day, have become critical for the development of the methodological approaches I use
in this dissertation.
Specifically, at the core of Hostos’ thinking was education as a natural social
function for developing reason and consciousness, and, as a result, the key toward Latin
American liberation (Ocampo López). Toward this end, he developed of the notion of
moral social that he expounded upon in his book of the same name. Moral social is a
theoretical foundation that centers on a love of truth and beauty. While it can be
translated, seemingly roughly, as “social morality,” the original Spanish captures the
feeling Hostos was putting forth more poetically.
Also, Moral Social is a critical source for discussing two words introduced earlier:
racionalización and conscifacción. Racionalización and conscifacción are foundations for
moral social, which unites the moral, the pedagogical, and the epistemological with the
creative. While he chose to use the word arte (art) to describe the centrality of
engagement with the aesthetic, his artistic sense permeates his tome, with a passion for
his belief in the power of humans to cultivate that love of truth and beauty.
How does moral social as theory become palpable? At its core, it is universal by
Hostos’ understanding, having stated that all cultures have it through their own senses
of deber: to others, to family and to society. It is useful to note the deber in the sense I
wish to convey can be translated into “responsibility,” although “duty” is considered to
be the more precise meaning. Responsibility captures the sense that an artist engages in
the aesthetic in ways that are rooted in affirmation and self-determination as well as
conscifacción and racionalización.
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Hostos’ notions are relevant to this discussion because, as a poet and as a
professor, I have been seeking theory that is both a discourse about art as instructional
and education as a source of deep affect. In my reading his tomo profundo, he displays an
artistic energy in discussing philosophy that is a mirror to his first major work—a novel:
La Peregrinación de Bayoán. This also serves as a bookend for the beginning of my
doctoral journey: I was deeply inspired to pursue my doctorate after doing a paper on
his political work in New York City after the U.S. invasion of Puerto Rico in 1898 at an
encuentro that commemorated the 100th anniversary of Hostos’ death. This, upon
reflection, is a further bookend in that the events I discussed were the beginnings of
profound changes for the Puerto Rican people that were to cause me to write about this
group in facing educational obstacles today.
Moral social in the center of artistic expression can be the basis of an
artistico-pedagogical journey, where the aesthetic, the pedagogical, the epistemological
can be synthesized.
For the purposes of this study,
the expressive arts are used as tools with which to understand, inquire
about, locate and explore feelings, ask essential questions, identify
paradoxes, create visions, and imagine alternatives. (Barbera 23-24)
So how did Hostos inspire me to use pedagogical tools, and was facilitative of
bringing together notions of the pedagogical, the epistemological, and the aesthetic?
First, it is most fitting that in giving voice to one of shared experience—a Puerto Rican
away from home—I can appreciate the struggle and the responsibility of placing him as
an example so others can see themselves as examples. A function of moral social can be a
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base for cultivating an aesthetic theory of education. Such approaches to education
generally and educational change specifically are based on the idea that practice can be
interpreted and analyzed as would be an artistic work. Critiques focus on both physical
and social reality: “The aim of aesthetic analysis is understanding and the construction of
meaning and values, as well as the insight and authenticity that this brings” (Samier 5).
Emerging from Aesthetic Practice toward a Diasporic Puerto Rican Aesthetic Theory
Hostos (Moral Social) strongly emphasized the need for cultivating individuals
and, ultimately, society, with a love of truth and beauty. He critically expressed that
love through his own words, accepting his own deber, or responsibility, as a moral
educator. His ontology linked certain rights with specific responsibilities. The right of
an individual to contribute to society brings forth the responsibility to educate (Hostos;
Martí). Therefore, democratic participation is in a relationship with the educative.
Specifically, he based it on the idea of specific rights of individuals have corresponding
responsibilities, based on the level of society. For example, at the micro level or local
level, the rights of individuals in a municipal area correspond with the duty of
“instrucción fundamental” (Hostos, Moral Social 68). At the provincial, or regional, level,
the rights correspond to the duty toward fomenting “educación profesional” (68). What he
was doing was linking duties of people in society to particular geographic entities. This
becomes significant in considering, say, higher education, which could arguably
correspond, diasporically speaking, with the need for barrios to come together to fulfill
this deber, as in colleges and universities, different barrios (but all with similar working
class characteristics) are represented in the same classroom. The right to receive
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instruction in educational insitutions fulfills a social responsibility to foment education.
Therefore, hostosiano epistemology is rooted in a responsibility to cultivate individuals
who love truth and beauty. Further, values are rooted in the aesthetic (Santayana).
As a result, regarding Hostos’ moral social notions of moral responsibility, a
reading of his work reveals a sense of place for the aesthetic at the center, that beauty
that is an expression of truth, as part of the everyday—in work, in school, and in
democratic participation. He was instrumental in the development of a pan-Latin
American moral aesthetic, as his work was oriented toward developing moral
education that could be practiced throughout the Spanish-speaking Western
Hemisphere. This is a strong way to understand how Puerto Ricans intersect culturally
in and out of the enclaves (barrios) created outside of Puerto Rico, how these deberes
increase exponentially with geographical ranges.
Hostos’ goal was to cultivate patriots for the cause of Puerto Rican freedom, but
he strongly reminded that personal and collective dignity was instrumental: “Sin
dignidad, no hay patriotismo . . . ” (Moral Social 121). That sense of dignity intersects with
the aesthetic, which in turn intersects with the pedagogical. A sense of dignity is
cultivated creatively, coming to knowledge of oneself by reflection, as ultimately this
sense is a collection of your own reflections concerning who you are and where you feel
you can contribute socially. As an artist, a sense of dignity arises with one’s own
aesthetic practice as it relates to others who experience the art. This is foundational for
an appreciation and development of aesthetic theory.
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A reflective aesthetic requires a deeper understanding of how the aesthetic
intersects with the pedagogical, and how my own deber expresses my work as an
educator. Aesthetic theories of education focus on, and privilege, process: “Keeping the
focus on the process of exploration through the art process, the use of the arts for
expression and discovery is primary” (Barbera 24).
To facilitate that understanding, through the art process I have reflected on my
wordview. I say “wordview” because it is my worldview expressed poetically. I was a
poet before I became an educator, so my artistic self developed before my academic self,
giving me two channels that are public intellectual expressions. My poetic
interpretation of reality, that is, my wordview, is dedicated to the development of
Diasporic Puerto Rican aesthetic, is reflected by my desire to put as many ideas in my
own words, in my own understanding, as possible. My desire would eventually
intersect with my responsibility, first as an artist and then as an educator.
Therefore, the aesthetic, then, is primary as it is critical to developing my
wordview, as it was first in my professional development and, further, when I began as
an adult educator, I began to struggle to find ways, originally, to bring arts and social
sciences together, with a special role in my work for poetry and film. In addition, in
working with Puerto Ricans, I sought to weave as much as possible their experiences by
relating them to previous diasporic experiences. My work was not explicitly
coursework in Puerto Rican studies, but it has always been at the heart of it. I made the
conscious choice to focus on creative texts, such as those by Jesús Colón (1901-1974),
Bernardo Vega (1885-1965), Julia de Burgos (1914-1953), and other Diasporic Puerto
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Rican lights, as ways students could see themselves in the creativity and see themselves
becoming visible among others who experience Otherness.
The difference is now I have chosen pedagogy as target for fusing with art.
However, why bring pedagogy and performance together, a fusion that William-White
has characterized in her hip-hop erudition called “Scholarship Revolution”? In this
journey of bringing performance and education together, I can empathize with my own
students who struggle to see the links between what is happening in their own
lifeworlds and how they can develop their own lifewords. This is my deber, and my own
sense of how I foment change upon reflection about myself.
Again, aesthetic theory develops from aesthetic practice. According to Hall,
“Culture is communication and communication is culture” (186). Subsequently, all life
activity is communication, with eventual shifts from identifiable aspects to symbols.
Conversely, activity, actually, all lived experience, is culture. This is a gradual process,
such as when Puerto Ricans began as an economical presence, moving into a political
presence into one more readily identifiable today by its cultural attributes.
But something is pushed to the margins, in today’s expression of
puertorriqueñidad, in that cultural expression, as it is expressed in an educational setting,
has the risk of being reduced to a vision of Puerto Ricans of rice and beans and colorful
parades. For those more familiar, there may be the bomba y plena and a deeper
awareness of attributes not readily visible from the outside, such as, in terms of artistic
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expression, Puerto Rican visual art or, in terms of food, panaderías (bakeries, which
figure at the center of Puerto Rican daily life, but not typically perceived as so by
outsiders).
There is also a political awareness of the Puerto Rican responsiveness, that is, the
experiences that emerged in the 1960s and after. Less known are the figures and
movements who made an impact prior to that decade and were pivotal in forming
Diasporic Puerto Rican identity, embodied in expressions such as composer Rafael
Hernández’ “Lamento Borincano” (Bloch 45-46).
Exposure in press and scholarship, therefore, has tended to focus on Puerto
Ricans who came of age in this generation and after, rather than próceres such as Colón,
Felícita Méndez (1916-1998), or Oscar García Rivera (1900-1969). How can creativity
bring these voices to the center to gain a fuller sense, and therefore a deeper sense of
dignity, of a people?
I argue that, in conscifacción, that is, a progression of consciousness, there is a
need to relate between experiences to the deep experience not frequently explored in
any way, even by those who are typically thought of as repositories for such
information. In my own experience, being an educator amid a people does not at all
make me unique. What does, however, is my deep love for learning, teaching, and
commemorating their impact in the United States: the need is a Diasporic Puerto Rican
Aesthetic.
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Beyond the cultural turn is the political turn, as cultural turned is centered on
identity while the political turn is rooted in intersection and self-determination.
Diasporic Puerto Rican Aesthetic requires at its foundation:
•

an awareness of the distinctions of the Diaspora that remain, after all,
identifiably Puerto Rican;

•

an awareness of how being diasporized had a political impact in the
United States that, again, Puerto Rican without being on the island;

•

with the emergence of the culture from the class, gender, and political
realities of a diasporized people, being aware of differences that emerged
rather than assuming the sameness of all Puerto Ricans regardless of
physical place; and

•

with the interaction of Puerto Ricans with other cultures. Frequently
ignored in the discourse are the deep links between Puerto Ricans and
Cubans, and the history of Puerto Ricans’ political interactions with other
oppressed nationalities is marginalized, especially African Americans, and
how this led to a profound shift among Puerto Ricans culturally.
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Fig. 1.3. A Boricua Aesthetic
A Boricua Aesthetic, therefore, is a foundation for Puerto Rican Diasporic
Pedagogy by illustrating strongly how those intersections led to a diasporized people
that made political, economic, and cultural contributions to the United States. They,
therefore, developed an enclave, a sense of space that can recall culture from the island.
These senses of space that developed over time, and how the barrios become
borinqueña/o spaces resulted in struggles, all the cultural migration, and the sense of
inverting our own concept, that is, taking the North American impositions of artificial
lines (which borders are politically) and turning them into implicit and explicit barrio
boundaries. These are firm indications that “space communicates” (Hall 161). What is
spoken in these spaces, then, is the resilience of the Puerto Rican people where culture
and politics are intersected with peoples that they encountered in the United States.
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Anti-oppressive educational scholarship is a channel for understanding how
space is negotiated pedagogically and epistemologically, and facilitating the emerging
of voices. To seek answers, there is the rich tradition of Afro-American educational
studies (Du Bois; Ladson-Billings; Woodson); there is also a robust tradition that has
developed in Chicana/o educational scholarship as well (Anzaldúa). Indigenous
pedagogical scholarship has been facilitative of educational change and may yet prove
informing given the emphasis placed on indigenous origins of the Puerto Rican
experience, especially in understanding and appreciating links with American Indian
and Native Hawai’ian educational scholarship as well.
Now is the time for the development of a strong Diasporic Puerto Rican
educational scholarship, which already has a considerable literature and is now a call to
examine more deeply. To make this possible is to call attention to the multiple
dimensions of oppressions.
As these struggles continue, communities form by creating spaces with
(potentially) porous or expanding borders in enclaves. How is it possible, then, to
imagine communities under these new conditions, which are changed the versions of
struggles originally faced at home? How have Puerto Ricans imagined the barrios they
created? When something is hard to believe yet believable, a Puerto Rican word is apt
here: “¡’Magínate!” (Imagine that!)
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’Magínate: An Imagined Barrio, Arising from a Diasporic Puerto Rican Imaginary
Home here connotes our networks of family, kin, friends, colleagues and
various other “significant others.” It signifies the social and psychic
geography of space that is experienced in terms of a neighbourhood or a
home town. That is, a community ‘imagined’ in most part through daily
encounter. (Brah 4)
Home is a seat of longing “in the diasporic imagination [and] the lived
experience of a locality” (Brah 192). Home, for the diasporized, collides with what Brah
called “transnationality” (13), of which Hostos (Moral Social) reminded of its bedrock
notion: “la humanidad es nuestra familia universal” (108).
Note that while theory exists for explaining how nationalities come together, a
scientific understanding of a given nation is elusive, but it is understood that the
phenomenon exists (Anderson). So while quantitative research may have a difficult
time defining nationality, qualitative research can get in touch with affect that drives
national spirit. It is added to the phenomenon of bringing nationality away from home
to a new place, where there exist borders, that is, barriers, or impediments to
participation in social, political and economic life (McCormick and Ayala). This can be
considered jointly with Brah’s notions of bordering as a channel to creating what is new
in order to destroy those impediments and being in touch with the Hostosian notion of
humanity as universal family. The impediment is the oppression that threatens
transnational feeling and thinking.
Attempts to delegitimize and invisibilize the long presence occur by insistences
that cultural expression can be separated from the pain of diasporized people, with a
preference for decontextualized cultural expression devoid of political stances and
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school textbook explanations of peoples that exclude portraits of disillusionment,
despair, and tragedy as would be presented in, for example, work by Pietri. The words
and images produced are roots for creating memory. This becomes vital in the
development of a sense of collective being that thrives especially since not everyone in a
nation knows each other (Anderson), but they will recognize the codes, the culture, and
the linguistic attributes that they share.
The imagined community is lived and living experience and the imaginary is the
experience lived aesthetically. The Puerto Rican imaginary transmits bomba and boleros
into hip-hop and Latin soul. The memory that emerges is, being diasporized, a
reflection of what is already deep in the heart, and what is “planted” (wa Thiong’o,
Something 15) from without. The imaginary informs the aesthetic and beauty is a basis
for what can be imagined.
The aesthetic thrives in an enclave, which is an embodied imagined community.
It is conscifacción that can be seen, felt, and be a basis for creation. I consider the enclave
as intentional creation in tension with bordering yet sharing characteristics. Enclaving is
a continuation, the source of possibility beyond the ports of entry. It is a resistance to
oppression in border crossing, a tense and complex web of physical, emotional,
intellectual, and spiritual spaces. These are spaces to resolve those tensions, and become
safe(r) spaces for cultural, linguistic, political, and economic self-determination and
participation.
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However, how do a people arrive from the port to the enclave? What develops
past the port are “communities in struggle . . . they enable us to appreciate the
‘particular’ within the ‘universal’, and the ‘universal’ within the ‘particular’” (Brah 93).
To note that “Memory fuels desire” (J. Flores 199) is to say that memory often
arises from a person’s school experiences, and the messages received can be a trigger for
memory-induced desire.
Critical Race Theory (CRT)
Critical Race Theory is a theoretical framework that evolved from Critical Legal
Studies (Delgado Bernal; Solórzano), a discursive practice by several legal scholars who,
since the 1980s, have sought to deconstruct the ideology of the “Rule of Law” as
practiced in the United States. Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Williams, among other
scholars, emphasize how law, like education, ignores the intersections of race, class, and
gender in creating complex frameworks of oppression and bias. The intent was to
broaden the scope of how it can be addressed in legal discourse. Crenshaw (“Mapping
the Margins”) also argued that the intent is to bring these intersections of oppressions to
the center of discourse, as well as oppressions standing alone.
CRT scholars facilitate an understanding of racism as integral and inherent to
U.S. society, and the origin and evolution of its legal system. It is in opposition to the
so-called race neutrality of legal scholarship and legal application, which even critical
legal scholarship had yet to address. Scholarship documents how racism is perpetuated,
by laws and by U. S. government policies, with a focus on the voices of those who face
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oppression (Delgado Bernal; Goldberg and Essed; Pulido, “Music”; Solórzano; Yosso,
Smith, Ceja, and Solórzano).
Educational scholars have adapted the CRT framework to stimulate discourse on
curriculum (Delgado Bernal) and pedagogy (Ladson-Billings; Solórzano) by
highlighting systemic racism as a central concept and praxis in the discourse on the U.S.
educational system (Delgado Bernal; Pulido, “Music”; Solórzano).
Solórzano, for example, utilized this theoretical framework in his efforts to
document Chicana/o educational experiences. He outlined five elements that constitute
“basic perspectives, research methods, and pedagogy of a critical race theory in
education” (122).
1) Race and racism are central to understanding and analyzing the experiences
of oppressed people. Race and racism intersect with other oppressions,
including class and gender.
2) Dominant and hegemonic ideology must be challenged.
3) Experiential knowledge is central in teaching, researching, and learning
about race and racism.
4) CRT is interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary. (Yosso)
5) “At the core is a commitment to social justice and the elimination of racism
and more broadly all forms of oppression” (Pulido, Knowledge 72).
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Oppression, in this context:
Consists of systematic institutional processes, which prevent some people
from learning and using satisfying and expansive skills in socially
recognized settings, or institutionalized social processes which inhibit
people’s ability to play and communicate with others or to express their
feelings and perspective on social life in contexts where others can listen.
(Young 38)
The relation between self-expression and listening to others, in an educational
setting, is at the heart of this dissertation and explored in more detail in the third
chapter. It is the intent of the research to explore self-reflection combined with selfexpression.
CRT is an academic call to hear the voices of the racialized Other. Yet, the
differences and diversities among the Other may call for acknowledging oppressions
specific to certain groups. The outline above is a call for action among oppressed
nationalities generally. Nevertheless, how can specific groups of voices be heard?
Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit)
The Puerto Rican experience in higher education is a result of the historic
diasporic presence in terms of race, class, gender, color, and language oppressions
against Puerto Ricans. Further, Puerto Ricans have historically disrupted the
black/white binary (Mills, Senior, and Goldsen). CRT in educational scholarship would
need to have at the center other issues apart from those outlined above in order to
address the conditions of Puerto Ricans in the U.S. educational system. Therefore, it is
useful to understand Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit) as a way to analyze issues faced
particularly by Latina/o communities in a dialogical engagement with CRT.
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Before proceeding any further, I use here the term “Latina/o Critical Theory”
and “LatCrit” although I do not identify myself as “Latino,” preferring to refer to
myself by my nationality as one of many distinct Spanish-speaking and Latin
American-descent nationalities in the United States. This is besides giving respect and
homage to those who struggled to be Puerto Rican in oppressive conditions. In fact, a
broader purpose of composing this dissertation is seeking discourse that emphasizes
the need to understand deep cultural differences between peoples who share a
language and, in various ways, a history of being the Other in the United States.
“Latina/o,” therefore, serves in this dissertation as shorthand and, in using the “a/o”
slash, as a counter to gender oppression.
LatCrit is valued because it
challenges the Black/White binary that often limits consideration of race
and racism to two groups, thereby creating discursive space for
Latinos/as, who can be of any race, and individuals who may be
multiracial. (Irizarry 2815)
Aesthetically, a racialized binary cannot account for a spectrum that embraces,
race, class, gender, and language. LatCrit uses an application of the tenets of CRT in
order to address particular concerns of Spanish-speaking oppressed nationalities, with a
focus on issues of language, culture, and migration (Delgado Bernal; Pulido, “Music”).
To facilitate understanding of these nuances of the Latina/o experience, CRT and
LatCrit allow storytelling—in this case, about experiences of oppression—as a
methodological tool and an analytical tenet. In the Puerto Rican Diasporic context,
poetry has been at the center of the experience of telling stories and in scholarship on
Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico and abroad (Irizarry).
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Through a dual CRT/LatCrit lens, I focus on educational issues of the Puerto
Rican Diaspora, especially in the area of higher education. This is to facilitate students
telling their own stories, that is, the knowledge that they have to share.
Further, while this articulates a political aim, there remains the need to formulate
this aim theoretically. Therefore, the intersections are not just in the political and
cultural spaces. They need consideration in the theoretical areas as well.
A Mother Tongue Approach
As noted previously, the Hostosian notion of moral social, rooted in the value of
conscifacción (the development of consciousness) and racionalización (the development of
reason) toward the facilitation of a love of truth of beauty reflects deeply in the
appreciation of the beauty of language. Language as creative and poetic expression is
critical to understanding how hablar español is an expression of love of beauty as it
expresses truths held deeply by a diasporized population. Critically, as Carolyn Kenny
emphasized, poetry can be considered to be “the transition between music and
language” (personal communication, February, 2009).
Among the diasporized is a struggle to hold on to language. This occurs while a
new language is acquired. Mother tongue at the center can bridge gaps between the
performative and the textual and make both fluorish in a context of affirming pedagogy
(Louis; wa Thiong’o, Something).
The development as a hispanoparlante, aesthetically and morally, is not just an
expression of the right to express truth and beauty, but a deber to do so. It is an active
movement against linguicide or what Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o characterizes as “linguistic
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famine [or] linguifam” (Something 18). Therefore, the moral aesthetic places the right
and responsibility of linguistic expression at the center, to counterhegemonize linguistic
dangers.
This moral foundation reflects specific contribution of LatCrit: its centrality of
social, cultural, and political concerns of Latinas/os (Solórzano). Critical to a discussion
of the Puerto Rican Diaspora generally, and its presence in the U.S. educational system
specifically, is an awareness of the role of the Spanish language as a central part of the
lived experience. Language is an expression of the centrality in CRT/LatCrit of
experiential learning, as language is rooted in everyday experience. This is in addition
to its being a cultural expression placed at the center of the LatCrit tenets, which values
experiential knowledge, including creativity.
The language of politics and the language of culture are a long way apart,
yet each subsumes the other . . . . Some languages are so dissimilar,
English and Navajo, for example, the linguistics forces the speaker into
two images of a reality. (Hall 98)
More to the issue at the core of this dissertation, the language of the colonizer
and the language of the colonized can become dissimilar due to the relationship
between oppressors and the nationally (and often linguistically) oppressed.
As an expression deeply intersected with race (and class and educational status,
as the Spanish language becomes more critical for survival where formal education in
English is missing), language becomes an area for discussion. Public pedagogy for
Spanish-speaking oppressed nationalities must be based on engagement at various
levels with español. Where a people have become diasporized, language becomes a vital
cultural link, and in the process, may evolve in unique ways in the new enclaves. While
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it has its emotional and attitudinal elements, mother tongue has a strong sociocognitive
dimension (van Dijk) that facilitates learning in a new setting while stoking memories of
lands from which they have migrated. Where the mother tongue is preserved,
education is deeply facilitated (Skutnabb-Kangas).
How can a mother tongue, or an acknowledgement of it, become a way to
promote an “aesthetic ethic” (Kasten-Daryanani 168) that challenges oppression of race,
class, geography, diasporization, and language? In addition, what happens when you
are between two worlds, and neither can fully describe who you are? What develops if
your world is of two languages from the start? There is much to understand about
language. What emerges from those who are diasporized, experiencing varying levels
of discomfort in two languages, or its inversion: deep comfort that plays with grammar
and syntax in two languages to create a new linguistic phenomenon?
Performance Ethnography
Truth and beauty are critical in performance; performance is a space for
expressing values of truth and beauty. Moral social needs means of expression, and
performance is a place for a moral aesthetic.
Oppression is in opposition to truth, beauty, and morals. Therefore, human
beings feel a need to restore order, and energy is developed (Mullis) from the
satisfaction of overcoming oppression and restoring moral justice. That energy
expresses itself through the senses, the heart, and the soul, as well as the mind.
I want to develop pedagogy experienced in these ways, in other words, palpably
(Barbera). In performance ethnography, there are possibilities for developing such
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pedagogy, in a network of ways to express emotions and attitudes that arise from
participants’ oppressive experiences. It shares elements with narrative and poetic
inquiry; it is rooted in the notion of performative social science and informed by
Denzin’s (Performance Ethnography) notion of “critical sociological imagination” (xi).
A methodology that places performance at the heart of pedagogy, based on
critical thinking and community education, would be a path toward a critical
examination of educational systems. As a poet, performer, and educator, I wish to
explore and understand those expressions, which I share as well, situated within this
interplay of race, class, culture, and language of the Puerto Rican diasporic experience.
To center creative expression is to generate understanding of educational issues
aesthetically. In my research, poetry is one way to facilitate understanding in
educational research (William-White). However, even where poetry is not simply a
challenging source of content, another element of the research needs fulfillment. Poetic
inquiry explores the text and context, so in reading it, the idea is a demonstration of
possibilities to show how poetry, and therefore storytelling, can be central to the
methodology as well.
Poetic inquiry is a form of qualitative research in the social sciences that
incorporates poetry in some way as a component of an investigation.
(Prendergast, “Introduction” xxxv)
The result is a grounding in synthesis, which can occur in multiple ways
methodologically; cultural expressions such as art, poetry, music, and theatre have been
critical in catalyzing change (Barone and Eisner; Pelias, A Methodology). This change can
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be the basis for profound transformation when it is part of the expression of a national
group, especially as it changes away from home yet maintains links through culture
and language.
Diasporic experience has a deeply expressive voice in performance. In the
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary field of Puerto Rican Studies, cultural expression
is an important area of study, especially with history, sociology, politics, and language
(Bernard-Carreño; Fitzpatrick). In the area of education, inquiry through performance
has been a powerful way of developing pedagogy. However, much of the research does
not characterize performative inquiry explicitly, yet bringing the research together is a
way to understand educational issues through the performative (Gastic; A. Hernández;
Irizarry and Antrop-González; Pulido, Knowledge; Rivera; Walsh, Pedagogy). This
research adds to the emerging body of literature employing qualitative approaches to
pedagogical questions in the Puerto Rican Diaspora (Cordero Guzmán; Cortez; De Jesús
and Rolón-Dow; Maldonado-Torres). Qualitative approaches can help fill in gaps in the
literature.
Qualitative inquiry about Puerto Rican Diaspora in education has focused
largely on narrative and ethnography (Antrop-González and De Jesús; Candales;
Irizarry and Antrop-González; Pérez; Rivera Rapp; Toro Martell and Antrop-González).
Another approach used in race-oriented educational scholarship has been
phenomenology (Antrop-González; De Jesús-Kishimoto; Irizarry). Before Barone and
Eisner discussed the possibilities for fictive approaches in deeper detail, they addressed
a way to understand the issues inherent in the Puerto Rican student population (Nieto,
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“Puerto Rican Students”), as their everyday experience can be inspiring for offering a
performance (Stucky).
Narrative-based methodology amplifies testimonio, a narrative interview process
rooted in Spanish-speaking cultures that has been a basis as well for the Chicana
discourse weaving between prose and verse espoused by Gloria Anzaldúa. Along with
narrative inquiry, “in depth semi-structured interviews” (Coakley v) that facilitate
testimonio is an indication that it also shares elements in common with grounded theory
(Charmaz).
As a poet, I see poetry as testimonio delivered in verse. Poetry has been a way to
both speak of the longing for connections with home and a developing understanding
of the interconnections found here (Matos Valldejuli and Flores; Pietri). Poetry is a
cultural indicator, that is, a sign of conditions in society and the communities that are
both part of it and, excluded from it (Anzaldúa; William-White).
A critical and performative Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy is useful for
discussing issues of Puerto Rican migration to the United States and the diasporic
experience in higher education.
Counter Narratives as Otherculture
In the exploration of the diasporic self specifically and the Other self generally,
poetry can be a way to develop spaces to affirm a sense of and need to show love for
ourselves as a people, our accomplishments, and what can be achieved by
self-affirmation. Affirmation and self-affirmation are ways to challenge colonization
(Grosfoguel, “Race and Ethnicity”) and hegemonic notions (Gramsci) that the
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oppressed may have internalized. Consider these concluding words from the title poem
in Pietri’s Puerto Rican Obituary.
Aquí Se Habla Español all the time
Aquí you salute your flag first
Aquí there are no dial soap commercials
Aquí everybody smells good
Aquí tv dinners do not have a future
Aquí the men and women admire desire
and never get tired of each other
Aquí Que Paso Power is what's happening
Aquí to be called negrito
means to be called LOVE (11)
Pietri, in essence, poetized affirmation of the Other as an illustration of how the
Other has a counter-narrative toward the colonizing view (Rolón-Dow). These
expressions reflect the Du Boisian concept of double-consciousness. Speaking in the
African American context, he referred to a cognitive dissonance that is characterizes a
gap; that gap creates feelings where one strives to be acknowledged for his or her own
talents and abilities, and yet the only reference for acknowledgement is how
majoritarian society measures what is considered worthy, from its own viewpoint.
Confronted with a doubled point of view denotes struggles to feel whole, that is,
strivings to be conscious about which one. In a discussion of migration, this manifests
as a conflict that situates aquí whether in the homeland or the new home in the U.S. This
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expression beholds an intersection of race, migration status, language, and gender, as
mestiza consciousness (Anzaldúa). To understand where one is living on the side of a
social, political, and economic chasm is to be able to adjust to the everyday still-present
racism. However, to endure life as a chasm–having a gap in one’s soul–is a suffering
that can take generations to heal. Where healing is possible, a fusion can take place that
can restore wholeness. The problem of racism challenges how oppressed people react to
it.
What is relevant to note here is that Du Bois, in writing The Souls of Black Folk,
began chapters with poems, a way to express the double-conscious pain through lyrics.
“Otherculture” is present in a subversion of oppression, transforming into expression
that is meaningful for the oppressed. For example, negrito is a term of endearment in the
Puerto Rican culture and, as he indicated, one tool for self-affirmation. When a borincano
is addressed as negrito, I recognize that there is a dialog of celebrating the Other, of
subverting marginalization and the violence of oppressive words.
It is an expression of what I will call Otherculture, a way for people who face
oppression to develop anti-oppressive cultural expression. In confronting racism,
xenophobia, and Anglocentrism, Otherculture can be a source of strength, an expression
of persistence and pedagogical moments that “challenge the master narrative about
equality and objectivity in education for anyone willing to try hard enough” (Pulido,
“Music” 72).
Otherculture is informative of the methodological approach used in this
dissertation. Speaking in their own voices, students can speak of their own narratives.
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Furthermore, the validation of storytelling and counterstories is a reflection of
CRT/LatCrit valuation of experiential knowledge as a critical part of race-oriented
discourse. Storytelling where mother tongues are used increase the possibility of
transformative pedagogy. It is critical to translate knowledges into words and ideas that
can be understood more broadly (hooks; Skutnabb-Kangas).
Performance ethnography is what I call a plurimethodological approach. (I was
inspired by the notion of indigenous peoples in South America involved in their own
organizations that refer to their political movements and goals as plurinacional
[plurinational, of many nations].) Similarly, performance ethnography is an
embodiment of multiple ethnographic approaches where performance is at its center.
Incorporated in it are what Denzin (Performance Ethnography) termed “personal
performative narratives” (38). At the same time, due to the nature of the methodology,
it can be flexible enough to include different modalities within the same research
project, such as film and audience feedback.
Those working “best” in performative social science are working across
several boundaries at once: producing a “script”; forging an audio/visual
piece; using audience feedback and interpretation; uploading outputs to
the Web, etc. There is not one category of performative social science,
then, but rather, the use of performative tools from varied arenas suit the
purpose. (Roberts, “Performative Social Science”)
In the quotation below, as it notes a few of the methodological approaches under
this umbrella, it is useful for understanding the potential breadth and depth of
performative inquiry.
Performative research can be a space for learning about cultural
expressions that seek to address the struggles against racism, sexism,
classism, Latinophobia and Anglocentrism. Autoethnography and arts-
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based approaches to ethnography, whether narrative ethnography, poetic
ethnography, fictional ethnography, or co-constructed narrative
ethnography, and so on—are alternative ways of knowing that provide
deep, full, and rich knowledge—at the gut level, the soul level, a dialogic
level, in which the knower, the known, and the unknown connect at a
deep level of knowing. (Davis and Warren-Findlow 292)
Given both the wide scope of performance ethnography and the limitations of a
dissertation, there is a need to clearly outline an approach to the research that is doable
and will honor my commitment to pedagogy and poetry. Synthesis requires deriving
essences into a doable obra that follows the heart of what a scholar wishes to tell. Based
on my experience with verses, the methodological approach that I will use from this
family of performance will be what I will call “poetic autoethnography.”
Poetic autoethnography identifies a few premises outlined in scholarship on
poetry, ethnography, and performance (Anzaldúa; Barone and Eisner; Denzin,
Performnace Ethnography; Pelias, A Methodology). It is informed by notions already
expressed about poetry as data (Cahnmann) and a channel for methodological
expression (Cannon Poindexter; Dixson, Chapman, and Hill; Santoro, Kamler, and Reid;
William-White). There also exist examples of synthesis of syntheses, with simultaneous
engagement between performative and poetic methodology with race-based discourse
both critical (Anzaldúa; Denzin, Performance Ethnography; Sampsell-Jones;
William-White) and less explicitly critical yet informative for race-oriented discussion
(Cahnmann; Cannon Poindexter; Dixson, Chapman, and Hill).
Poetic autoethnography is an attempt to synthesize what I wish to explore in my
engagement with students as they express their own Diasporic Boricua identities. It is
based on methodological approaches used in poetry, ethnography, autobiography, and
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testimonio or cuento. It is an analytical tool for understanding the survival of a people
and considering their experience pedagogically.
Elements of Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy
As an example of the power of antioppressive pedagogy, Red Pedagogy
synthesizes the core of the Native American experience in order to safeguard the
educational health of Indigenous students.
Red Pedagogy has four characteristics: (1) politically, it maintains a ‘quest
for sovereignty, and the dismantling of global capitalism’; (2)
epistemologically, it privileges indigenous knowledge; (3) the Earth is its
‘spiritual center’; (4) socio-culturally, Red Pedagogy is grounded in ‘tribal
and traditional ways of life.’ (Denzin, “Reading and Writing” 245)
With Red Pedagogy as a framework, informed by Afro-American and
Chicana/o critical pedagogical experiences, I have observed the following
characteristics to make up the sancocho for Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy.
The objective is to counterhegemonize discourse that is colonizing, Latinophobic,
Anglocentric, Otherizing, and racista.
1)

It is acknowledgement of Puerto Rico as an Antillean and Caribbean
experience, an en experience it shares most intimately historically with
Cuba and, in certain instances, the Dominican Republic. Puertorriqueñdad,
historically speaking, is about crossing over islands of shared experiences.

2)

Politically, it is for self-determination for Puerto Rico and those at home
and abroad based in anti-colonized thinking.

3)

Epistemologically, it privileges knowledges of Puerto Ricans in the
Caribbean and in the Diaspora.
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4)

Spiritually, Puerto Rico is at the center of the Puerto Rican heart.
Birthplace is not a barrier in puertorrriqueñidad.

5)

Socio-culturally, it is an acknowledgement of and respect for Puerto Rico’s
dual roots in the mountains and in the coasts, both of which inform the
diasporic experience expressed in our philosophy, our poetry, and our
folk and contemporary cultural expressions.

6)

Aesthetically, the diaspora has characteristics that are distinct from people
of the homeland yet the puertorriqueñidad is kept robust by its experiences
critical to the diasporized formation.

How to Compose a Dissertation on Performance Pedagogy by the Oppressed
The chapter titles were inspired originally by the chapters of the anthology A
Companion to Latina/o Studies (Flores and Rosado), itself a collection that, while never
acknowledging performance ethnography as a methodological approach, does provide
ways of understanding placement in research practice. However, as the dissertation
was being fleshed out and flourished with performance, I became more inspired by the
performances themselves.
The first chapter, “Puertorriqueñidades” (Puerto-Ricannesses), is an introduction of
how Puerto-Ricanness has been important to my experience of teaching and learning
among Puerto Ricans in the United States in a college. It is an introduction to an
artistico-pedagogical (Castro Bonilla) approach toward theoretical and methodological
approaches for this dissertation.
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The second chapter, “Perspectivas y Pensamientos,” is a discussion of the
theoretical frameworks and cultural, social, and historical foundations that are at the
core of my project. These supplemented other frameworks that are informative of the
attempts in the development of Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy as a way for
cultural and educational leadership and change, and this development is reflected in its
subtitle: “Artistico-Poliitical-Pedagogical Struggle for Puertorriqueñid.”
Critical pedagogy for the Puerto Rican Diaspora is a channel for sharing issues
and stories in common with other critical race-oriented pedagogies, such as those out of
the experiences of African Americans and Chicanas/os. They have arisen out of
struggles against racism and colonialism, such as when Thiong’o spoke about the
African diasporic experience: “division . . . from his land, body, and mind” (Something
2). Amid what are many time strong feelings of division (Colón), cultura takes on new
forms. The voices, and even the tongues, often changed, but did not get lost.
The third chapter, “RicanStructing and Ricannecting Voces: Performative Poetic
Ethnography,” is an illustration of and an introduction to the AutoEthnoPoetic
approach that I wish to use. I discuss performance ethnography and how poetic
autoethnography characterizes my research in the context of the educational experience.
Also, I discuss how I apply poetic autoethnography in supporting the development of
Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy that is performative as well as critical.
Linked with critical pedagogy, performance has a critical educative role (Barone
and Eisner; Denzin, Performance Ethnography; Giroux and Shannon; Pelias, A
Methodology; Pulido, “Music”; William-White). The actos will ideally be a teaching and
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learning exchange that will consist of multiple encuentros where student participants
can contribute poetically to the discourse, in order to explore the possibilities of these
moments of engagement with memory and standpoint as the basis for developing a
critical race-oriented pedagogy. I will interpret and analyze the participants’ creative
expressions for possibilities to distill principles to help define critical pedagogy for the
Puerto Rican Diaspora.
For the first part of the project documented in the fourth chapter, “Encuentros,”I
originally sought to recruit about 6-10 anonymous or pseudonymous participants who
arecollege students of Puerto Rican birth or descent, and include male and female
students. The performance, represented by the poetic-filmic expression, is a culmination
of four virtual communications where participants exchange ideas and talk about their
feelings in sharing a diasporic experience as college-level learners. I also describe the
difficulties I encountered in the recruitment process.
Participants submitted their responses to the stimuli in space where they may
share their ideas, emotions, and attitudes related to the project or the themes discussed
in it. This is a reflection of the emphasis on self-determination as an element of
performance ethnography (Denzin, Performance Ethnography) as well as in arts-based
scholarship (Pulido, “Music”; William-White). For the autoethnographic component, I
was involved in the performance too, and I composed a diary based on my experiences
in the project, and from which I was able to extract reflctions for this dissertation. In the
fifth chapter, “Resting is Not an Option: Conclusions and Implications for Puerto Rican
Diasporic Artistico-Pedagogical Leadership and Change,” I offer ideas on further
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development of the educational experience for the Puerto Rican Diaspora. I evaluate
areas for further development of Diasporic Puerto Rican pedagogy and its possible
impacts for Diasporic Puerto Rican cultural and educational leadership and change. I
also address the implications for using qualitative and performative methodologies in
researching issues on education for Spanish-speaking nationalities, and implications for
cultural and educational leadership and change. Further, I address possibilities for
creativity as public pedagogy.
Ética 1: Ethical Considerations
The need for an explicit ethic regarding poetic consciousness, its interplay
with group consciousness and associated leadership activity is clearly
needed. Such an ethic, being inextricably bound up with aesthetic
experience, must honor this tradition, and so may not be a simple set of
values or judgements, or a grouping of stages which an individual passes
through on a course of individual development (although the
development of such an ethic does not explicitly preclude such a journey).
Such an ethic must deeply look to, and appreciate, the complexity and
mysteries of the aesthetic craft and the human experience that it evokes.
(Kasten-Daryanani 178)
Even as an educator who shares in the Puerto Rican Diasporic experience with
students, I remained vigilant throughout the process about the ethical considerations
inherent in doing research. To protect the students/performers’ identities, I informed
all the participants that I would not identify them by name, and will substitute names of
anyone else they identify in their stories and responses, whether verbally or written. As
this is a performative study, participants had the option to be identified by a
pseudonym of their choice.
However, in the first encuentro, the participants were adamant in identifying
themselves by name. I understood this as wanting to positively identify themselves as
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performers rather than as anonymous or even pseudonymous subjects. I made clear the
implications of doing this, yet they all consciously chose, and to a degree even insisted,
being identified by their names. Audio or video attachments do not contain other
identifying information except what is presented in the texts. In addition, each in the
film participant has been given or received a copy, emailed as a file, of the resulting
film.
The difference was in the second encuentro, where some participants chose to
indentify by name (usually first name) while other remained anonymous. I even took
the step of accepting the handwritten responses without seeing who submitted them, in
order to ensure that I could not even identify the anonymous respondents.
Ética 2: The Centrality of Learners’ Freedom
Epistemological, aesthetic, pedagogical, and political criteria need to be rooted in
critical, anti-oppressive notions centered on the voices of those speaking. The researcher
is evaluated on the ability to facilitate voice at the center of critical, anti-oppressive
scholarship.
The Hostosian moral social is based on balance between right and responsibility.
Toward that end, Denzin (“Reading and Writing”) emphasized: “ . . . all inquiry
involves moral, political, and ethical matters. . . . These criticisms involved a complex
set of questions, namely who had the right to speak for whom, and how?” (246).
How this played out differed between the two encuentros. Keep in mind that in
the first, they were all former students, so there was no academic benefit or detriment to
participating. This is to say that in no way could their current or previous academic
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achievements be affected in any way. Rather, the benefit was socially aesthetic, that is,
having the knowledge to share in a safe way as active participants in the project.
For the second encuentro, I spent considerable time informing them that their
responses would remain outside of the curriculum, not to be counted as anything that
could be put toward their course grade. This was designed to ensure that they felt as
free as possible to respond to, including criticize, the film. The work submitted never
became part of their student files. Being that some responses were anonymous, this
would not have been possible.
Doctorando con el Arte
For all the great promise in researching, writing, and sharing creatively, there
must be space for humility, which is a humility engendered from seeing students as
holders, indeed, as creators of knowledge (Antrop-González and De Jesús; Olmedo).
How these everyday scholarships from students can be transformed into scholarship
that is informative of what they learn and what they have to share?
It is about affirmation
It is about knowing who you are
It is about knowing it in your own words
It is about knowing it in your own tongue
It is about telling your story in two or three
It is about a story in exile
It is about a story far away from home
It is about a Double Diaspora
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First on a slave ship and second on a wage train
It is about me
Copyright 2013 Ángel L. Martínez
Furthermore, given my need as a scholar to consider the ethical implications of
my work, I wish to recall one artist who grandly understood and accepted her
responsibility as an artist that was part of the salsa caliente movement. Her spirit
strongly resonates with my obligations as a teacher, a writer, an artist, and a scholar.
She is the Afro-Cuban singer and songwriter Guadalupe Yoli Raymond (1936-1992),
known to us as La Lupe. It is appropriate to end this chapter on a note of salsa, as the
genre as has been practiced in New York is a hybridized form that mirrors the
hybridized development of the Puerto Rican Diaspora, having extended from its roots
in son and boleros to intersect with jazz, blues, and rhythm and blues (Aparicio).
In the song “Dueña Del Cantar” [Mistress of the Song], La Lupe conceived of the
music she loved not just as the beat for a celebration, but also as a dedication to the
people who generated it and an acknowledgement of her responsibility as an artist
given musical gift. It is at once, as she saw it, both a moral and an artistic obligation, a
reflection and action that resonates with Puerto Ricans and la música:
Soy la dueña de este verso
Que el cantar me puso en cuidar
Que soy la voz
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I am the mistress of this verse
That the song has given me to take care
I am the voice.
Similarly, I am the owner of this dissertation, that of which the scholarly world
has given me to take care. I am the voice—and the pen.
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PERSPECTIVAS Y PENSAMIENTOS
(PERPSPECTIVES AND THOUGHTS):
ARTISTICO-POLITICAL-PEDAGOGICAL STRUGGLE FOR
PUERTORRIQUEÑIDAD
The Puerto Rican People in the United States
To Doña Felícita Méndez
65 Years of Fighting for Educational Freedom
by Ángel L. Martínez
Madres lead the way to revolution.
The care for a child

AV Track 2.1. “To
Doña Felícita
Méndez,” read by
the author.
	
  

becomes care for the world.
Doña Felícita took her care
from the shores of Borinquén
to the fields of Arizona
to justice for Raza children in California.
Una voz raised for the truth
against White lies.
When madres speak out
the world trembles.
La Prieta shook the Earth
To protect our hijas e hijos.
What greater inspiration can there be
in defense of niñas y niños:
madres having fought the fight before
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Tata
Mi abuela
has been
in this department store
called america
for the past twenty-five years
She is eighty-five years old
and does not speak
a word of English
That is intelligence (Pietri 105)
The above verses reflect cultural lessons passed on to me that I wish to share. As
an educator in political and social science, I believe in a robust engagement with the arts
in order to present issues in ways that are accessible and convey issues in ways that are
relatable to students. As a poet, I want to use versical expression pedagogically. Also,
my role as a cultural worker encompasses the ways I express myself as an educator and
poet (Becker; Greene; Hostos, Moral Social). Yet as I write these words, I embrace my
scholarly self, by which I propose poetry to be a place for pedagogical possibility.
Pedagogical moments emerge in poetry, which, through a scholarly lens, can be seen as
a narrative arranged in verse. For peoples who seek ways to speak of themselves, in
their own voices, poetry as narrative can be a source of profound stories. For a scholar
engaged in education and the arts, poetry is a call to develop theory for change through
the artistico-pedagogical (Castro Bonilla).
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To be a poet and a scholar presents the possibility for a strong co-ordination yet
calls for space that can be had for both the artistic and the scholarly in research. To be
certain, it can be explained in the following way: “A poet explains in five words, a
scholar explains in five paragraphs” (Philomena Essed, personal communication, May
30, 2013). So there is the need to address issues of concern to the scholar that are
engaging as a poet would want the work to be, and with depth and fullness that is
expected of scholarship.	
  
The epigraphic poems are part of a narrative of a people of diasporic experience,
which is rooted in factors that have been expressed both creatively and scholarly and
have deep potential for pedagogical impact. The presence of the diasporic people to be
discussed here has been characterized not only by how they have entered into the
United States, but the identities they have chosen for themselves. These choices are
major factors in how they encounter educational systems here. At the same time, it can
be a source of possibilities for how diasporic populations can be engaged in education.
With an aesthetic that is grounded in conscifacción and racionalización, powerful
performance can arise from this engagement. The aesthetic and the pedagogical are
linked in ways that are necessary to advance educational change for Puerto Rican
Diaspora.
Beyond physical migration, diaspora is rooted in two sensibilities. First, there is
the sense of belonging to a place apart from where one is located in the present time.
This sense of belonging expresses a sense of collective connection, which is at the heart
of being borincana/o, as will be discussed throughout this chapter. Second, there is the
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reality of facing oppression every day by being present in the new country. Philomena
Essed (Diversity) has discussed how these sensibilities form part of a lived experience
that transcends borders. The oppression is in being set apart, treated as apart, and being
part of the Other. However, “Nobody is born as the Other. People are made into the
Other” (109).
Otherness is an expression related to oppression. Young gives a broader portrait
of how oppression happens in societies that purport to value equality and democratic
practice. She called these the “five faces of oppression” (39): exploitation,
marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence. These faces are not
mutually exclusive. Border crossing can engender multiple oppressions with a group,
as any oppressed group is characterized by a diversity of experiences and perspectives
while sharing distinct attributes.
Otherness is engendered through exploitation—enforcing class
differences—with racial discrimination forcing workers into jobs lacking in autonomy.
Race differences, amplified by working class origins, have the result of marginalizing
populations affected, leading to feelings of powerlessness.
Exploitation, marginalization, and powerlessness are solidified through what
Young characterized as “cultural imperialism” (58), systematically enforcing racial and
cultural stereotypes among marginalized and exploited groups while making them
invisible as human beings. Finally, the enforcement or cultural imperialism is typically
carried out through physical or symbolic violence. All these oppressions are bases for
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the notion of “’difference’ as the marker of the distinctiveness of our collective
histories” (Brah 89).
Feelings and attitudes about Otherness are channeled, among other aspects,
through awareness of a person’s own values as expressed socio-politically (Essed).
Awareness can be characterized as expressions of a love for home, that is, a cultural,
political, and linguistic homeland that is held in the heart. While imposing Otherness is
a disparagement of a group’s expression, and imposing feelings of powerless to change
and overcome cultural imperialism, the notion of Diaspora opens up a counterstory by
affirming the culture/s of the Other. In the affirmation, the diasporic culture attains
characteristics over time that begins to make the experience of a diasporized people
facing Otherness unique from the experience of their compatriots back home. Although
exploitation is a major factor for those who stayed and those who left, and their
descendants, a circular experience of aquí y allá (here and there) is created, becoming a
reflection of the circular migration that is experienced among Puerto Ricans, returning
between home and away (Fitzpatrick).
For Puerto Ricans, including the two subjects of the above poems, this diasporic
experience has been part of the story of the United States for approximately two
centuries (Nieto, “Puerto Rican Students”). Part of being diasporized is to be
characterized as Other for a long period of being allá (there) or aquí, depending where a
person in the diaspora considers home to be, a notion that creates much contention in
itself (Brah). For Puerto Ricans, from the perspective of being situated in the ultramar,
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their presence allá remains situated on the outside, the source of a cultural
anti-imperialism.
In aesthetic engagement, what is created becomes a reminder: that our
experiences are not constituted solely within ‘oppressions.’ Our lives
encompass such an immense range of variability—geographical,
emotional, psychological, psychic, and social, all imploding into one
another—that meaning constantly eludes compartmentalisation and
totalisation. (Brah 91)
The poems introduced in this chapter are intended as creative meaning-making.
They are expressions based on how Puerto Ricans have experienced those clashing
variables: being physically marginalized in the United States, yet remain culturally,
nationally, and spiritually borinqueña y borinqueño: Puerto Rican. Puerto Ricans in the
United States, with a historic presence that has progressed since World War II, have
developed cultural markers that can be identified by their being away from the islands
and interacting with others who collectively make up the Other in Norteamérica, all
together in a struggle against feelings of powerlessness and overcoming violence
perpetrated on them.
One of these creators was my friend Pedro Pietri, the grandson of “Tata,” the
subject of his poem, part of his expressions of affirmation of puertorriqueñidad. The poem
is a way of combating feelings of powerlessness and enforcement of cultural
imperialism (Young). Tata, in continuing to speak Spanish, used language as her
counter-narrative, or counter-story, one of the “race-conscious versions of reality told
by people of color” (Rolón-Dow 89). Further, there is also the class element inherent in
the linguistic insistence. In using Spanish, Tata gave herself power against the
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psychological violence insistent on the use of the English language. She gave voice to
the subaltern by affirming her puertorriquñidad. Her mother tongue was in her corazón.
The word puertorriqueñidad (“Puerto-Ricanness”) can be interpreted as a sense of
cultural self-knowledge. This notion, as is the case of other notions of awareness of
one’s culture, is fluid, just as groups face oppression not in fixed ways due to diversities
within each group. It is not yet easily defined in scholarship. An expression is really a
question, as the process of defining is ongoing (Torres-Robles).
At this point, it is useful to comprehend what is Puerto-Ricanness. I maintain
that this question permeates ideas that cover this dissertation broadly. Puertorriqueñidad
can be argued to have at least three distinct embodiments in scholarship: as an essence,
a performance, and a discourse. I put forth that it is at once all three because in doing
so, it is a reflection of the diverse perspectives that can lead to the word being used in
its puertorriqueñidades, a representation of differences, intersections, associations, and
multiple visions of what it means to Puerto Rican. In all senses, puertorriqueñidad is an
embodiment of the process that shows to Puerto Ricans why this culture matters and
what does it mean to be Boricua.
Puertorriqueñidad as an essence is a reference to the elements that make up what
is distinctly Puerto Rican. It is our attempt to answer the ontological question “¿quienes
somos?” (Torres-Robles 206). Specifically, it has been formulated as a way to oppose
attempts at assimilation (Fahey). What is considered being Puerto Rican has shifted in
the process of taking the “guagua aérea” (Silver 58) from the islands to the United States.
It is a plena that tells a story, a seis that is strummed from the heart, a merengue to be
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danced with intent. Notice I used instances of the performative to describe what this
essence can be, as the essence is aesthetically grounded.
Politicians have drawn on literature as a source for nationalist icons, and
writers have authored texts with political ends in mind. As a result, much
of twentieth-century Puerto Rican literature, art, and intellectual thought
reflect the possible meanings of a liberated and autonomous Puerto Rican
nation. (Fahey 27)
This approach is a lens into not only the culture, but the core values that
constitute puertorriqueñidad as it adds culturally in its movement away from Puerto Rico
physically yet definitely not psychically. It also is a way to comprehend an essence that
transcends barrios, that is, particular geographic spaces (Silver) that together form a
network of enclaves.
Just as puertorriqueñidad can be treated as an essence, it can be seen as
performance. Puerto Rican Studies certainly places performance at the center, although
there has yet to be an extensive body of performative research on the education of
Puerto Ricans. Yet when Nieto (“Puerto Rican Students”), in researching the education
of the Puerto Rican Diaspora, finds an analogue in the novel, here is the promise of
understanding puertorriqueñidad performatively, as a discourse about it invariably will
put cultural attributes at the center (Torres-Robles), and there lies a critical need to
research education as creative act (Irizarry and Antrop-González). Performativity, in
this sense, is the bomba to the essential plena. It is also cha cha cha. When the bomba y plena
are played, the salsa caliente is danced, and the bugalú enters the heart, puertorriqueñidad
is the poetry that is the discourse written and spoken.
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Nonetheless, what will be the emphasis in the words to follow is that
self-knowledge can produce two intertwined, yet distinct expressions for an oppressed
nationality. There is the expression of home that is practiced in the home country, and
there is a diasporic expression practiced abroadand at the same time affirms home
expressions. These expressions are part of the cultural wealth they bring into
pedagogical discourses and experiences (Yosso).
Doña Felícita Méndez developed her sense of passion for educational justice out
of her multiple experiences of border crossing (McCormick and Ayala). While border
crossings may take great physical and emotional strength to endure, a much greater
strength may be needed, to paraphrase Du Bois, to avoid being torn apart by one’s selfconsciousness.
Méndez herself experienced several forms of “bordering” in her own lifetime: as
a colonial subject in the island of Puerto Rico, as a disenfranchised “black” in Arizona,
and as a “Mexican” with partial rights in California, where her first husband was
deported. Her own conclusion was that the struggle had to be for “all our children,
bronceados, negros, y blancos. Her memory can thus be honored in many ways and under
different rubrics: as a Puerto Rican, as a Chicana, as a woman of color” (McCormick and
Ayala 30). This rich description that transcends compartmentalized notions of
nationality.
The life and work of Méndez is an illustration of border crossing dedicated to
racial justice in education, as border crossings occur within borders as well as between
nations. She was viewed as the Other through multiple lenses, and this had an impact
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on how she expressed herself as a mother to her children and allied with the cause of all
Chicana/o children. In fact, in relation to puertorriqueñidad, there are no less than three
“Other” cultures that share sensibilities of Otherness and who have crossed borders
with each other: African Americans, Native Americans and Chicanas/os.
What follows in this chapter is based on an analysis of themes inferred from the
two epigraphic poems: my own, “Felícita Méndez,” and Pedro Pietri’s poem,
“Tata”. The two poems reveal areas of conflict and consciousness. They were selected
because the themes they highlight serve as guides to the development of the theoretical
framework for this dissertation. The themes also function as the baseline for this
chapter, extrapolated from the poems as:
•

Notions of migration, citizenship (that is, a U.S. citizenship that holds a
much different meaning in this experience), and identity

•

Political struggles for puertorriqueñidad

•

Intersections in the emergence of diaspora

•

Development of Puerto Rican Diasporic intellectuals and thinking

•

Mother tongues speaking out–language as resistance

•

Educational freedom

•

Role of Puerto Rican women, mothers, and families in critical educational
leadership and change

•

Building critical educational leadership

•

Critical care

•

Pedagogy as creative act
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Notions of Migration, Citizenship, and Identity
Above are themes are, at least potentially, very informative how to approach
critical issues of the Puerto Rican Diaspora in education performatively. Below I present
sources of performativity that are critical to the formation of the Puerto Rican Diasporic
imagination: highlights of the history of the colonization of Puerto Rico in the context of
migration (with U.S. citizenship imposed on Puerto Ricans) and identity. My
presentation is unconventional as I am relying substantially on Puerto Rican sources,
which is a reflection of the fact that Puerto Ricans have migrated to the United States in
numbers sufficient enough to become a topic of intense scholarly discussion in their
own community after the mid-1940s. Before this well-documented period,
Spanish-language media has been critical in documenting the accounts of their presence
(Fitzpatrick; Padilla; Vega). The following is my interpretation of the lived experience of
the Puerto Rican Diaspora. Understanding what is documented as a lived experience is
critical for further interpretation through artistic perspectives and creative research. It
also serves to demythologize stereotypes and oppose political attempts to
dePuertoricanize the Puerto Rican experience. The result is that citizenship was handed
with massive exceptions, but that has not stopped this experience from performing with
it. In fact, it is the core reason that any educational change for Puerto Ricans has not just
performativity as a possibility, but as necessity.
The literature I have consulted is largely research based in the principal areas
where Puerto Ricans are located. The localities include New York City
(Bernard-Carreño; Del Valle; Gastic; Ivory); Boston (Candales; Coakley); urban and
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suburban Connecticut (Irizarry); and Chicago (Flores-González; Pulido, Knowledge). A
considerable amount of the qualitative research on Puerto Ricans in U.S. higher
education is derived from dissertations, often written by Puerto Ricans.
The intense reporting results from the status of Puerto Rico as a protectorate of
the United States as, the U.S. Supreme Court has declared it, “belonging to, but not a
part of, the United States” (qtd. in McCormick and Ayala). The most immediate and
visible effect this has had on the population is in its ability to move back and forth
between Puerto Rico and the United States. In the context of Puerto Ricans in the United
States, what is discussed here is a phenomenon that has reverberated for nearly a
century: a people collectively became citizens of the United States through a federal act.
The result today is that Puerto Ricans in the U.S. outnumber those in Puerto Rico.
For Puerto Ricans the result of colonization was, first, a citizenship imposed on
the population in 1917 (Fitzpatrick) that facilitated a more massive movement that
occurred in the 1920s through the 1940s (Padilla), which in turn generated the migration
wave of the 1950s and after (Mills, Senior, and Goldsen). About the experience of
migration, Ramón Grosfoguel (“Race and Ethnicity”) emphasized understanding:
the totality of the migration process of each migrant group in its
historical-structural complexity, that is, to analyze the time and space
dimensions as well as the racial and ethnic dynamics, in order to
understand why some groups have a more positive racial/ethnic identity
in the eyes of the host population and, thus, are more successfully
incorporated into the labor market than others. (319)
Grosfoguel (“Race and Ethnicity”) argued that migration includes a wide array
of elements. When we analyze the appearances of different migrant groups, it is vital to
consider their racial, national, class, linguistic, and geographical origins. Also, migration
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is done for geo/political, social, and economic reasons, all of which affect their
movement, up to and including the moment of their arrival. Furthermore, how they
have settled and are received in the new country, and how this affected their being and
presence and their status as part of a particular race, are critical to consider. Given these
numerous factors, the exploitation and marginalization that occur become areas for
understanding. Then the question arises, “When does a place of residence become
‘home’?” (Brah 1).
Otherculture that is of a diaspora is about peformance, that is, a creative political
expression carried out by the diasporized Other. The political development of the
Puerto Ricans emerged out of organizational and cultural activity. The political
movement emerged to ensure the protection of the rights of Puerto Ricans where they
migrated (Fitzpatrick; Vega).
Political Struggles for Puertorriqueñidad
In my poem, which is at the beginning of this chapter, I allude to the idea that the
fight was fought before, which is a reference to the long presence of Puerto Ricans in the
United States. The modern era of the relationship of Puerto Ricans to the United States
began in 1898, when the island was invaded and seized as a prize in the SpanishAmerican War.
Sonia Nieto (“Puerto Rican Students”) placed the early Puerto Rican presence as
an arc in her analysis into the present day. She strongly illustrates how long Puerto
Ricans have inhabited the United States: “By 1830, there was a Sociedad Benífica
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Cubana y Puertorriqueña (translated at the time as the Spanish Benevolent Society)
comprised primarily of Puerto Rican and Cuban merchants in New York City” (9).
At this point, it is critical to note that Puerto Ricans and Cubans in the United
States have long intersected deeply. Before 1898, this meant building a joint movement
against Spanish colonialism and holding sufficient cultural attributes in common as
antillanos in a common struggle against Spain while in exile in the United States (Vega).
These are roots of intersections and interrelations between Cuban immigrants and
Puerto Ricans in the United States. Therefore, any discussion about the history of
Puerto Ricans is incomplete without acknowledgement of the Cuban dimension
(intersection) of the story.
The following story, extending from the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s, of Puerto
Ricans building communities has been documented vividly in works by Vega and
Colón. As to the period before 1898, documentary evidence has also been left in works
by Hostos and Martí, Puerto Rican and Cuban educational philosopher-journalists
respectively, both of whom had lived and organized for independence in New York
City. As intersectionality is a rich source of learning in how oppressed cultures can and
do interface, Martí is in this context is instructive, augmented by his passion for
pedagogy that is expressed performatively.
Martí’s theoretical contributions were based upon the deep bond between
Cubans and Puerto Ricans, fighting for the independence of both their islands together
(Vega; Villarini Jusino and Torre). Furthermore, his writings on education are heavily
infused by the poetic. His performativity was not stated outright; it simply was the
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basis for his passion for education and a strong belief in the power of a relevant and
affirming education as a way for an oppressed people to thrive and flourish.
The period prior to the annexation of Puerto Rico by the United States in 1898
was the first era in the development of the Puerto Rican community in the United
States. With Martí and Hostos was a principal leader of the independence movement at
the time, physician and abolitionist Ramón Emerterio Betances (1827-1898), who
embodied the Puerto Rican intellectual who dedicated his life to the cause of freedom
who, after the Grito de Lares uprising of 1868, a standard of pride and passion in the
Puerto Rican imagination at home and abroad, was forced to spend the rest of his life in
exile, never to return (Vega). This is a parallel story to those Puerto Ricans who too have
never set foot again on the island yet defend its honor utterly and completely.
While the island was still a Spanish colony, Puerto Rican independentistas found
safe political haven in cities such as Tampa, New York, and Boston, away from Spanish
colonialism, and away from the murder and torture of fellow activists
(Maldonado-Denis). But the Spanish-American War of 1898 began a new era of contrast,
as puertorriqueñidad would come more into its own as an experience distinct from that of
the island (Vega).
In the first five decades of U.S. colonialism, Puerto Ricans sought employment
across the United States from New York to California and the then-territory of Hawai’i.
Men frequently gained employment as tabaqueros (cigarmakers) as well as dockworkers,
bottle washers, and other kinds of industrial labor. Women would often work in textile
plants, but would be responsible as well for cigar making (Colón; Fitzpatrick; Vega).
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From 1898 to the late 1920s, Puerto Rican communities in the United States
continued to grow. In 1917, a turning point would solidify and deepen the migration
process: U.S. Congress passed the Jones Act, effectively granting U.S. citizenship to
Puerto Ricans. This is very important in the Puerto Rican migration narrative that
followed, as it not only facilitated access to the United States, but departure from it as
well a few decades later (Fitzpatrick). It was in this same year that Jesús Colón, whose
presence and skills as a journalist, organizer, and orator would prove most critical for
building the barrios puertorriqueños de Nueva York, arrived in New York, as a teenaged
stowaway on the S.S. Carolina. As he wrote in a column years later, he turned down a
job offer for the ship, which was sunk the following year by a German submarine
(Colón).
After the late 1920s, the need to organize for Puerto Rican civil rights in the
United States was acknowledged, as the first organizations of the Puerto Ricans in the
countrywere being established, including participation in U.S. political parties (Colón;
Padilla; Vega).
In the 1930s, Puerto Rican labor was exported to the fields of Arizona and
California. It was in this period that Felícita Méndez, the inspiration for the opening
epigraphic poem, emerged as an activist after laboring as a migrant worker on the
farms of both states, first Arizona and then California, becoming the mother of the
children of Mexican-born Gonzalo Méndez (McCormick and Ayala).
In the late 1940s, island government policy was instituted that favored migration
over solving unemployment and underemployment locally. Meanwhile, in California in
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1947, Méndez had culminated her struggle to end segregation of Mexican-descent
children in California public school (the husband and father of her children was from
Mexico) by the Mendez v. Westminster case (McCormick and Ayala). The profundity of
this case was such that it officially ended segregation in that state against American
Indians and Asians as well. Also, not only was this ruling seven years prior to the
better-known Brown v. Topeka Board of Education, the case fomented by the Méndez
family strongly informed the latter decision that remains central to discussions of race
and pedagogy to this day (Aguirre).
While a Puerto Rican made history in California, others were doing the same
elsewhere. Elena Padilla’s master’s dissertation is a powerful collection of stories of the
Puerto Rican communities that developed in New York and Chicago prior to and at the
dawn of the post-World War II migration wave, which would last until the 1960s. It was
also the first dissertation of any kind written by a Puerto Rican about Puerto Ricans in
the United States.
After World War II, Puerto Ricans solidified their communities “in this
department store called america” (Pietri 105): the Northeastern states, Chicago,
Milwaukee, northern Ohio, and San Francisco. Pietri reflected an attitude that was an
answer to the racism Puerto Ricans found, after having been already burdened with
forced migration in order to fill labor shortages in the U.S. (McCormick and Ayala).
Restaurant signs reading “No dogs or Puerto Ricans allowed” (Conzo and Pérez 99)
were just a visual example of the many instances of everyday racism encountered. The
aesthetic put forth by Pietri is grounded in this racist everyday.
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With the migration wave, new organizations and political movements were
established to address political, social, economic, and educational concerns of Puerto
Ricans in the United States, as older ones faded into obscurity (Perry) or, as in the case
of the Cervantes Fraternal Society, became a casualty of the anti-communist
McCarthyite repression (Reitter).
By early 2010s, Puerto Ricans in the United States outnumbered Puerto Ricans on
the island, with communities emerging in places such as central Florida and
southeastern Pennsylvania. Their political impact has continued to grow in part because
there are succeeding generations of Puerto Ricans born away from the island yet
maintain in varying degrees their puertorriqueñidad. It is a reflection of the contemporary
possibilities of the existence of a nationhood that does not revolve around a nation-state
(Oommen).
How is, and was, this possible? What developed over time developed what has
been called a “diaspora space . . . the intersectionality of diaspora, border, and
dis/location as a point of confluence of economic, political, cultural and psychic
processes” (Brah 181). This diaspora space, or enclave, as I prefer to call it, is an
embodiment of an experience of being both outside one’s home and again being an
outsider elsewhere. What is embodied is the idea that migration is not separation from
the homeland, but rather a physical movement that does not discard the importance of
the place of origin, the Puerto Rican heart (Nieto, “Puerto Rican Students”). This heart
makes a statement of puertorriqueñidad post-dislocation. As T.K. Oommen emphasized,
colonialism facilitated the notion of nationhood that exists without regard to
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geopolitical, that is, physical or state-drawn and -enforced boundaries. Identity, he said,
can be superseded by context. This point is echoed in Méndez’ multiple identities that
arose from the oppression she faced as a Puerto Rican intersecting with Black and
Chicana/o experiences (McCormick and Ayala). She herself has experienced her life,
then, as Black, as Red, and as Brown.
A counterhegemonic approach toward racism and colonialism can be developed
creatively. What can be learned very deeply about the borincana/o en norteamérica is how
the poetic has been facilitative of sociopolitical realities of the Puerto Rican Diaspora.
Before I discuss a “Young, Gifted, and Brown” aesthetic, it is useful to understand how
the artistic is informative in the political and the pedagogical.
Intersections in the Emergence of Diaspora
The island country of Puerto Rico has itself been an intersection throughout its
history. Under U.S. colonialism, it has only become more so:
A Hispanic Caribbean, racially mixed colony; a U.S. jurisdiction, not equal
to a state; and at the crossroads between North and Latin America, Puerto
Rico is an interesting arena to explore particular intersections and
connections of gender, class, race, sexuality, and nationality. (Colón
Warren 664)
The intersections result from the notion of border crossing. It is facilitated by
geographical border crossings, that is, spaces where nationalities with a large
working-class basis begin to intermingle with the experiences of other groups that have
crossed those borders as well. What is discussed here is the idea of symbolic and
cultural border crossings.
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Border crossings can also be described as port crossings, in order to include
people who have arrived across borders overseas rather than land. The results of border
crossings are permanent new communities that facilitate the creation and development
of enclaves.
The notion of border/port crossing is a key concept in facilitating understanding
of other intersections as well, in politics, society, the arts, and education. Further,
intersections facilitate resistances to oppressions. They can also be expressed in cultural
universals, such as poetry.
In the Puerto Rican context, border crossings have occurred at a “border” where
entry is from a U.S. possession to the United States itself. What appears to be free
movement resulting from colonialist imposition of citizenship combined with a
colonized government policy for exporting labor.
Migration occurred, and still occurs, at ports—sea and air—and led to the
development of enclaves. Because of port crossings, culture was changed. It was a
response to “borders” where government agents were not actually patrolling and
stopping entry. In this case, the Puerto Rican government facilitated movement as its
way of alleviating unemployment and underemployment (Fitzpatrick). The borders are
marked by the presences of racism, sexism, classism, Anglocentrism, and extralegal
terror (Young). Culture and “borders” (and ports) are both fluid and fixed, having been
created in response to and by migrant populations. These borders actually surround
enclaves. In the Spanish-speaking context, there are called barrios.
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The Diasporic Puerto Rican ser (being) is Antillean in its roots, most notably the
rural jíbaro (rural landless worker) and the urban coastal experiences. Here, these
identities have co-existed, although the need for Puerto Ricans as a group to struggle
together has resulted in the development of a sense of belonging not bound by place,
yet held in places. These places are the enclaves where Puerto Rican culture has
developed in ways that made it distinct from the cultures of the island. For example, the
diasporized culture has been influential in the development of doo wop; salsa caliente,
which is derived from Cuban son; búgalu (boogaloo), which infused blues sounds into
Puerto Rican rhythms; and hip hop, where Puerto Ricans and Cubans found common
sonic ground with African Americans and Caribbean peoples (J. Flores). In other words,
hybridity is key to the survival of Puerto Ricans as a distinct group in the United States
(Walsh, “Staging Encounters”). The new variants of music characterized an emerging
barrio culture where people found ways of educating themselves through artistic
expressions.
Border crossings—really, ports of entry to enclaves—became announced in
Boricua poetry and theater. Main Streets of barrios–inhabited by Cubans as well as
Puerto Ricans–have names like 116th Street/Luis Muñoz Marín Boulevard (El Barrio,
East Harlem, New York), 149th Street/Eugenio María de Hostos Boulevard (The Bronx,
New York), Division Street/Paseo Boricua (Chicago), Broadway (North Newark, New
Jersey), Park Street (Hartford, Connecticut), and Aguadilla Street/Paseo Borikén
(Boston).
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The ports of entry (border crossings), or enclave entrances, for Puerto Ricans,
especially after the 1960s, have also included counter-crossings, or exits. This
phenomenon consists of Puerto Ricans returning from the barrios back to the island,
and is known as circular migration (Fitzpatrick). It is a term that has given rise to a
strong sentiment among Puerto Ricans about being, emotionally and mentally, as well
as physically, aquí y allá, at once.
Nieto (“Puerto Rican Students”) noted,
[B]ecause Puerto Ricans are already citizens and because of the ease of
getting back and forth, there has been no need to sever ties with the home
country, contrary to the experiences of most immigrants. This experience
has provided a cultural and linguistic continuity not afforded to previous
or even recent immigrants, and it has been manifested by a practical need
for the continued use of Spanish and the maintenance of cultural patterns.
(11)
Those cultural patterns form the foundations of the emerging and fusionizing
culture, an outgrowth of that continuity. This has implications as well in the area of
education and the intellectuals emerging from the diaspora. The relation of Puerto
Ricans with the U.S. educational system has developed a special character. Given the
experience of circular migration, what Puerto Ricans expect culturally and linguistically
in the school system is based on the reality of constant contact with the homeland.
“Consequently,” Nieto (“Puerto Rican Students”) added, “what Puerto Ricans as a
group expect of U.S. schools and society is not assimilation, but rather accommodation
to, and even protection and maintenance of, their language and culture” (11).
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Development of Puerto Rican Diasporic Intellectuals and Thinking
Diasporic communities, as a category of social groups in a society, produce their
own intellectuals, such as teachers and cultural workers. In order to preserve its
continuity as a group that is aware of itself, the group’s place economically, socially,
and politically in society, and its “historical continuity” (Gramsci 7). Diasporic
intellectuals facilitate both the passing on of culture, what it can adapt from the cultures
with which they coexist, and the development of new cultural expressions. They carry
on the Hostosian deber to strive for the good of their people.
Theoretical and cultural contributions affirm and build puertorriqueñidad through
the building of Puerto Rican political, social, and educational organizations. As one
example, Bernard-Carreño posited that Vega’s positionality as a tabaquero (cigarmaker)
made possible his development of the Puerto Rican public intellectual. Having been in
the midst of a work environment where Puerto Ricans who could not even read or
write, thinkers, debaters, and intellectuals emerged. Both Vega and Colón articulated
the value of lectores (readers) that were community educators by reading daily to the
tobacco workers from dailies, weeklies, and literature (Colón). What makes Colón’s role
as a journalist and political organizer so compelling is that, while not having worked as
a lector, he became one for early generations of Puerto Rican workers. These recorded
memories thus served to reinforce intersections of class, cultural, and migration
experiences.
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Understanding the synthesis of these identities has been the work of artists,
educators, activists, and other scholars that emerging from the barrios. In turn, they
helped give voice to those who have lived amid the syntheses.
In the Puerto Rican Diasporic experience, artists like Pietri and activists like
Méndez, among many others whose names are weaved into this dissertation, have been
at the center of defining a people. These are examples of organic intellectuals taking on
their pedagogical role in relation to an oppressed people (Gramsci) and are
instrumental in understanding the intersectionality of the diasporic performance.
In the development of Puerto Rican identity, slavery was at its center, for it
coincided with “the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries were a period of
gestation for our nation; they were the stages during which preparations for the future
of our nation were made” (Maldonado-Denis 20-21). The large number of slaves (and,
eventually, escaped and freed Africans) also ensured Puerto Rico’s deeply rooted West
and Central African presence as a cultural force in poetry, music, and dance.
Furthermore, just as borincanos developed their nationality—and its own
intellectual tradition—in a process that has lasted for now five centuries, the Puerto
Rican Diaspora developed socially and politically over generations. The gestation
period continues, even as there are sufficient distinctions to characterize them and an
intellectual tradition that has helped to forge this distinct experience. After the 1940s, it
was largely accelerated afterwards to the point that Puerto Ricans as a people were
being spoken about, in mass media (Colón), in auto/biographical accounts (Thomas;
Vega), or in research (Mills, Senior, and Goldsen; Padilla).
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Anthony De Jesús and Rosalie Rolón-Dow pointed to achievements where
Puerto Ricans have served to influence educational policy and build culture in the
United States. They reminded us of the profound problems remaining in many
educational spaces across the United States despite a long history here (they specifically
refer to “fifth generation” Puerto Ricans [6]) and status as U.S. citizens. They are treated
as extranjeros—foreigners—and as such are met with derision, a matter that is now of
deeper concern as Puerto Ricans are “moving from traditional rust belt enclaves in the
Northeast and Midwest to Sun Belt locations like Central Florida, which is now home to
the fastest growing Puerto Rican community in the U.S. “(6). Grosfoguel (“The
Epistemic Decolonial Turn”) mentioned the need to “distinguish the ‘epistemic location’
from the ‘social location.’ The fact that one is socially located in the oppressed side of
power relations, does not automatically mean that he/she is epistemically thinking
from a subaltern epistemic location” (213).
Gastic did not situate herself wholly in such a place, being an Ivy League
graduate and therefore her narrative taking a different turn vis-à-vis other Puerto Rican
Diasporic scholars I have researched. At the same time, she situated herself strongly
with her “Nuyorican” (89) origins as she reflected on her educational journey, having
just recently received her Ph.D. prior to publishing. Furthermore, she views the steps
she had taken doctorando (pursuing a doctorate) as rooted in a sensibility and practice
that synthesizes Puerto Rican Diasporic cultural affirmation with the possibilities for
academic success. Her writing is an educational autobiography, as what Reyes and Ríos
had done without using the same term, but was more performative in her approach.
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The result is an artistico-pedagogical work where the author sought to
demonstrate how the pedagogical couid be performative in a discussion of issues of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora, with a focus on her experience in higher education. The
implications of her work are informative as she went through what she called her
“trajectory” (Gastic 89) that led her through elite schools beginning in high school.
At Yale, I quickly met the other Puerto Rican students in my class; there
were about 100 Puerto Rican undergraduates there at the time. I found
comfort in the familiarity offered by (Puerto Rican organizations at Yale)
Despierta Boricua and La Casa Cultural Julia de Burgos. I remember how
surprised—and relieved—I was when I heard other Latino students tell
their stories about relatives (in my case, my grandfather and one of my
uncles) who initially thought that they were headed to jail when being
told that they had gotten into Yale. (91)
Gastic’s sense of “comfort and familiarity” is a vibrant echo of the discussion I
present later in this chapter under the heading of “Critical Care.” Arelis Hernández
linked storytelling as pedagogy was to political struggle in her account of struggle for
culturally relevant curriculum, while Gastic’s piece focused more on how her personal
journey facilitated sentiments of overcoming oppression. At the same time, Hernández,
a self-described “Pocha-Rican” (601) (having Mexican-American and Puerto Rican
parents), focused more broadly on Latina/o educational issues in higher education,
which was more a description of her part in a struggle to retain a college undergraduate
Latina/o studies minor threatened with termination. Her words echoed in a personal,
yet social, narrative, representative of Grosfoguel’s (“The Epistemic Decolonial Turn”)
notion of “epistemically thinking from a subaltern epistemic location” (213).
In Hernández’ own epistemic thinking, she recalls one moment when she
reflected differently as a university student. At an earlier age, she saw the incident as
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one of very few times she could recall Puerto Ricans being discussed to have
accomplished anything in the United States.
In my middle school social studies class, I got my first taste of Latina/o
“contributions” when I learned it was Puerto Rican nationalists who fired
a round of bullets in the U.S. Capitol in 1954. I was ashamed. But this one
piece of Latina/o history awakened my suspicion. I had no historical
context for this episode, no understanding of their attempt to bring the
world’s attention to the island’s struggle for independence, no knowledge
of the events that would prompt Lolita Lebrón [1919-2010] and her
accomplices to explode with a violence that injured five congressmen.
Without the tools to question history and unstick the label of otherness
slapped on my forehead, I buried the secret rebellion inside me. (603)
Oppression of a non-English-speaking group often manifests as their language
being a target of oppression. In fact, it is the special character of the Spanish language,
as it has evolved among Puerto Ricans in the United States, which is a critical part of its
developing diasporic intellectuals, that is, artists and teachers who can articulate in
mother tongue as well as other languages. And the possibility always exists of a
synthesis of mother and new tongues.
Mother Tongues Speaking Out: Language as Resistance
I dropped on my knees and prayed that morning. I cried for strength and
courage in a language that had only recently become important to
me–the tongue of my mothers. (A. Hernández 601)
Gaining her confidence by speaking out in words that mattered to her more now
than as a university student, Hernández saw this incident, which I characterize as a
“Aquí Se Habla Español” (Pietri 11), as a moment and source of strength she sought in
what she saw as a corrective for the invisibility of what she called her “Boricuanidad” (A.
Hernández 603), which was half of her Latina story. Speaking in her mother’s tongue
was part of her educational journey that began early in life when,
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As sociologists would say, I internalized feelings of inferiority; I wrote in
my journal, “All these white people did great things for Americans but
people like me were absent.” (603)
Discourse is a way for oppressors to further racism:
Racism, defined as a system of racial and ethnic inequality, can survive
only when it is daily reproduced through multiple acts of exclusion,
inferiorization, or marginalization. Such acts need to be sustained by an
ideological system and by a set of attitudes that legitimate difference and
dominance. Discourse is the principal means for the construction and
reproduction of this sociocognitive framework. (van Dijk 192)
In the context of the United States, Anglocentrism is given value in oppressive
discourse, being a “hegemonic force” (Louis 338), a reflection of the privilege given to
“the knowledges of the upper and middle classes [which] are considered capital
valuable to a hierarchical society” (Yosso 70).
With Anglocentrism, it is implied that the English language is a superior
language, to be instituted to the exclusion of all other languages in state, educational,
and business affairs (Perea). Given that this is intended to encompass public life as
thoroughly as it is suggested, from an emotional standpoint, it is effectively a demand
to cease using any other language in personal and family interactions as well. However,
the demands of Spanish-speakers in the United States have proven to challenge
Anglocentrism, and schools collectively become a space for political action. As a result,
“The supremacy of English as the lingua franca of the U.S. may be questioned; a new
cultural boundary may be created within the American polity” (Oommen 255).
Pedagogically, linguistic exclusion is exclusion from the political process.
H. Giroux (Border Crossings) posited strongly the implications for language as an
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element for democratic participation, which is one of the principal functions of
education. In that sphere, language can:
emerge as part of a broader attempt to engage meaning as a form of social
memory, social institutions as powerful carriers and legitimators of
meaning, and social practices in which meaning is re-invented in the
body, desire, and in the relations between self and others. (11)
Notions of Mother Tongue are rooted, theoretically and politically, in memory
and its power. Out of memory can emerge a love for a people, which is expressed
beautifully in the linguistic form(s) of a people. “Language is a communication system
and carrier of culture by virtue of being simultaneously the means and carrier of
memory” (wa Thiong’o, Something 20).
In her article entitled “Linguistic Human Rights in Education: Western
Hypocrisy in European and Global Language Policy,” Tove Skutnabb-Kangas wrote
passionately about the importance of education in the Mother Tongue, with the goal
that everyone should be at least bilingual and ideally multilingual. Comparing
linguistic diversity to biodiversity, she posits that preservation of mother tongues is the
anchor for preserving whole cultures, down to the nuances unique to each language. It
is a cornerstone, she argued, for building interdisciplinary learning.
How can a language be preserved under conditions of racism? For boricuas who
came to East Harlem and transformed it into El Barrio, this is what developed:
El Barrio was a dormitory community, it was almost always necessary to
go outside its borders to find work. Otherwise, there existed the makings
of a complete life where the Puerto Rican heritage and folkways could be
strictly observed and little English either spoken or heard. (Meyer 147)
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Olmedo identified the pedagogical nature of these knowledge resources that
were preserved, in Spanish, because of the isolations such as what happened in El
Barrio. Yosso furthered the idea by advocating pedagogical spaces in Spanish speaking
barrios to acknowledge the cultural knowledge of oppressed groups.
Where pedagogical spaces can arise from longings, poetry is facilitative.
Consider the words of Julia de Burgos, one of the foremost Puerto Rican poets, a name
that evokes strong emotions in both Puerto Rico and among Puerto Ricans elsewhere
(De Burgos). She wrote from the heart about the pain of being away from home as a lost
love, but no less powerful in preserving the mother tongue and culture. She also sowed
the seeds for new expressions that were to come out of communities who fought racism
by staying together and passing on knowledge. The struggle to preserve knowledge
and culture is a pedagogical act. This act is ongoing to this day, with a shift toward new
pedagogical expressions. This fits in with the notion of school being a sanctuary, a safe
cultural place (a kind of pedagogical enclave), put forth by Irizarry and
Antrop-González that shares a theoretical space with the notion of critical care,
discussed further below.
In these enclaves, from the experiences of singing, writing, and living in mother
tongues, Puerto Ricans here use the new English language in the service of protecting
their human rights. Colón, for example, recounted the story of Núñez, born in Lares,
Puerto Rico, who moved to Brooklyn as a Korean War veteran. Recently discharged, he
and his brother Wilfredo went to a bar to celebrate the veteran’s new job and his wife’s
pregnancy. A conversation they had in Spanish led to this tragedy, captured in a story
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called “Because He Spoke in Spanish.” This story is a chilling example of violence, one
of Young’s five faces of oppression to enforce cultural imperialism.
Wilfredo went to the men’s room for a few minutes. When he came out,
his brother Bernabe was not at the bar. The dozen young thugs that had
objected to the brothers speaking in Spanish had disappeared. As
Wilfredo came out of the bar, he saw his brother lying on the sidewalk,
and the thugs booting Bernabe. Wilfredo was also beaten. Bernabe’s head
and ribs were fractured, his face was a mess of blood, and his stomach
was ripped open. He was kicked to death. (127)
The murder of a man for expressing linguistic diversity was a crime against
humanity, the individual, and his language. It is a physical manifestation of “dangerous
reductionism” (Skutnabb-Kangas 124) that is facilitative of linguistic genocide (wa
Thiong’o, Something). As oppression, the event reinforced exploitation (a recent veteran
left behind a pregnant widow), and marginalization (the speaking of Spanish as a
linguistic Other) (Young). Colón was making a call to agitate for power by recording the
horror of the violation of Mother Tongue and those who speak it. When Pietri spoke
about his abuela in the second poem precluding this chapter, Tata’s diasporic self is tied
strongly to her linguistic self, which is celebrated at once as a matter of cultural pride,
resilience, and resistance: a grandmother proud of her mother tongue, in deep contrast
to an Anglocentric society. In other palabras, truly, “that is intelligence” (105); as Olmedo
termed it, this was Tata’s own personal fund of knowledge. Both her and her
grandson’s words are expressions of a community’s cultural wealth (Yosso) that crosses
linguistic and physical borders. It responds to a racist sociocognitive framework (van
Dijk) by creating a new one. It is “the experience of connection between those among a
people who migrated and those who stayed” (Essed, personal communication, January
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26, 2012). It is a call against linguistic “monoculture” (Skutnabb-Kangas 124). This is a
critical point in understanding the relevance in maintaining a sense of a Puerto Rican
connection inside the United States.
A non-English-speaking oppressed nationality counter-hegemonizes linguistic
oppression and challenge oppression linguistically. First, the native language becomes a
source of resistance when its speakers persist in using the mother tongue. For Puerto
Ricans in the United States, the Spanish language has been an important marker of
identity that is maintained at home, in communicating with elders, and among peers as
a method of social bonding. It is also the reason for the development of bilingual
educational systems (Del Valle). Second, the English language functions as a channel of
resistance by using the second language as a way to demand civil, political, economic,
and social rights, such as bilingual education and teaching, and learning systems that
provide safe spaces for communicating culture and values. For Puerto Ricans, the
English language has served as an example of the transformative and transcultural
possibilities of developing leadership in a second language. There is also a third
possibility for resistance: synthesizing mother tongues and second languages that
becomes a distinct part of the everyday of the oppressed group as they express
themselves. Linguistically, this is called code switching. Poetically, it can result in
moments of linguistic beauty and synthesis. In an important Puerto Rican example,
Spanglish has been a way to resist Anglocentrism by subverting the English language
into a form that reflects emotionally the Puerto Rican Diasporic story
(Bernard-Carreño).
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Educational Freedom
In addition to migration, race, class, and gender oppressions, the spaces of
education, namely schools, became areas of contention for the Puerto Rican population.
Also, Puerto Ricans share the centrality and importance of family with previous
migrant groups (Fitzpatrick; Mills, Senior, and Goldsen; Olmedo). Young’s analysis of
oppression shows that education can be a constant negative loop in practice and
without opposition. Oppressed people are exploited and marginalized, and their
children are sent to institutions where the training reinforces this by focusing on future
exploitation. Enforced by cultural imperialism in the curriculum and violence, there is a
persistence to dissuade and break linguistic ties with students’ mother tongue.
Challenges to oppression in the classroom mirror those by the learners’ parents and
families in developing barrios. In both settings, challenges are performative events that
are fertile for poetic production.
The experiences of Puerto Ricans in U.S. schools collectively mirror the education
that had been instituted in the first few decades of U.S. colonization. This colonial
model of education imposed the following values:
Silencing Puerto Rican culture, Americanizing Puerto Ricans, and exalting
the value system of a white, middle-class United States. Vestiges of
colonialism extend beyond the Island itself, impacting Puerto Ricans in
the Diaspora, the deleterious effects of which are evident in the
experiences of Puerto Rican students in mainland schools. (Irizarry and
Antrop-González 40)
To counter the oppressions, Puerto Rican students who were able to navigate
through educational systems have been able to do so through strong family and peer
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ties where education is valued and seen as a way to achieve improvement in economic
and social status (Flores-González; Irizarry and Antrop-González).
Furthermore, Jason Irizarry and René Antrop-González described engagement
with spirituality as facilitating “intergenerational closure” (42) with family and peers
that facilitated school success. I propose that such closure can occur in any facet of a
learner’s life, such as the arts, and can also produce counter-narratives to overtake
majoritarian interpretations of why Puerto Ricans face educational difficulties.
Nieto (“Puerto Rican Students”) characterized the period of the 1960s and
beyond as a two-part struggle for educational equality and bilingual education: two
themes that have carried historic and political significance. Puerto Ricans in the U.S.
were a major exception to the two prevailing migration narratives prevalent in
sociological research. These two narratives were variations of hypotheses extrapolated
from research on European migrants to the United States in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Puerto Ricans, however, did not generally follow the notion of assimilation into an
Anglo-American culture as discarding elements of their previous identity, termed in the
Puerto Rican vernacular as americano. As noted earlier, neither did Puerto Ricans
become an ethnic identity, as is the case of many other ethnic groups, such as
Italian-Americans or Irish-Americans (Grosfoguel, “Race and Ethnicity”).
As Grosfoguel (“Race and Ethnicity”) indicated, in both the schools of
assimilation and cultural pluralism, missing are the stories of other groups that
experienced oppression by race, class, and migration status.
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[I]t is easy to simplistically conclude that the failure or success of an ethnic
group depends on how hard they work, how disciplined and motivated
they are or whether the community’s social capital is positive or negative.
This kind of reductionism leads to praising the privileged and blaming the
victims. In order to avoid an economic interpretation, the notion of mode
of reductionist incorporation, which in the outlined literature refers
mainly to the labor market, should be understood in a broader sense such
as the global and national political, cultural, and social dynamics of the
processes of what I will call sociopolitical modes of incorporation. (318)
For Puerto Ricans, being in U.S. society is a product of inherent racial, migration,
and class contradictions. To extract a few and call them “success stories” in education is
ignoring both the dynamics that even those who are successful may have had to endure
and yet are not written in the success narrative (Irizarry and Antrop-González) and the
oppressions that are not voiced that impede notions of so-called success.
Change occurs through what I earlier called Ricannecting. The word is inspired
by my engagement with notions of RicanStruction brought about as the Mother Tongue
finds expression that touches the corazón in new linguistic forms. RicanStructing
discourse is for building pedagogy, and Ricannecting is a tool for building pedagogy
through intersections, or interconnections, of oppressions and affirmation of living in
the barrios Ricannecting is a process, I propose, that allows diasporic Puerto Ricans to
reconnect with their Puerto Rican selves, and education is a primary and critical space
to eradicate disconnections that dismiss and disparage Diasporic puertorriqueñidad.
With RicanStruction, it is possible to struggle against notions of
“fundamentalisms” (Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn” 212) in order to
develop diverse epistemic paths that can be used to resist oppressions that are
multifaceted in form, as well as being set against diverse oppressed peoples, including
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diversities within one group of people (Young). Ricannection is a way to develop
pedagogy with a “pluriversal” (Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn” 212)
quality. McCormick and Ayala conclude their study of political and pedagogical impact
of Doña Felícita Méndez by treating her as an example of pluriversality as expressed by
her multiple border crossings in the name of justice as they characterized her in this
way:
Given her origins in Barrio Gurabo Abajo in Juncos, Puerto Rico, and her
multiple subsequent experiences leading to a kind of universalist
anti-racism, we feel she can also be honored with a term from Puerto
Rican popular music of the 1970s: boricua del mundo entero [Puerto Rican of
the entire world]. (33)
In developing pedagogy for the development of boricuas del mundo entero, more
fully aware of the border-crossing and enclave-dwelling qualities that are part of the
experience, I believe that a decolonizing discourse needs to call for a transformative
cultural, political, social, and educational RicanStruction by which the transformation is
facilitated through Ricannecting, which I will explain below. In the educational context,
RicanStructing the discourse on pedagogy means recognition of the Puerto Rican
intellectual contribution and understanding how Diasporic Puerto Rican identity makes
home in North America as a struggle against oppression.
A RicanStructed discourse on education is a path to transforming thinking about
pedagogy (Irizarry and Antrop-González). It requires the dismantling of “an epistemic
hierarchy that privileges Western knowledge and cosmology over non-Western
knowledge and cosmologies, and institutionalized in the global university system”
(Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn” 217).
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To accomplish this, there is the need for educational freedom rooted in
RicanStructing and Ricannecting. Nieto (“Puerrto Rican Students”) pointed out how
this manifests in practice. She wrote about the results of circular migration and what
Puerto Ricans expect culturally and linguistically from the school system. These
expectations are based on the reality of constant contact with the homeland and respect
for language and culture as the sources of resistance, resilience, and wisdom. Migration,
therefore, is not separation from the homeland but rather a physical movement that
does not discard the Puerto Rican heart. As a result, she argued, Puerto Ricans expect
schools in the United States to respect their puertorriqueñidad.
In higher education, teacher education has been a particular focus of study for
Diasporic Puerto Rican university students. Irizarry developed a study of pre-service
teachers in a Predominately White Institution (PWI) in urban Connecticut (note:
although the article is written with “Latino/a” [2804] in the title, four of the five student
teachers are identified as Puerto Rican, and the fifth is identified as part-Puerto Rican).
One student teacher, identified as “Yolanda,” had the following encounter as she
walked through the cafeteria to head to another class at her assigned school. I present
the following in verse to illustrate the audacity of the racial aggression and the
poignancy of her response:
White Cafeteria Manager:
You’re so freakin’ late
and you’re not in uniform!
Hurry up
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and get to work!
(yelling at Yolanda, assuming her to be a cafeteria worker)
Yolanda, a preservice teacher:
I
just stood
there
shocked
and didn’t say
a word
(poetized from Irizarry 2819-20).
Mistaking students or teachers of color for service personnel has been recognized
in other research as a form of everyday racism (Essed, Understanding Everyday Racism).
The example reported by Irizarry was systemic, as the aggressions and
microaggressions were taking place both in schools and on the university campus.
According to the participants, professors were culturally insensitive, and
the curriculum never explicitly addressed the needs of K-12 students of
Latin American origin, nor prepared teachers to implement culturally
responsive approaches with this group (2818).
Gastic related the psychological impact of years of educational marginalization,
compounded with seeing fellow Latina/o doctoral students (at a PWI in California, far
from her New York roots) pushed out of their programs (she described that they
“dropped out or stopped out” [92]). She was devastated when one committed suicide.
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I doubted my intellect, my merit, my worthiness and ached in my own
skin. I could not retrace my steps to understand how I had arrived at this
place. I had let them wipe away my history but I did not know how. My
schooling had never caused me pain like this before. (92)
Can students develop their own pedagogical approaches to combat
marginalization? Pulido (“Music”) argued that the pedagogical possibilities of hip hop
as a “critically rac(ed) educational and interpretive lens” (74) utilized by Latina/o teens
(in the case here, mostly Mexican and some Puerto Rican youth in Chicago) toward
speaking out against marginalization in their schools and in their communities. They
described instances where hip-hop was the pedagogical approach that aided and
affected them the most deeply. It was an answer to the Otherness imposed by
stereotyping them as bad (i.e., violent) youth with bad parents and inferior values.
Hip-hop, however, as related by a college-age Puerto named Ernesto, was a way to
introduce “White America” (67) to their reality. “They could either study or learn from
it or they could go on with their assumptions” (67).
The marginalization is also documented in other creative ways among the data.
Nieto (“Fact and Fiction”) reported that, in Diasporic Puerto Rican literature,
experiences within the U.S. educational system have appeared more frequently in
recent decades in the fiction of children, adolescents, and adults. She posited four
dialectical themes that are now prevalent in fiction about Puerto Ricans in U.S.
education: “colonialism / resistance; cultural deficit / cultural acceptance; assimilation
/ identity; and marginalization / belonging” (138).
For Puerto Ricans, these themes illustrate that education was designed to
assimilate them into North American culture, but has failed for over a century to
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eradicate puertorriqueñidad (Maldonado-Denis; Nieto, “Puerto Rican Students”). Yet, as
Susan Giroux reminded, there is much to be done academically to stop schools from
being spaces for assimilation.
Alongside challenging oppression epistemologically, pedagogically, and
aesthetically by race, gender, class, language or migration status, or any combination of
such and other oppressions, educational freedom is critical to systematize these
educational change. RicanStructing dialogue on educational and educational leadership
would be missing a critical element without this understanding. When a society is
oppressive, oppression is also in its educational system. Educational freedom is an
essential element for developing critical anti-racist and anti-oppressive pedagogy.
Curricular change is insufficient without systemic change. Therefore, my engagement
with pedagogy will be focused on changes needed, and leadership required for it.
A critical pedagogical approach is intended to present a counter-narrative to the
idea of education in the United States as being fair, just, or democratic. As Delgado
Bernal explained, there may appear to exist the value of diversity in education generally
and higher education specifically. However, “[b]ecause Eurocentrism and White
privilege appear to be the norm, many people continue to believe that education in the
United States is a meritocratic, unbiased, and fair process” (120).
In understanding the notion of educational freedom, it is important to
understand how education and educational leadership exist in a given oppressed
community. For Puerto Ricans in the United States, bilingual education is understood as
a political struggle. In understanding how even diversity is a product of struggle and
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not a quality inherent in the educational system of the United States, Sandra Del Valle
framed it in terms of the legal struggle to obtain it. In her discussion of the struggle for
bilingual education in New York City, she described in detail how it was won from the
demands of Puerto Ricans who chose bring the issue to the courts. While she did not
frame it as a critical study, her research can be understood as an important narrative for
race critical legal and educational research.
The struggles happen not only in schools, but, as I noted in my poem for
Méndez, among parents ensuring the mental and emotional health of their children by
an insistence on education, and on education in the mother tongue.
Role of Puerto Rican Women, Mothers, and Families in Critical Educational
Leadership and Change
Educational freedom is not just a goal for students, but for their families as well.
The value placed on families has a direct impact on Puerto Ricans’ engagement with the
U.S. educational system (Cortez). As the experience of Marisa Rivera has demonstrated,
the potential effects of a positive learning experience fall beyond the student in
question:
I was disappointed and discouraged when I became a graduate student at
a Predominately White Institution, where I was expected to
compartmentalize my identities and the richness of my life experiences in
order to succeed. It was not always easy to have my children with me at
school every step of the way, yet they served as reminders of why I was
there and why it was important for me not to give up. Growing up in
college settings helped them understand that their pursuit of higher
education was my unspoken expectation for them and that it was
attainable. Education continued to be a family endeavor all the way
through my doctorate. (558)
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Along with engaging in the Mother Tongue, mothers of students and mothers as
students are critical to the study and development of critical anti-oppressive pedagogy.
Pedagogy must consider the roles that families play in the lives of their loved ones who
are students. In other words, critical pedagogy must be affirming of these experiences,
just as it must be affirming of the learners’ and educators’ experiences. The families are
an important part of the underlying social, cultural, and familial attributes that
contribute to student persistence and the need for culturally affirming experience in
learning environments (Antrop-González and De Jesús). In providing ways of
understanding that, Cordero Guzmán used a systems approach in discussing problems
faced by Puerto Ricans in schools in the United States. His focus was on themes that
have been given attention in scholarship that affect entrance into, and attitudes about,
higher education: families, schools, and housing structures. In fact, the systems in place
among those factors affect Puerto Ricans’ participation and development inside
educational systems.
If a relative is engaged in a student’s experiences outside the educational context,
they are in fact immersed in the educational experience as well as other lived
experiences. In the Puerto Rican Diasporic context, the roles of mothers and women are
at the heart of the development of cariño, organizing for educational rights, and critical
pedagogy.
Family as defined in this context, which is different from the mainstream U.S., is
defined as a group of people who have joined together in this way. Colón observed the
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dynamics of who is part of a given family by examining his own as they arrived to New
York over the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s:
The family came: mother, father, sisters, brothers, cousins, and just friends
who, because of living with us so many years, had become part of the
family. An old Puerto Rican custom. Many times we asked mother about
someone who had been living with us for years. “In what way is José
related to us?” And my mother, after a lot of genealogical hemming and
hawing in which the more she explained the more she got involved and
confused, would end with a desperate whimsical gesture: “He is just part
of the family.” And there it ended. (44)
Note that for Colón, his mother’s words were sufficient for an explanation. So a
mother’s voice in the community overall too is considered sufficient. So hers is a voice
in the diasporic educational process, that is, a repository of cultural wealth (Olmedo;
Yosso). At the same time, it is a creative way to learn about how space is negotiated in a
barrio: a person may not originally have a lugar, but a common social, cultural, and
linguistic experience becomes the way to make a space (Hall).
Building Critical Educational Leadership
Hostos was an educational leader only briefly in his native Puerto Rico. At the
time when the U.S. began its occupation of the islands, he sought to create an
educational program based on integrating people into democratic political
participation. When that project was a failure, he returned to the Dominican Republic,
where years earlier he opened the country’s first normal school and was widely
celebrated for his educational leadership (Villarini Jusino and Torre). It was his
experience here and elsewhere in Latin America that became a source for his
pedagogical thinking, an expansion of his creativity, having already published his
landmark “poema-novela en prosa” (poem-novel in prose) (Álvarez 41), La Peregrinación de
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Bayoán. Hostos may arguably developed a pedagogical inversion, proceeding from the
performative to the pedagogical as, to Álvarez, Hostos wrote a novel infused with a
poetic quality to create a story that “has philosophy, practices psychoanalysis, and
introduces sociopolitical analysis” (46).
The Hostosian notion of conscifacción is well suited for dialoguing on aesthetic
theory as in it is an emphasis of the strong link between creation and consciousness. To
accomplish this, he emphasized this; however, he emphasized that reason, while critical
for building civilization, is but a means for social development. To facilitate intellectual
development, consciousness is needed. To build reason—racionalizar—meant
proceeding from lesser consciousness to greater consciousness. He noted that society
could be considered an advanced civilization, based on reason, yet fundamentally
backward by lacking in consciousness. He further proposed that the role of the educator
is to be dedicated to the fomenting of consciousness in students. As for the purpose of
school: “más que nada, la escuela es un fundamento de moral” (more than anything, school is
a moral fundamental) (155), a physical space for moral development. At the same time,
such a space needs to be:
No-sectaria, la Escuela deberá defender con vigor su independencia de todo dogma
religioso, de todo dogma político, de todo dogma económico, de todo dogma
científico, de todo dogma. (155)
Without explicitly describing his thinking as critical pedagogically, Hostos
presents pedagogy in his own words as a space for freedom from dogmatic
fundamentalisms, as Grosfoguel (“The Epistemic Decolonial Turn”) advised against,
and freedom for critical, conscious thinking (Giroux and Shannon). Conscifaccíon was
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Hostos’ word to describe what he saw as a necessary pedagogical process—to be
defended vigorously—that was required to accompany racionalización. (Consider that he
coined this word eighty years before Paulo Freire popularized the notion of
conscientização.) Reason, Hostos argued, needs to be placed in a context of
consciousness.
Compare the notion of school as a place of consciousness-building to Freire’s
discourse on an educative framework by which the student is the subject and, therefore,
at the center, of the learning experience. What he called problem posing, therefore, is
not just a mode of education, but a channel for developing consciousness. His notion of
a traditional banking mode of education is preceded in Hostos’ (Moral Social) argument
that reason alone is insufficient for facilitating knowledge about doing good. Again, the
teacher needs to be a facilitator of consciousness building.
Further, the school is a spiritual space: “la Escuela tiene por objeto moral la
preparación de conciencias” (Hostos, Moral Social 155). School is an edifier of
consciousness of people, “para la familia, para la patria, y para la humanidad” (156), the
result ideally being the development of “razón consciente” (156), which is conscious
reason, developed by posing issues that are meaningful for students as subjects of their
own experiences. Serving as a bridge between these ways of thinking separated by
nearly a century is the Gramscian notion of school as potentially a creative space where
students develop autonomy, that is, the capacity for independent thinking about what
they are studying and what they intend to do with their studies (Gramsci).
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Where students are in a setting of teaching and learning that is derived from
their experiences, taking responsibility for their own learning, teaching becomes the
work of an organic (Gramsci) or public intellectual, just as an artist would be so in a
pedagogical role (Becker). To understand how this may appear, bell hooks offered her
experience as a public educator of women’s studies. Realizing that women’s studies
classes, in college settings, are often a source of “re-thinking of sexist socialization”
(110), she proposed making such courses more widely available, which would be a
critical step toward conscifacción.
But public pedagogy must be made accessible, given multiple pedagogical
moments that exist outside of academic walls. To put the students’ experiences at the
center of the discourse (again, this is an element of RicanStructing), bell hooks
explained “I began to think in terms of translation–giving the same message, using a
different style, simpler sentence structures, etc.” (111). To translate her words, the goal
is to present ideas in ways that can be broadly understood, analyzed, and even
synthesized. So racionalización would be in the presentation of the literature, and
conscifacción would be in “using a style that can be easily understood” (111). The
resulting dialogue would be the foundation for the development of razón consciente.
This is possible where thought is emerged from the academy and placed out before the
broader public (Becker; Giroux and Giroux).
The literature I discuss below is based on topics that are critical for a discussion
on developing educational leadership. The articles represent an overall attempt to put
the practice of educating the Puerto Rican Diaspora into a theoretical framework, that
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is, the development of praxis. Gramsci explained praxis as making practice a subject for
critical review, in order to synthesize it into the gaps not adequately explained in
philosophy.
This is critical especially when a review of the literature is predominately
focused on the practice. Certain articles that have been critical in composing this
dissertation theoretically are among the more exemplary attempts at RicanStructing, not
only discourse, but thinking as well.
Several works are developed from a critical stance, while articles that are not
explicitly critical may contain compelling evidence useful for such a position. Issues
discussed include the recognition of racism (Delgado Bernal) and colonized thinking
(Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn”) in the educational experience;
affirmation of knowledge from families (Olmedo; Rivera), linguistic and cultural
affirmation (Pietri; Skutnabb-Kangas); critical care (Antrop-González and De Jesús);
giving voice to both faculty and students (Flores-González; Irizarry and
Antrop-González) and the need for thinkers to deconstruct and reconstruct pedagogical
experiences (Bernard-Carreño).
Critical educational leadership to build critical Puerto Rican Diasporic pedagogy
does not emerge in isolation, but in relation to oppressions faced and opposed by
others, especially groups in close contact with Puerto Rican communities, such as
Dominicans, Chicanas/os, and African-Americans (Maldonado-Torres; Pulido,
“Music”; Reyes and Ríos). These intersectionalities have been foundational for applying
theoretical frameworks of CRT and LatCrit that I have discussed previously.
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Research on educational experiences of Puerto Ricans has largely focused on
curricular issues. These include not only what is actually given as instruction, but the
instructors themselves (Cortez; Maldonado-Torres; Reyes and Ríos). Much of the
research has been focused especially on the P-12 experience (Irizarry and
Antrop-González; Pulido, “Music”). At the higher education level, the focus has been a
shift in focus from curriculum to a discourse about the relationship between curriculum
and students (Candales; A. Hernández; R. Hernández; Rivera).
Feeling the sense to overcome powerlessness against cultural imperialism
(Young) can be facilitated through the use of storytelling (Fernández; Ladson-Billings). I
propose that storytelling can be seen as a quality of educational leadership as the teller
of the story is a facilitator of voice. Stories, characterized as the counterstories, counter,
y encuentran, racist discourses prevalent in educational settings (Delgado Bernal). By
placing race at the center of the discourse, leadership develops when voices emerge
when their concerns are placed at the center of the discourse (Bernard-Carreño;
Irizarry).
These leadership qualities are not limited to race, but are also the result of
placing concerns of gender, class, migration, and language at the center of the
discourse. Anzaldúa was a critical voice in facilitating voice to those who face multiple
oppressions as outlined by Young. Especially in the context of higher education, where
women make up the majority of the students, their voices need prevalence not just as
Puerto Ricans, but as Puerto Rican women (Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the
Intersection”; Rivera).
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Irizarry highlighted the need for educational leadership to be aware of racism
and Latinophobia, and to ensure the development of educational leadership among
emerging Latina/o teachers to combat these oppressions. In turn, they can be present to
develop students’ abilities as teachers.
Educational leadership for the Puerto Rican Diaspora also needs to consider how
leadership in a second language has a positive, caring impact. Líderes educativos
hispanoparlantes are critical in facilitating voice, and are crucial for the development of
educational leadership. Understanding teachers as leaders needs to be at the center of
pedagogical discourse (Reyes and Ríos), especially where they share the power of their
storytelling voices with students.
But what will be necessary in developing educational leadership is to move
beyond curriculum and to develop pedagogy (Irizarry and Antrop-González). To see
relationships as being between the product given (curriculum) and its consumers
(students) indicates a need to rethink such relationships by reconsidering theory and
epistemology. Originally, when I was working on this dissertation, I believed
curriculum to be what is given as instruction and the instructors themselves and this
relationship would be a critical part of the dialogue on pedagogy. But a focus on
curriculum can become a focus on the physical aspects of education, meaning the
imparting of skills, content, and methods. As Henry Giroux (On Critical) has indicated,
educational leadership and change needs to focus on pedagogy as a source of, and
influenced by, theory and political practice. Without this approach, he argued, students
are objects, entering spaces for learning that leaves out discussion of values, principles,
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ethics, and the ability to criticize. Such spaces would be for the development of
consciousness (Hostos, Moral Social). The development of consciousness is another
quality of educational leadership.
This project elaborates these factors by adding the element of performance by
treating the function of curriculum as parallel to a theatrical script or a musical score
while pedagogy and pedagogical expression are acts of improvisation. From
improvisation, new thinking about education can emerge, as well as the possibilities of
building foundations of new theory. Curriculum is a space for racionalización while
pedagogy is a space for conscifacción.
In those educational spaces, Irizarry and Antrop-González agree, success should
be valued as an anti-oppressive expression rather than a showcase of a few within a
system.
As DiaspoRican researchers deeply committed to improving educational
opportunities and outcomes for Puerto Rican students, we approach this
work with a certain level of trepidation. Highlighting the achievement of
individuals within an oppressive system can be interpreted as an
indication that the system is not flawed, but rather works well, as
evidenced by the success stories. To the contrary, the impact of
institutional oppression on educational opportunities for Puerto Ricans, as
indicated by the massive number of Latina/o students who do not
experience academic success, is very real. (39)
While Cortez, in speaking about Puerto Rican children needing to
“adjust to the cultural proclivities of the Anglo majority” (174), did not take an
explicitly critical approach, the article is a demonstration of how critical educational
leadership can develop through awareness, a consciousness, of synthesizing
Spanish-speaking cultural values into an Anglo institution as a pedagogical possibility.
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The need for critical approaches in the literature demonstrates how much more
must be done. Walsh (“Staging Encounters”), for example, noted how oppression of
Puerto Ricans in U.S. schools is often rooted in the colonial relationship of Puerto Rico
to the metropolitan state, creating “this duality of citizen and colonial subject” (219).
This duality calls for an understanding of the underlying factors that impede
achievement, as much as the factors of poverty, racism, unemployment, and culturally
insensitive teaching systems (Flores-González).
Critical educational leadership requires acknowledgement of lived experience as
in the case of understanding hip-hop as pedagogical expression (Pulido, “Music”).
Cultural affirmation through counter narratives can be a cultivator of both
consciousness and academic success. That centrality is critical in understanding how
alienation from school walls can be transformed into possibilities for teaching and
learning (Flores-González). Hip-hop is, after all, a cultural attribute that has arisen in
part from the hybrid status of Puerto Ricans that is linked with colonialism and
marginalization (Walsh, “Staging Encounters”).
A critical approach toward building critical educational leadership includes the
study of societies, institutions, and social, political, and economic relations. What
surrounds us in the everyday is not only political, but pedagogical as well (Denzin,
Performance Ethnography; H. Giroux, On Critical). Critical pedagogy that accounts for
race and racial contexts would be rooted in examining texts to analyze racist practice
and analyzing the roles of social, political, and economic institutions that are
responsible for, and benefit from, racial, linguistic, and economic oppression. Beyond
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understanding the institutions, there is the need to emphasize those relations between
institutions and societies upon which impressions are left and are ongoing
(wa Thiong’o, In the House).
Part of examining racism is developing an understanding how different
Otherized groups have subverted their Othernesses. Earlier in this chapter, I discussed
briefly how border crossings are not just from a migrant culture into a dominant
culture, but occur between oppressed cultures as well. Ideas of critical pedagogy that
are centered on opposing racial oppression and opening paths to cultural affirmation
have been developed.
One of the most durable cultural links of Puerto Ricans to the African American
experience has been a cultural expression that encompasses music, dance, visual art,
manipulation of machines, and knowledge building.
Hip hop music is a result of the shared socioeconomic and political
disenfranchisement of African Americans and Caribbean Latinas/os in
New York’s South Bronx. What we know today as hip hop music and
culture developed in the late 1970s and 1980s in response to the neglect
and isolation experienced by youth of color in a post-industrial society. In
this context, the creative efforts by African American and Latino youth
underscored the social, political, and economic abandonment of urban
space. (Pulido, “Music” 70)
Furthermore, Gloria Ladson-Billings proposed the notion of Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy (CRP). While her focus is inside school walls, what she discusses is a source
for dialogue to bring understanding of extracurricular relationships.
At the onset, Ladson-Billings made clear her desire to look beyond curriculum
and toward relationships and “culturally focused pedagogy” (466) particularly for
teacher education. She began with a discussion on Aboriginal pedagogy, with a focus
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on culturally relevant education, beginning with the example of reading instruction
among Native Hawai’ians, using “a combination of Native American and Anglo
language interaction patterns” (466). She used this as a basis for arguing for pedagogy
that can be applied to African American experiences. Note the use of the word
“interaction,” as it signifies a relationship, and relationships are critical in pedagogical
discussion relating to marginalized peoples.
The interaction extends to researchers, as “researchers have a story to tell about
themselves as well as their work” (Ladson-Billings 470). To develop pedagogy further,
it is necessary to have dialogue about the educational leadership needed to facilitate the
relationship between instructors, learners, and instruction. These relationships can be
measured, Ladson-Billings argued, through “concrete experiences as a criterion of
meaning” (473). I relate this to Flores- González’ notion of how pedagogical experiences
affect students’ attitudes toward school, as relationships with others in a learning
environment are critical with how they engage in the process. These lived experiences
can be used as part of the counter narrative that opposes marginalization, cultural
imperialism, and violence (Young).
Ladson-Billings proposed three criteria for what could be characterized as the
teaching experience for it to be culturally relevant,
the conceptions of self and others held by culturally relevant teachers,
the manner in which social relations are structured by culturally relevant
teachers, [and] the conception of knowledge held by culturally relevant
teachers. (478)
I appreciate the centrality of relationships in her propositions. Further, to relate
this to performance, the performative is a possibility to make pedagogy relevant
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(Louis). Overall, relationships and concrete experiences are foundations for considering
critical educational leadership. In thinking of the teacher as a leader, critical educational
leadership would consist of critical understandings about relationships inside the
educational community that affirm and are rooted in the lived experiences of those in
the pedagogical experience. This can make the difference between an educational
experience as taking place either in a culturally affirming safe space (Flores-González)
or a decontextualized “department store” (Pietri 105).
Cultivating the relevance of relationships requires going beyond borders I have
taken in this chapter, in order to understand how different experiences coalesce into
foundations for critical race-oriented pedagogy. Earlier, I sought to relate the Puerto
Rican Diasporic experience to a historical Puerto Rican/Latin American experience to
view it in the light of ideas posited by educational theorists including Covello (Meyer)
and Martí, and more recently hooks and Ladson-Billings. But there is a need to be
aware of placing the centrality of issues of the oppressed. At the same time, that
requires awareness of critical pedagogy as:
belief in education as a moral and political practice and a recognition that
its value should be judged in terms of how it prepares students to engage
in a common struggle for deepening the possibilities of autonomy, critical
thought, and a substantive democracy. (Giroux and Giroux 21)
Border crossing can be seen as what hooks characterizes in her work as
imagining beyond the academy. She brought the understanding of translation as
“giving the same message, using a different style” (111), and in this case, conveying
messages that facilitate RicanStructing of discourse. Her success in teaching showed
when her audience could be engaged in the discourse of Black feminist studies, as the
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words are presented in a language that people can broadly understand. This carries
over into linguistic translation as well as the cognitive because language would be
acknowledged as critical for engagement (López) and as part of the cultural wealth of a
community (Yosso).
Critical educational leadership is a way to address the broad pedagogical and
epistemological experiences that give light and understanding to how the stories of the
oppressed are the roots of anti-oppressive experiences of teaching, learning, affirming,
and intersecting. But it is constantly opposed in educational spaces under control of
oppression, xenophobia, and commodification (Giroux and Giroux).
Reflection on Anti-Oppressive Educational Practice
From the literature I infer the following general principles for critical
performative pedagogy. First, it is an expression of moral social (Hostos). Social morality
is a basis for critical thought about education and acknowledgement of education as
political act. Critical pedagogy is a reminder that consciousness must be joined with
cognition as an educational goal. It is an affirmation of the power of counter-stories and
storytelling as pedagogical tools (Delgado Bernal). It is recognition of the centrality of
organic intellectuals that arise from oppressed communities (Gramsci). It is about
making educators becoming carriers of stories (Reyes and Ríos) and culture (Yosso) in
their communities. It is, at the roots, building awareness about the lived experiences of
learners (Cortez) and how they choose to engage with educational systems
(Flores-González). It is based in dedication to freedom to telling stories about the tellers’
own oppressions (Fernández). It is an acknowledgement of the existence of borders and
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enclaves (Oommen) from which to learn about combating oppression (Anzaldúa;
Ladson-Billings). Beyond that, it is a dedication to replacing colonized thinking with
consciousness (Grosfoguel, “Race and Ethnicity,” “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn”). It
is dedication to the development of new generations of conscious educators (Irizarry;
Irizarry and Antrop-González) based on the use of voice (Walsh, Pedagogy).
Second, there is the notion of teacher as educational and cultural leader. For
students to be able to express their identities, teachers who understand themselves as
educational leaders are critical facilitators of this process. In discussing the educational
problems facing Puerto Ricans, Irizarry and Antrop-González have stated that more
research is needed on the perspective of the educator. But in the process, an educational
leader is a person who develops leadership, and students can and should be recipients
of leadership development as well. This would be a way to subvert top-down
approaches in favor of a process where students and teachers inhabit both spaces
simultaneously in a constant process of teaching and learning. Notions of students and
teachers as leaders who develop theories of educational leadership need to be further
elaborated. In instances where teachers are training, these are moments where
theoretical constructs support and affirm experiences (Irizarry).
The need for discourse on critical educational leadership has been noted in
works by Irizarry and Antrop-González and Reyes and Ríos, particularly in their
centrality of the teacher as a caring professional who by engaging with Latina/o
students, have to function as leaders, especially if they are the persons or groups with
the knowledge and understanding to engage culturally (Irizarry). Further, Delgado
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Bernal, Arelis Hernández, and Pulido (Knowledge) have given critical analyses on how
to develop such leadership, and have documented intersections between teachers and
students in a cultural dialogue: teaching and learning among themselves (Freire). While
curricular development is often the focus of these works, they are useful for setting
roots for emerging pedagogical expression.
Critical educational leadership needs to develop principles on what success looks
like, beyond individual achievement. Educators who work with students representing
oppressed nationalities need to function as leaders in classrooms not only as educators,
but also as cultural practitioners (López; Nieto, “Fact and Fiction”; Walsh, “Staging
Encounters”). Giroux and Giroux have put forth the centrality of “the recognition that
politics cannot be separated from the pedagogical force of culture” (28). Recognition of
culture as a pedagogical force is key to understanding teachers in their spaces as both
leaders and cultural workers. If the artist can be seen as a public intellectual (Becker), it
is because the notion is rooted in a foundation of culture as pedagogical and political
(Denzin, Performance Ethnography).
Curriculum is based on an objective to bring stories into the classroom, that in
and of itself may remain isolated from other stories unless non-Puerto Ricans are
present who can offer their own stories. In other words, the practice of curriculum can
be limited to a racial group (self-classified or not) in isolation. Curriculum may not be a
source for understanding intersectionality unless it is consciously brought to the center.
A study of curriculum, limited to the relationship between learner and educator, may
constrain an understanding of broader pedagogical issues. It is necessary to cross
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borders developed by oppression but are crossed regularly by the oppressed
(Anzaldúa). Decolonizing epistemology must be based in an understanding of the
borders as catalysts for change (Oommen). The thinking and the culture of the subaltern
resides at and beyond borders, not just the people (Grosfoguel, “Race and Ethnicity”).
Through consciousness, enclaves are created and sustained, and culturally
memorialized (De Burgos; Pietri).
Critical Care
Strictly Working Class
I have to give the credit to my students
it’s not the points on the paper—
it’s the power in their hearts
that keeps them going;
this isn’t just school–it’s another job.
Are you a parent? Then this is your third job!
This is their experience lived
in barrios and housing projects
in the pediatrician’s office
in the job interview and in the courtroom and,
so often the case,
in the breakroom where they more than justify
a paycheck that sends them praying .
How hard it has been is how hard they make their grades.
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For too, too many, school took them for a joke.
Now, the least I can do is treat them as treasure.
Copyright 2013 Ángel L. Martínez
I wrote the above as a reflection of the work with my students. To give them
“credit” here was not about a curricular function, but rather pedagogical expression.
This kind of “credit” was written as a reflection of my desire to affirm students and
celebrate their accomplishments. My poetic self is expressing what I perceive to be a
principle for pedagogical practice, from my experience as a Puerto Rican Diasporic
educator among my own. My scholarly self is a way to see the links the above words to
a notion of critical care by an educator for a learner.
Reflecting on pedagogy and developing an understanding of the qualities of
educational leadership, and the possibilities for change, is a way of cultivating an
understanding of the level of care that is given toward learners. Both critical
performative pedagogy and critical educational leadership should be infused with the
notion of critical care. Nieto underscored its critical aspect: “the care or rejection
experienced by Puerto Rican students in U.S. schools can have a significant impact on
their academic success or failure” (qtd. in Rolón-Dow 78).
As Rogers and Freiberg have emphasized, facilitating learning is enhanced
where love and trust are part of the experience. Pedagogically, these notions can
profoundly affect the learning experience. Rolón-Dow synthesized earlier care theories
to distill what she saw as pedagogical requirements of engrossment and reciprocity.
“Being engrossed implies being receptive to hearing, seeing, and feeling what others try
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to convey about her perspectives or situations. Reciprocity entails recognition and
reception of the care offered by the person being cared for” (86). So love, trust,
engrossment, and reciprocity are key elements in building notions of critical care that
can be applied to Puerto Rican Diasporic learners. The difference in these two
discussions is that Rogers’s and Freiberg’s analysis about students is grounded in
educational psychology, and lacks a critical stance, while Rolón-Dow, speaking as a
Puerto Rican woman performing ethnographic research among young Puerto Rican
females, uses Critical Race Theory and Latina/o Critical Theory, as well as care theory.
Critical care is based on the understanding of cariño as a core pedagogical aspect.
Beyond curricular preparation, there is the need to incorporate the notion of critical care
into creative and critical pedagogy. Critical care is a way to understand how to
construct pedagogy that arises out the experiences of the Puerto Rican Diaspora
(Antrop-González and De Jesús). Teachers are more effective when they show care
toward their students. In a moment of celebratory writing following the deep painful
reflection of her P-20 experience, Gastic noted that, in earning her PhD, “I owe a debt of
gratitude to those who cared about me—my advisors and mentors, my friends and my
family. At different times, they linked their fates with mine and invested in me” (92).
Critical care is emerging as an important concept in pedagogy, and scholarship
in this area shows promise in contributing to critical race-oriented pedagogy. Many
scholars, whether writing about Puerto Ricans in schools in the United States generally,
or Latinas/os in colleges and universities specifically (with the Chicana/o experience
being the most robustly documented of these experiences [Anzaldúa; Delgado Bernal]),
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have addressed the treatment learners receive in educational systems and the resulting
cognitive, affective, linguistic, and cultural impacts. Notions of critical care have led to
discussions of the school as sanctuary (Antrop-González and De Jesús; AntropGonzález, Vélez, Garrett, and Baldwin; Irizarry and Antrop-González).
Beyond the interpersonal relations inherent in critical care, the notion is an
acknowledgement of borders being crossed, ports being entered, and enclaves being
developed. Critical pedagogy for Puerto Rican Diaspora can be developed more with a
strong base narrative about their presence in the community college systems (Candales;
R. Hernández; Maldonado-Torres; Torres), ensuring that their cultural capital, and their
voice, is at center of the educational experience. However, this is best facilitated when
faculty members show a deep level of care for their learners (Irizarry and AntropGonzález).
Pedagogy as Creative Act
Border crossing, as it is expressed in scholarship, requires an understanding of
the diversity of public intellectuals, all of whom are engaged in pedagogical practice in
their diverse disciplines. As Carol Becker illustrated:
Because I cross worlds and live on the borders of several disciplines, I
often find myself juxtaposing categories and thus bringing together what
are often understood as disparate realities. (14)
These “disparate realities” are really areas where border crossing can and does
happen, as pedagogical acts are not always acts of a certain discipline, but can be
weaved across disciplines and, ultimately, ideas. Similar to peoples who cross borders
physically, spiritually, and psychically, scholarship that crosses borders can stimulate
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creativity in thinking. Like bugalú as a border-crossing art form, which is a bringing
together of Cuban, Puerto Rican, and African American musical styles, a scholarly
bugalú can bring ideas together stylistically and elevate discourse creatively.
In my understanding the purpose of this dissertation, my own process of
conscifacción has been an attempt to find parallels meaningful in the Puerto Rican
context to explain what I wish to compose on these pages and audiovisual clips. What
has emerged is an understanding of aesthetic interpretations of scholarship that has
already come before and what I wish to see synthesized.
Critical pedagogy generally and critical performative pedagogy specifically have
a creative analogue in the blues, the experience of stories of pain and oppression. The
scholarship–the songs and stories–are recordings of how people in an educational
system struggle against injustice, and yet give reason to dance and jump.
Puerto Rican Studies is the bomba y plena, the singing-drumming news reports
from the barrio, as well as being a scholarly repository for the genre. Studies of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora reflect the salsa caliente of its diasporized origins.
By taking mambo melodies and combining them with blue notes, boogaloo is a
musical border crossing that emerged from the diasporic enclave. Critical Diasporic
Puerto Rican Pedagogy is a bugalú, an attempt at aesthetic and scholarly fusion by
crossing between education and culture by musically and poetically interpreting the
educational system through creation by diasporized people who are located within it.
Giroux and Shannon have offered the following in understanding how border
crossing functions in educational scholarship:
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Though critical educators and cultural-studies scholars have traditionally
occupied separate spaces and addressed vastly different audiences, the
pedagogical and political natures of their work continue to overlap and
continue to leak into each other. At the risk of over-generalizing: both
cultural-studies theorists and critical educators engage in forms of cultural
work that locate politics in the in-between space of representations,
audience and text . . . . (1)
The borders, in fact, are those in-between spaces and, the further scholarship can
be found outside their usual spaces, such as blues combining with mambo to make
boogaloo, enclaves are created to create dialogues that can permanently affect the
scholarly discourse, deconstructing notions of “disparate realities” (Becker 14).
Lilia Fernández asked a question that inspires innovative and deeply affective
scholarly approaches: “What gets left out, then, if we do not hear the students’ voices
(45)?” What needs to be heard are the voices of Puerto Rican students in higher
education in the United States. Education is critical in maintaining puertorriqueñidad, but
it must be based on an affirmation of the struggles that have kept it part of the Puerto
Rican Diasporic experience, just as Red Pedagogy is a demand for acknowledgement of
the struggles of Native Americans in defense of culture and the Earth (Denzin,
“Reading and Writing”). It is a space for Puerto Rican voices can be heard, Puerto Rican
Diasporic history, culture, and language can be taught, learned, celebrated, and
preserved. At the same time, Fernández’ question can and should be asked about all
cultures that have crossed the U.S. border and created enclaves, and as a result of being
here, have crossed internal borders as well.
Border crossing/enclaving is a way to hear the collective voices of others who
collectively make up the Other in those spaces they share. It requires recognition of
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boundaries that are fluid geographically, politically, and culturally (Oommen). While
critical performative pedagogy can be centered on the Puerto Rican experience, it is
only because it is in a state of sharing with other oppressed nationalities.
The everyday is a space for understanding the impact of oppressions and
hegemonies to them that, in turn, develop a presence characterized by border crossings,
ports of entry, and enclaves, yet undeniably, palpably, a proud sense of collective being.
The memory, therefore, can function as a synthesis of these past experiences to produce
desires, such as the desire to preserve cultural expression. In fact, the imaginary in the
contemporary context encompasses “a physical, economic, political, moral, and
intellectual universe of our being” (wa Thiong’o, Something 108).
A Boricua imaginary is a space for ideas to envision how creativity can affirm
puertorriqueñidad as an answer to the contradictions forced upon them by the
“Euro-American social imaginary” (Grosfoguel, “Race and Ethnicity” 319). Through the
aesthetic, we retrieve and create memory.
In the pedagogical context, the Latina/o imaginary is a place for collaboration of
teaching and learning about beingand its intersections. Beyond one’s own identities, it
is a way to imagine one’s relations to other oppressed nationalities and groups.
Boricua imagination is expressed beautifully in creativity. Pedagogy is a space
for teaching, learning, and affirming what is beautiful in a people’s collective self in all
its facets. Pedagogy is a space for passing on memories and fueling desires. Pedagogy is
about teaching and learning and affirming to define ourselves by what we are, both aquí
y allá.
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Witness the common love among African American and Puerto Rican performers
and followers of doo-wop, búgalu, and hip-hop. If it were not for these intersections, the
cultural portrait of the United States would not be what it is today. So let us come to
acknowledge what it means to be a Puerto Rican in the United States, and, critically,
why does it matter and how have Puerto Ricans connected and Ricannected with
Puerto Ricans at home and with all others crossing borders and ports here. “Boundaries
are inter-societal as well as intra-societal” (Oommen 257). Past the borders is a web that
brings these experiences together. Creativity is the channel to give portrait to that web
and understand the fullness of where we live in it. Creativity has deep relevance for
building critical race-oriented pedagogy. For the purposes of this dissertation, critical
pedagogy, with performative and poetic expression at its center, can serve to be
informative for other pedagogical expressions that have arisen, and have yet to arise,
from borders and enclaves.
This shift is not simply methodological; it is a shift in thinking about the moment
for which the scholarship is written. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o (In the House) captured this
idea in his memoir, which is presented to us as scholarly re-telling: “The historical and
the eschatological were one. The historical was the social experience of today; the
eschatological, a vision of tomorrow” (175).
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RICANSTRUCTING AND RICANNECTING VOCES:
PERFORMATIVE POETIC ETHNOGRAPHY
Voices Being Heard: Toward Pedagogy of Our Stories
Jesús Colón
Dear brother camarada Jesús
I’m writing this note
As I stare at my library
You were long gone when I saw your sketches
Remembering the original Puerto Ricans in New York
Your hand
Told us never to forget
Our heritage
Our people
Our nation
All built by our hands
Yes, asere, Borinquen will be free
Sooner than we think
We did not forget
To sing or dance or recall
We did not forget we were
rolling cigars
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working the docks
sailing the merchant fleet
We did not forget Bolívar in a dusty bin
We know he fought our fight
Of All the Hemisphere
We know we fought
Long before that day at Guánica
Yes, asere, we must know your story
We must remember you. (Martínez 45)
La voz es un método para la memoria. The voice is a method for memory. It is an
instrument of storytelling, even musical when spoken. Voices convey memories in ways
that serve as a call to action, building a path from memories to possibilities. Voices are
instruments of synthesis. They are indicators of intersections inside of cultures and
between them.
Voices are artistico-pedagogical calls to listeners. As a reflective
artist-educator-scholar, I have been called to tell of my memories in my own voice.
Through my own voice, I tell my own story through the power of verse.
In the poem above, I gave Colón a versical and biographical expression based on
memory of reading his words, hearing about his deeds, and being inspired by his life,
which was dedicated to the development of the Puerto Rican barrios in New York. The
voice becomes a visceral source of knowledge through a dialectical play of text and
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context (Snyder-Young). The creative seen as scholarly, is foundational for building
artistico-pedagogical expression (Castro Bonilla).
con las manos
del peón
que narran
la miseria social
que rubrica
su cara profética (Soto Vélez 54)
The purpose of this dissertation is developing an artistic approach toward
understanding educational expression. My research question is:
How does poetry provoke students to be teachers with each other and to
learn with each other through sharing their own poetry, teaching and
learning about their experiences?
The methodological purpose needs to uncover ways “in which Latina/o funds of
knowledge may constitute formal and informal curricular and pedagogical practices
leading to the transformation of educational experiences and outcomes for students of
color” (Antrop-González and De Jesús 413) in the Puerto Rican Diasporic context.
In reflecting upon the musical approach of Tite Curet Alonso, Aurora Flores
discussed his training as a composer, which would serve him well in working with a
diverse array of Puerto Rican, Cuban, Panamanian, and other Latin American singers
and musicians: “When asked for a song, he'd study the voice, tone and timbre of the
singer, highlighting the phrasing, diction and enunciation” (A. Flores, n. pag.). The
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fruits of his research were what made him highly solicited for songs: “His verses were
measured and restrained while bursting with assertive irony, wit and conflict” (n. pag.).
This point is echoed in Maxim Gorky’s discourse discussed on the crtitifcal role
of the study of history as a foundation for scientific advancement. The reason for that,
he explained, is that “Science and letters have much in common: in both a leading part
is played by observation, comparison, and study; both the writer and the scientist must
possess imagination and intuition” (28).
In valuing imagination and intuition, qualitative inquiry is concerned with the
voice behind the story, which is integral to the story itself. The stories reveal the
“phrasing, diction and enunciation” of the subject of the interview, that is, the
important themes and concepts that emerge that form the basis of the inquiry. The
“voice, tone and timbre” of the interviewee are key to how the stories are told (A.
Flores, n. pag.).
In seeking a notion of school as sanctuary, while facilitating voices to be heard is
powerful in itself, how those voices sound is also critical in a search for voices speaking
(and singing, and making verses) authentically. Curet’s own research is a reflection of
placing not only voices at the center, but voices that come from the hearts of those
speaking. Where the voices are speaking out against oppression, how the voices are told
is another layer by which voices are to be acknowledged. The treasures of knowledge
can become a critical source for those profound, moving voices, and, methodologies
should be used that reflect what is deeply enunciated and the rhythm that is used to
speak. In order to give you an understanding of how I arrived at my chosen
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methodology, I will take us through the different layers of what, eventually, brings us
to the idea of performative, poetic, pedagogical ethnography.
Performative, Poetic, Pedagogical Ethnography and Narrative Inquiry in Studies
“[A]rts-based research is humanistic because it allows me to focus aesthetically
on my students as people and on their unique lived experience” (Barbera 52). That
aesthetic focus is critical because as long as “Latinophobia, racism, and prejudice,
vestiges of colonialism and imperialism, are alive and well today in U.S. schools”
(Irizarry and Antrop-González 41), there is the need for their stories to be told.
Narrative inquiry has been a critical tool for the stories. This is tied in to the
performative because both have stories at their root, a key difference being the focus of
the inquiry. At the same time, methodological intersections exist that serve to
strengthen the promise of performative discourse, as is indicated in a way to interpret
creatively in a race-oriented discourse, as has been attempted in formulating a “poetics
of anti-racism” (Santoro, Kamler, and Reid 194)
The pedagogical is a cultural experience (Giroux and Shannon; Irizarry and
Antrop-González), and teaching and learning and commemorating is rooted in that
experience. In turn, it is the basis for what can be Critical Pedagogy of the Puerto Rican
Diaspora. Further, in this research, the performative and the pedagogical are
intertwined, as in a praxisional whole. Through praxis, change is possible. The change
occurs in performing the research. The possible contributions of such pedagogical
expression exist in our ability to envision the development of pedagogy that affirms
performance and is developed because of it. Performance ethnography is critical to the
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growth of this pedagogy. As a plurimethodolgical approach, it embraces approaches
including performance authoethnography and poetic ethnography, which constitute
important tools in cultural understanding. This way, Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican
Pedagogy is intended to rest solidly on a foundation of praxis.
How does praxis come into form? Gómez-Peña, Sifuentes, and Pérez explored
the possibility theatrically. The lesson to be learned from their approach is that praxis
needs to be defined in the everyday, in order to break down the distinctions between
theory and practice. By having participants reflect as well as engage in theatrical
movement through intensive workshops, new performative pedagogical methodologies
develop in the process.
To engage in performance ethnography is to go to the core of a person’s being,
both for the researcher and the participant. As Gómez-Peña, Sifuentes, and Pérez have
indicated, it may require new methodologies and epistemologies in order to facilitate
this learning. To link performance ethnography with the education of the Puerto Rican
Diaspora is to delve deeply into how performance facilitates teaching, learning, and
affirming for those of us engaged in this community.
I accept responsibility for using performance ethnography to further my
understanding of pedagogy for the Puerto Rican Diaspora. In Latina/o-oriented
research, there is a prominent body of work available about Chicanas/os and
Mexican-descended people (Anzaldúa; Broyles-González; Castañeda; Gómez-Peña,
Sifuentes, and Pérez). Less research is available for other Latin American nationalities,
and specifically where Puerto Ricans in the United States is being discussed
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(Acosta-Belén). As a result, my presentation and the subsequent discussion of student
poetry performances will function as part of the research methodology. For me, this is a
call to bring creativity into the research on the education of the Puerto Ricans in tbe U.S.
educational system, along with other scholars who have already begun the process.
To relate to notions raised in the previous chapter on RicanStructing and
Ricannecting pedagogical discourse, I reflected on a piece I composed as part of my
pre-dissertation experience, which I have now come to understand more as pedagogical
cultural expression. This poem is based on a creative piece employing the first eight
words of Wendell Berry’s (1968) poem, “The Peace of Wild Things” (34). With only one
slight correction in the introduction, these are the words I shared:
Medley
“When despair for the world grows in me . . . ”
—Wendell Berry
Introduction:
I am reminded of a series of poems began by Tanisha Jacob of Precious
Promise Arts Circle, the sister organization of my group The Bread is
Rising Poetry Collective. Each poem she inspired began “If I could turn
back the hands of time.” So . . .
Poem:
“When despair for the world grows in me . . . ”
I wish “I could turn back the hands of time”
And where will those hands take me?
Staring out of my grandfather’s house of wood
And aluminum roof for the rain to take me into sleep
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As the rooster crows for a 2 AM moonrise
And the hens leaping into the low-slung tree for the night
And the lizard stealthily crawling over a stone by the house steps
As I stare at the overloaded mango tree
By the cement house
(that house cement, this house wood,
and both safe from hurricanes)
over where the reinita birds have made their nest mid-antenna
for five generations, that is, five years
The bananas are stored in the shed to complete the cycle
from green to yellow
But by my side I can pluck a kenep already green over strands of yellow
flesh
As a broody hen stands guard in the distance
The two of her own were just days away.
Coda:
Need we not all return to the source?
In her analysis of aesthetic inquiry and phenomenology, Maxine Greene,
described how aesthetics function as research. She proposed, just as possibility is a
given in research, the imagination is a way of facilitating learning about consciousness
in a multi-layered entity, much like a work of art. Aesthetic inquiry is a way of
returning to that source I speak about in the poem above.
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Imagination . . . is simultaneously the mediating bridge, vehicle, and fuel
that can be tapped to assist in identifying what is going on (as critical
theory urges us to do), seduce us to imagine an alternative reality—from
what is to what can be, and propel us to take responsibility to act. (Barbera
32)
Beginning with an understanding of arts-based research, an investigation of
methodologies rooted in the study of culture requires a commitment to affirm the
culture being studied. Combined with the demands of an educator, the potential
intersectionality of artistico-pedagogical projects is at the heart of a plaza of
possibilities.
In a meta-analysis of arts-based educational dissertations (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin,
Gouzouasis, and Grauer), three core areas of arts-based practice are distilled to illustrate
possible concentrations for arts-based research:
1) literary,
2) visual, and
3) performative.
Also, four attributes were extrapolated from the research:
1) Commitment to aesthetic and educational practice;
2) Inquiry at the center of the processes;
3) Meaning-making; and
4) Understanding through interpretation.
Performance ethnography is a way to facilitate change, in both research and in
the lives of those affected by it. It accomplishes this by functioning as a “fusion of
pedagogy and performance praxis . . . as a method of doing evaluation ethnography, as
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a path to understanding, as a tool for engaging collaboratively the meanings of
experience, as a means to mobilize persons to take action in the world” (Denzin,
Performance Ethnography 19-20).
I realized the promise of performance ethnography for my research when I saw
Pelias (A Methodology) giving a series of performances on paper, which was his way of
facilitating learning about what he called “performative writing as scholarship”
(“Performative Writing” 415). Six years later, William-White revived that
understanding in her call for a “scholarship revolution.” In both articles and the book,
lyrical expression is at the center of learning about performance as scholarly inquiry.
Not all instances of performance ethnography are identified as such (Barone and
Eisner). Yet there is much to teach and learn about it from those works especially
because they do not rely on the terms that are usually seen in works explicitly about
performance ethnography. To this effect, and affect, William-White shouted in her
paper that was a poem-as-scholarly-work-and-call-to-action:
Not to be dramaturgical
or theatrical
Not to be sensational
or emotional
but to take knowledge
and make it practical (535)
That has since become a quest to understand a way of thinking and learning that
I describe as plurimethodological. Performance ethnography is not a singular method but
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a methodological realm that provides a spectrum of choice for researchers, participants,
and communities and multiple ways to create expressively and express themselves
creatively. This idea is illustrated in the web below.

Fig. 3.1. Diagram of the Plurimethodological Family of Performance Ethnography
Performance ethnography is a space of diversity that is designed to honor
diversity. I briefly discuss several expressions that have been understood in the
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literature which facilitate my understanding the plurimethodological power of what
has arisen out of performative social science.
The web of performance ethnography includes the following forms of expression
(and because of the nature of performance ethnography, this list may grow with more
research). Again, most are engaged explicitly in performance ethnography, while a few
exemplify its elements but do not explicitly state it as the chosen methodology. This is a
survey of types of scholarly-aesthetic expressions and, given the potential for the
growth of this plurimenthodologial approach, the list is not intended to be exhaustive.
•

Performative writing (Denzin, Performance Ethnography; A. Hernández), a
term that embodies written expressions, including several forms of
expression outlined below.

•

Ethnodrama (Denzin, Performance Ethnography; Miller-Day; Walsh,
Pedagogy): ethnographic dramatic expression, taking data and forming it
into a play for the page and the stage.

•

Poetic inquiry/ research poetry (Cannon Poindexter; Dixson, Chapman,
and Hill; Santoro, Kamler, and Reid), with poetry at the core of the
collecting, analyzing, and synthesizing data.

•

Auto/biography (Berridge; Gastic; Lapum; Rivera) or ethnographic
memoir (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor): the author uses his or her life
in interrelations with others as a source of data.

•

Auto/ethnography (Anzaldúa; Barbera): the researcher is discussing and
reflecting on her or his own perspective amid the study of a group.
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•

Hip-hop inquiry (Pulido, “Music”; Sampsell-Jones): a vibrant form where
data emerges from its five elements: MCing (rhythmic vocals), DJing
(turntable manipulation), graffiti, b-boy/b-girl dancing, and knowledge
(and its cultivation).

•

Research fiction (Barone and Eisner; Nieto, “Puerto Rican Students”) or
ethnographic novels (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor): research is
re-imagined into a fictional piece, a roman à clef in a scholarly context.

•

Visual inquiry (Böhm, Legewie, and Dienel; González Gutiérrez;
Sullivan): visual arts, including paintings and film, are the source of
sociological or ethnographic data for the researcher.

•

Dance/movement expressions (Gómez-Peña, Sifuentes, and Pérez):
physical inquiry becomes a way to analyze data ethnographically.

Elements of Performance Ethnography
Denzin (Performance Ethnography) discusses performance ethnography as having
its roots and development in performative social science. He documented how the
“performative turn in the human disciplines” (ix), namely the social sciences, gave rise
to an understanding of research that is both penetrating and deeply personal for both
the researchers and the participants alike. In fact, what I see as a key characteristic of
this performance turn – the “seventh moment of qualitative inquiry” (ix) as he has
termed it – is how a critical subject of research in performative inquiry is the researcher.
Horsfall and Titchen added to the dialogue by an emphasis to build
“critical-creative methodologies and to re-imagine research as a combination of art, craft
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and science” (151). The seventh moment is a space for the development of research
identity by remixing research and synthesizing elements of inquiry.
Toward such a synthesis, in Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/ La Frontera: The New Mestiza,
she intersperses verse with a socio-historical and cultural interpretation of the
Chicana/o people, with a focus on women’s stories. It creates anthropology in an
everyday language. In her own words, she exemplifies performative writing through an
exploration of the stories of the struggles of oppressed people. This text reflects a shift
in anthropological work that centralizes processes over previous ethnographic notions
of pattern. This has precedent in previous shifts of the role of verse, such as when Walt
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass “moved American poetry decisively away from strictly
closed forms . . . to more free and open verse” (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor 4).
Anzaldúa’s presentation is performance ethnography, and even performance
auto/ethnography, because she weaves her poetic and autobiographical expressions to
facilitate understanding of the cultural and political struggles faced by Chicana women.
It represents a shift toward process that is central to understanding reality in
anthropological terms. Valles-Metzger’s shout-inducing moments can be traced to early
performative ethnography developed in her volume. It also is critical for fomenting
inquiry on the intersections of race and gender. Scholarly speaking, a space is
presented, “where ethnography meets poetry on the page, infusing anthropological
scholarship with the spirit of creative connection” (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor 5).
Poetry, according to Furman, has two formations in research. First,
“research poems,” such as found in the work of Cannon Poindexter and Denzin
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(Performance Ethnography), are lifted from the participants’ actual words, like a remix of
an original song. Second, there are “interpretative poems” (Furman 138) that are new
arrangements of the original words of testimony.
As a poet, I seek to express what I have learned in my own words, using my own
gifts of poetic power to accomplish this. To make powerful ideas is my purpose. For the
Puerto Rican students who participated in my research, the opportunity to articulate
what they may otherwise not be capable of telling changes the epistemology and
ontology of storytelling (Horsfall and Titchen). In a parallel form, William-White
engages with the poetic to discuss a hip-hop inflected praxis between scholarship and
the arts, by way of Spoken Word as another critical method of inquiry.
What I have extrapolated from Anzaldúa’s book of prose, poetry, and poetic
prose, and William-White’s Spoken Word inquiry, is that performance ethnography is a
positive way to explore and investigate issues that are critical to building an awareness
of an epistemology arising out of the Puerto Rican Diaspora.
Michelle Miller-Day, an academic who in receiving her performance review
(whether admitted or not, the word “performance” will permeate understandings of
how people do their work) defended her ethnodramatic work as a substantial part of
her academic contributions: “I believe that performances matter” (1458). Her emphasis
underscored performance as a place of research: “ . . . I was asked this question today in
my performance review, ‘Is this performance ethnography research, teaching, or
service?’ I replied, ‘All of the above’” (1458).
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Because performance ethnography is based on a deep engagement with the
affect, the all-of-the-above approach that values intersection to require the audience to
not only read about it, but to experience it as they are learning about it. Such an
approach can be most useful for cultural expressions rooted in feelings and thoughts
about aquí y allá. The most powerful method for explaining performance ethnography is
the performance itself! In reading the works for this dissertation, powerful examples
have emerged from the performative pages of Anzaldúa, Barone and Eisner, González
Gutiérrez, Pelias (A Metholodology), and William-White. Denzin (Performance
Ethnography) noted: “performance art pedagogy redefines ethnography as reflexive,
performative autoethnography” (22), which in turn is a way “text and body” (Powell
70) in a praxis. Also, ethnographic performance is a channel for change as “action steps
[that] are often articulated in ethnodramatic performances, requiring concrete action for
purposes of change” (Miller-Day 1465).
Performative literature is laden with ideas on what constitutes performance
ethnography. In reading the literature on performance ethnography and its family of
inquiry, I have seen several themes emerge that help me understand what González
Guitérrez calls its “methodological essence” (6), though he did not employ the term
“performance ethnography.” This essence is the poetic foundation for my desire to
explore critical pedagogy for barrios abroad in this way. Further, it is not just desire, it is,
to echo Hostos, un deber.
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Performance ethnography
grows in and out of
memory,
living the experience,
searching again and again,
affect,
asking the question,
epiphany,
location,
self, and
just being
In my re/search of the literature, I experienced that while performance
ethnography is a common way of inquiry, it is not always identified as such. Rather, in
just being, it has those attributes. To begin, let us consider the following to begin with
memory, through “Un Viaje a Nueva York,” a song by a descendant of jíbaros from
Puerto Rico who, when the song was recorded, was living among the Puerto Rican
community of Hawai’i.
Que yo vine a Nueva York
Con el fin de improviser
porque allí lo pasaba mal
aquí lo siento peor
otras veces el calor
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y hay veces el maldito frío
y hay veces corazón mío
por las nieves patinando
y eso mo me está gustando
yo me vuelvo a mi bohío
So I came to New York
with the aim of working things out
because there it was going badly
here I feel worse
at times the hear
and at times the accursed cold
and at times my heart
skating on the snow
and this isn’t pleasing me:
I’m going back to my shack.
The above work is a narrative about Puerto Ricans in the U.S. who have
decided to return to Puerto Rico, to their bohíos. This is known in scholarship as circular
migration (Fitzpatrick). “Un Viaje a Nueva York” is a statement in verse and music
about the phenomenon. The song is included on an album that was organized as an
anthropological study, and the songs are used as data to explore the experience of
Puerto Rican migration. This is similar to the notion of remigration (return migration)
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developed via a performative approach (Böhm, Legewie, and Dienel). I propose a
scholarly approach where versos are a way to develop pedagogical understandings.
Music-based notions are possibilities for understanding not only research data,
but for the methodologies themselves. For example, Dixson, Chapman, and Hill utilized
a hybrid methodology, rooted in Critical Race Theory, to engage in the “search for
goodness” (18-20) in studying educators. To obtain their data, they utilized portraiture
(and a meta-analysis of portraiture) and mixed it up with poetic inquiry and what they
characterized as collage in order to develop a “jazz methodology.” Their approach
toward arts-based educational research is rooted in the lives of people facing
oppression by race, class, and gender. It is an expression of praxis that seeks to
understand research as a musical composition co-created by a bandleader (researcher)
and a place for intersection with poetry and methodological collage. This possibility of
imagining the impossible has this result:
Poetic inquiry is sometimes presented as a prose-based essay that includes poetry
woven throughout.
(Prendergast, “Introduction” xxxvi)
In understanding my own praxis, I read Ron Pelias’ A Methodology of the Heart. It
was key to understand how to functioncreatively and scholarly, which in turn I used to
reflect upon my poetic and my linguistic self. The idea is to create a space to understand
how the mother tongue is made evident not just linguistically but emotionally, a way to
bring out feelings more broadly and deeply (Behar; Pietri; Skutnabb-Kangas). As a
result, my reflection has led me to call the process of thinking and doing Una
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Metodologia para mi Corazón (“A Methodology for my Heart”), which is my way to
express how I seek to give expression that comes from the core of who I am and for
what I struggle.
The interpretive event is the source of information for the researcher. It is the
moment where scholarship is developed, because as the artist is interpreting reality
from the perspective of the creator, the scholar is interpreting the performance from the
perspective of the observer. To interpret through my own scholarly events, I
acknowledge that my poetic self is at the heart of my scholarly self. If poetry is not at
the core of the pages you are reading, then I have failed to incite my own poetic
imagination that places me, and my culture at the core of my learning experience. I
would have failed to engage with the poetic. I will have failed to maximize the use of
my voice, although I write on these pages about the centrality of voice. But this
dissertation is not designed to allow for failure when my purpose is to uncover ways of
facilitating success, rooted in “alma y corazón arriba” (Brandon 309).
The voice has the vehicle of language to express itself, and language is at the core
of performative expression. Like performance, languages can be transcended as well as
disciplines and methods. It is a channel for cultural self-determination (van Dijk). The
imagination brings languages together and, as a result, can manifest in highly emotional
moments where code switching occurs, such as Spanglish and all its other parallels in
other languages. This phenomenon, by investigating LatCritically, can yield an
understanding of how language is a performative and intellectual act.
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Denzin (Performance Ethnography) said, “Performances are embedded in
language” (9). While he was speaking of language generally, in the context of
oppression, language is way for people to affirm and practice their right to speak, and
therefore to perform, in their own mother tongues (Skutnabb-Kangas). Language is
essential for acts of self-determination.
Self-determination can be interpreted poetically. How can languages come
together in strong ways that are poetic and give a lesson in the story? Valles-Metzger
explained the contradictions of living between English (“ . . . noise in all the
darkness . . . ”) and Spanish (“I cannot say what I want to say . . . ”) (258).
As a result, denial of mother tongue can cause incalculable, and even
unspeakable, damage (Castañeda). Contrast this with Pietri’s affirmation of abuela’s
insistence on speaking only Spanish as an intellectual act. Both illustrate the speaking
through performance of what is ineffable (Barone and Eisner) and through poetry of
what is “inexpressible” (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor 5).
Becker’s notion of artist as public intellectual is evident by acts that force a
listener—or reader—to comprehend, to understand, to be aware of other ways of
understanding. Valles–Metzger, for example, demonstrates how poetry and brief
ethnographic essays together can be instructive in understanding both the role of
performance research and addressing issues of oppression.
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A goal of art-scholarship should be reimagining scholarship so such creations are
not just “alternative” but rather at the center of research and knowledge. The notion of
artist as public intellectual can be expressed by showing how the creative is an
expression for change (Becker; Gramsci).
In reading Valles-Metzger, her poetic is an example of the possibilities of the
centrality of voice in understanding how performance becomes pedagogical, just as
Pietri presented in discussing the intelligence of his abuela. In placing a critical cultural
attribute at the center of the investigative experience—nuestro idioma—it is more visible
how a performative approach can be a place for exploring the intersections of research,
culture, and language.
For the development of Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy, language can
be considered dialogically, along with race and class, which informed my poem
dedicated above to Jesús Colón. Part of his genius is his awareness of how the Puerto
Rican experience is rooted in intersections of race, class, language, and migration status
(Bernard-Carreño; Colón). A critical and performative Diasporic Puerto Rican
Pedagogy, particularly critical pedagogy, is a way to place the experiences of persons
who oppose racial oppression at the center of developing critical race-oriented
pedagogies and epistemologies is part of the movement (Delgado Bernal).
I grew up in a world of two languages: Spanish and English. I grew up in a
society where a conversation can run from English-to-Spanish-to-Spanglish, that is,
code-switching. To this day, hablar español is a political statement in a struggle against
Anglocentrism in society and scholarship. Engaging in Spanish or even Spanglish
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becomes a mode of performance when a cultural or political statement is made. Friends,
family, acquaintances, or even strangers make a conscious decision. People do this who
share a linguistic bond. As a result, a culture that affirms language is evident
(Skutnabb-Kangas). These are scattered spaces to communicate in a language with
which a speaker is familiar and can be a source of cultural affirmation. Politically, it is
an act of democratic engagement (Giroux and Shannon; Horsfall and Titchen).
Art, as Hostos (Moral Social) emphasizes, is educative. Culture rooted in the
Puerto Rican diasporic experience is a space for teaching and learning where
acknowledgement is both performative and transcultural. Such race critical pedagogy
includes intersections between the Puerto Rican Diaspora and Puerto Ricans in the
homeland, between Puerto Ricans and other Latinas/os, and between Puerto Ricans
and non-Latinas/os. The perspective makes this pedagogy critical and performative
because it has space for all who are intersecting with the Puerto Rican Diasporic
experience.
Performance ethnography and poetic inquiry can be, and has been, utilized to
explore social science and humanities topics including Chicana/o and Mexicana/o art,
literature, history, politics, sociology, and gender studies. These methodologies can
induce deep affect for the experiences of a people at a literal, political, and cultural
frontera or enclave because poetry is at the center of the lived and living experience and
plays a powerful pedagogical role. This is also an opportunity for a democratizing
discourse through creative expression (Anzaldúa; Horsfall and Titchen).
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My proposed artistic-pedagogical project is an engagement with the poetic,
much of the rest of this chapter will be focused on how poetic expression can be
analyzed and synthesized for scholarly effect—and affect.
Poetry as Voice for the Other: Facilitating Voice through the Poetic
Why do poets write? “In addition to a love of the craft,” Rich Furman indicated,
“poets often write for two other reasons:
•
as a form of self-healing and integration;
•
as a means of conveying truths about the human condition.” (138)
With such motivations, poetic expression can be both insightful and incite-ful.
Poetry is pedagogical for its engagement with the affect.
The ethnographic quality of poetry is laden with multiple avenues for scholarly
interpretation. In fact, one of the powerful attributes of poetry is that it can facilitate a
sharing of lived experience (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor). An example from the
African American poetic experience illustrates of how this is possible. In discussing the
polysemy, the “multiple meanings/identities” (Skinner 998) of the poetry of Sterling A.
Brown (1901-1989), Beverly Skinner points out the multifunction of his works in verse:
It includes the many facets of the poetry as production—its many
identities, including informant (in the ethnographic sense) on black
Southern culture, commentator on the establishment and hegemony,
protester of injustice and discrimination, literary artifact, historical and
cultural document, shaper of aesthetic standards. (998)
The scholarly, the poetic, and the activist selves of Brown, in other words, are
present in his verse simultaneously. Note that in the above quotation, his works have
identities of their own, synthesized with the identities of the subjects of his works: the
scholarly role, the educational role, and the role of poetry as a source of data. The
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meaning of the data is rooted in his “ontology, or way of perceiving the world, of a
group of people whose voices and concerns rarely found their way into print” (Skinner
998). Specifically, it is “black and blues ontology” (999) that is expressed in poetry that
is descriptive of the Southern U.S. Black lived experience. The ontology is an entry to
both the aesthetic and the pedagogical, as how you see the world is instructive in how
you will instruct about it.
This parallels a notion of living in enclaves that is at the core of the Puerto Rican
experience in the United States. What is captured in black and blue words is a lived
experience apart from, and preserved itself amid, the racist dominant culture (Skinner).
In the Diasporic Puerto Rican context, the emerging body of qualitative research
in relation to education has had spaces for voices. In one way, the pedagogical has been
expressed through a survey of the development of fusionary and diasporic cultural
expression. This expression is fueled by its Other status that has led to the growth of an
Otherculture that affirms culture and resists oppression. To refer back to the Du Boisian
aesthetic evident in Brown’s poetry:
The value in understanding a fuller spectrum of poetic scholarly possibility is in
understanding the poetic for its polysemy, that is, its capacity for multiple meanings
and identities that is informative of the epistemological as well as the ontological.
A recognition of the polysemous nature of the poetry helps us recognize
the variety of ways the poetry functions and can help us avoid the
limitations of a purely linguistic focus, which too often privileges dualistic
readings. Terms generally used to describe blues aesthetics and black
aesthetics—such as double entendre, double consciousness, and call-andresponse—frequently lead to myopic, two-dimensional readings of the
poetry. Admitting the polysemy of Brown's poetry into this discussion
allows a multifaceted perspective, including a perspective that poetry is
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part of a larger ethnographic project that includes, but is not limited to,
artistic production. (Skinner 1003)
Beyond the subjects of research, engagement with the poetic can also be used as a
reflection of the research practice itself. Performative writing has its own attributes that
are critical in the development of scholarship. It can be described as the equation that I
characterize as personal ! political, the arrow being inspired by Pelias’ “Performative
Writing.” This relationship was the foundation for Anzaldúa’s organizing scholarship
poetically, and arose as a core theme when Denzin (Performance Ethnography) was
finding common cause between performance and race and women oriented
epistemologies, which Anzaldúa explored poetically nearly two decades before.
Poetic inquiry remains fluid methodologically (Barone and Eisner), yet it is
becoming rooted with ethnography through its intersections (William-White). Lahman
et al. set out to analyze poetic power in research through an account of the authors’
engagement with research poetry meetings and a round-robin e-mail poem. Not only
was it a fun and engaging exercise for the authors, the experience made possible an
analysis of how poetry is used in research. Among other possibilities that have been
uncovered so far, or at least named in a distinguishing way, are: poetic allusions,
cultural poetry research, participants’ poetry as data, data poems, field poems, and
ethnogrpahic and autoethnographic poetry.
Maréchal and Linstead play with both research poetry and ethnography and
composed research through their own poetic method called metropoetry. The
composition of metropoems is a microtechnique that was developed for use in urban
ethnographic writing. Methodologically, it is rooted in an urban experience, namely of
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taking the metro, that is, a subway, with station stops functioning as time periods to
write poetry as a social experience. Metropoetry was developed as a simultaneous
composition of ethnographic field notes and ethnographic accounting.
For the purposes of my performance here, RicanStructing serves two purposes:
bringing the voice of Diasporic Puerto Ricans from the margins to the center, and
poetry as an expression of the voice and an interpretive to foment educational change
through Mother Tongue and voices. To see poetry ethnographically is to deconstruct
the “-graphic,” as biographic and ethnographic, as being graphic, and therefore visual: a
physical and visceral experience about lived experience.
“As one of the creative arts, poetry has increasingly been utilized in and as
research” (Furman 136). The scholarly function of the aesthetic can be summarized as
the role of the artist, that is, making explicit what is implicit and vice versa.
Poetic inquiry is philosophically aligned with the work of poets through
literary history who were and are committed to using poetry as a means
to communicate experiences of memory, identity, place, relationality,
hope, fear and/or desire. (Prendergast, “Introduction” xxxvii)
Whether a work is performative or not—and, if so, explicitly or implicitly—a
poem may be embedded in the pages. Therefore, poetry can emerge as the core of the
research, that is, the reason for it. The advantage of the poetic may well be in that the
field notes, the analysis and interpretation of data, and the finished research are crafted
lyrically (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor). What creativity and research share is the
quality of self-reflexivity (Furman). This quality of self-reflection is important because it
is can be used to better facilitate the use of voice in responding to oppression.
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By synthesis, art-scholarship becomes a source of possibility. To unite the
aesthetic and the scholarly is to create a synthesis, characterized as the
artistico-pedagogical, is to manifest the possibilities of storytelling (Castro Bonilla).
Furthermore the practice of storytelling is at the core of scholarship performed through
CRT/LatCrit lens (Delgado Bernal; Pulido, “Music”).
Consider in my following poem about how a story is weaved that is engaged
with the ethnographic by describing a long-ago scene in
rural Puerto Rico, related from a person in the Diaspora.
They Carried Water in Olive Oil Cans
A woman in Barrio Rincón

AV Track 3.1. “They Carried
Water in Olive Oil Cans, read
by the author.

sent her four daughters
to bring the water from the well
at the bottom of the hill.
It was not work for the sons
who hid after scaring their sisters
with foolish stories of ghosts
waiting for them in the road.
On their heads the sisters mounted
the olive oil cans—apart from that
and the codfish they wanted for nothing.
In their memories these four young women
wear dresses made by Mamy.
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They walked from the well to become women.
The road is now a memory for these grandmothers
where they remember hearing their first radio
and the rhythms of the new Cuban charangueros
Orquesta Aragón.
They no longer carry the water on their heads, but
they carry their wise stories in their voices.
Copyright 2012 Ángel L. Martínez
My poem is a versical document of the experiences of my mother and her sisters,
which she related to me from growing up in rural Borinquen. Memories were
transferred to me: her brothers’ outrageous ghost tales and songs by a now-legendary
Cuban orchestra that, at the time explained in the narrative, was just another combo of
childhood memoria. I can only experience the latter-day expresiones de Aragón. Through
learning the stories, I hear others speak deeply. The data are additions to the collective
memory. The lived experience is synthesized into creative expressions. Synthesizing
these memories through verse is the practice of RecanStructing that transforms
ethnography to encompass the creative.
The research becomes not just data. The data will consist of performances of
poetry. Thus the research becomes a performance.
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Performance as Data
“How does poetry furnish the solution to the problems that confront an intellect
that subjects itself to the rigors of the habit of analysis?” (Parkhurst 20). Data is a
possibility for demonstrating the “how” and “why” of a presentation as well as the
“what.” This is possible by uniting analysis with interpretation for a fuller picture of
what is being told, and how the message is being received. Both the sending and the
receiving of the information are critical because, in qualitative inquiry, the data is a
moment of interplay, interaction, and intersection.
Cannon Poindexter’s offering, in which she recorded interviews with an
African-American couple living with AIDS and presented them as poetry, is by itself a
powerful indication of the power of poetry to express the full range of human emotions.
When profound emotions are beyond words, poetry and verse is a linguistic form that
can and does serve as a document of lived experience (Cannon Poindexter).
Performance ethnography, as a method to record lived experience is also a way for
emotive re/presentation of the poignancy in human life.
In reading Cannon Poindexter, I realize her choice of words during interviews,
and the words of the interviewees, attests the potential for affective learning through
performance. Throughout the pages, my attention and heart are drawn with great focus
to several words amid her own text and the living texts of her interviewees that reflect
the “emotional turmoil” (707) as the woman learns that her man has been infected.
Words printed in all capitals have been done intentionally to emphasize the voices
when the words were spoken.
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anger

outrage

fear

grief

hope
vulnerable

frantic
HURT

don’t DESIRE

SCARY
CRUSHED
WELL

CRIED
TERRified

MAD
overCOME

Sorry can’t FIX THIS
CURE

(710-12)
The “research poetry” (Cannon Poindexter 713) also reveals the power of
receiving knowledge through the heart. This is deeply personal for me, as I am a
professor in an institution where every learner is exposed to affective learning
throughout her academic career. As the poetical researcher concluded, research poems
can succinctly communicate emotions and, therefore, “facilitate learning through the
power of language” (713).
In reading the two poems, I see the interviews are reflections of the emotions of
the couple. But read together as two poems, the words create a dialogical effect that
allows the reader to sense the partners communicating with each other, even though
they may have been interviewed separately. What the poems show are raw emotions of
shock and the underlying the love that they feel as they believe this can be a struggle
they overcome together.
These poetic experiences are constructed from deliberation and careful attention
to the stories presented. Ultimately, these are transcripts remixed and show the
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signatures of the researchers’ interpretations, while attempting “as much as possible to
keep the intonation and syntactic rhythm of speech” (Santoro, Kamler, and Reid 196).
The result, therefore, is not only textual, but textured.
The next two elements are interrelated in terms of the lived experiences that need
to be heard. However, the latter is critical in order for the former to facilitate
sense-making and meaning-making, as well as performing. William-White spoke about
a commitment to social justice, and Barone and Eisner spoke broadly about the need for
performative writing to have “social significance” (152).
Social significance takes on specific meaning when narrating the stories of
oppressed people. There, performance should be rooted in political and cultural
“performative self-determination and self-imaging” (Broyles-González 125). What is
critical to the vocalist, then, can be situated at the center of a struggle for social justice.
But the commitment to social justice remains hollow if the voices of those
struggling against injustice are not heard. Performance needs to intersect with critical
outlooks based on the experiences of people facing oppression, among other things,
based on race, class, gender, and language in order to make it reflexive.
So how can performative discourse be translated into data? The following is an
illustration of what is an intersection between music and anthropology that is apt for
understanding how performance becomes a research subject in itself:
A musical score is comparable to the technical descriptions of culture that
the anthropologist is beginning to make. In both cases, the notation
system, i.e., the vocabulary, enables people to talk about what they do.
Musically, the process of making shorthand notes does not diminish
artists in any way. It simply enables them to transmit to others who are
not present what they do when they play. (Hall 183)
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Where I would differ with Hall is in his naming of exemplary composers; in the
spirit of moving from margin to center, I focus rather on the composing genius of Rafael
Hernández (1892-1965), Tite Curet Alonso (1926-2003), and Tito Puente (1923-2000).
Where would Diasporic Puerto Rican culture, in fact all of Puerto Rican cultural
expression, be without their notes written on the pages? Social significance for an
oppressed people, fighting against the ugliness of racism, is challenged with the beauty
of a poetic that is not only anti-racist, but affirming and celebrating of the culture
overcoming oppression. That said, how far can poetic performative ethnography can be
used by researchers?
Limitations of Performance Ethnography
“Poetry as ethnographic representation is doubly challenged: to be well-crafted,
artful verse, and to attain validity in its research results . . . aesthetic merit and
ethnographic validity can be difficult to attain simultaneously” (Maynard and
Cahnmann-Taylor 12). Further, there is the question of “how these texts are to be
critically analyzed in terms of epistemological, aesthetic, and political criteria” (Denzin,
“Reading and Writing” 243).
Literature of and about performative poetic ethnography includes discussion on
the limitations inherent in the methodological approach. Certainly,
poetry is one important place where ethnographers can explore tensions
that emerge between the outside researcher and the community. By
demanding swift associations and evocative language, poetic craft allows
the anthropologist to name and claim subjectivities and contradictions
experienced in “the field.” (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor 7)
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But a strong possibility exists when a scholar confronts a passion that needs to be
reconciled with the need for a strong grounding. This dissertation is no exception to
these challenges. Given that the dissertation is designed to channel and build expertise
in the candidate’s chosen area, what must be manifested is not only to craft a thesis that
meets scholarly standards, but is also affective, engaging, and, as its reason for being,
performative.
Another point I wish to emphasize is that there is a fundamental difference
between an ethnographer from the outside and an ethnographer who shares in the
experience of the participants. Then the objective is to translate those experiences for
others can learn and understand and, potentially, witness the Puerto Rican Diasporic
condition in education.
How can we analyze, critique, interpret, and evaluate the autoethnographic
performance of others? Also, how can we embody them? What are the ethical
implications we face when the autoethnographic authors whose work we critique enjoy
fewer privileges and less access to power than we do (Snyder-Young)?
Another limitation of scholarly performance is in the function of the scholarly
self. Snyder-Young even uses the language of the reflective scholar-practitioner to
facilitate understanding of possible shortcomings. As a result, the praxis that is hoped
for can be a lopsided process where the scholarly self is lessened, or possibly neglected,
in favor of the practitioner self, which she characterizes as the engagement of “criticism
and analysis” (944). This is further complicated in the criticism and analysis of the
performer where “there is a tension between honoring the agency of the speaker and
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critiquing personal stories” (945). Notably she is writing primarily of theatrical
performance, which she frames in ways that are identifiable as ethnodrama (Walsh,
Pedagogy). Yet she found the results of her analysis informative for understanding
“narrative and poetic ethnography” (Snyder-Young 950). A difficulty arises when
analysis leaves out the idea of interpretation of a scholarly or aesthetic experience,
where a student of the experience first encounters the creation.
As noted earlier, there is an inherent challenge in understanding the nature of
summarizing, ethnographic poetry in a play with emotions and attitudes (Maynard and
Cahnmann-Taylor) while conveying truths and possibilities.
Performance is expressive, so it is appropriate for arts-based researchers to be
considered as “expressive researchers” (Furman 136). To conduct research expressively,
there is the question of how to make data presentable in a form that has the body of
research and the spirit of the performer.
Expressive researchers concede that the very process of transforming
experience into language alters it in a fundamental manner, yet attempts
to preserve its essence through creative and evocative techniques, which
allow for data reduction without stripping out its essential properties.
(136)
To return to a notion relating the poetic to the anti-oppressive, the following
focuses on teacher education yet it is most instructive of where such research must be
headed, although I remain curious as to why “poetics” is placed in quotation marks one
final time at the end of the article:
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The “poetics” of ant-racism require us to [engage in] . . . [m]aking and
remaking texts, consciously attending to how they can be represented, and
re-formed, may be one way of ensuring that this connection is made for
ourselves, and for our students in teacher education. (Santoro, Kamler,
and Reid 210)
In other (remade) words . . .
Poetics
Engage
Make
And remake
Re-present
Re-VITALIZE!
Puertorriqueñidad Poética: A Pedagogical Project
The beauty in constructing pedagogy that is both critical race-based and
arts-based pedagogy is that deep possibilities exist for using cultural imagination in
teaching and learning that is culturally affirming and strongly rooted in the culture of
that pedagogy. In addition to this being the “methodological essence” (González
Guitérrez 6), this would be the epistemological essence as well.
In performative writing, there is the space given for poetizing struggles of the
oppressed. Poetizing is another way that the voices of the oppressed are expressed and
heard. This occurs when “performative self-determination and self-imaging”
(Broyles-González 125) are practiced. The result is an engagement with the poetic.
Here, I revisit my research question on the power of performance generally and
the poetic specifically as the methodological approach of this dissertation. To recall, we
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the Puerto Rican people have sustained our presence in the United States for over two
centuries, with our stories passed on generationally. Among today’s generation, that is,
those who are inheriting the stories, are students who are not just the recipients of this
knowledge. They are also emerging as sources of knowledge that inherit the poetic
tradition that has been at the center of the Diasporic Puerto Rican storytelling
experience. They are also showing the promise of their own capacity for the poetic as
part of their puertorriqueñidades. The question important to me is: how does poetry
provoke students to be teachers with each other and to learn with each other through
sharing their own poetry, an experience teaching and learning about their experiences?
A poetized discourse is a way to develop pedagogy of an experience where
poetry is at the center of cultural expression. How can present-day Puerto Ricans in the
United States capture their experience emotively as college students while evoking a
rich heritage of Lola Rodríguez de Tío (1843-1924), Pachín Marín (1863-1897), Julia de
Burgos, and Pedro Pietri, among many others? How is it possible to compose research
about borinqueños with methodology that deeply complements what it means to be
boricua? The methodology draws from what I have witnessed in my work as a professor
at a four-year college in New York, with a majority-Puerto Rican student population.
My coursework is in political science and heavily informed by arts-based social science
research. Before being aware of Denzin’s (Performance Ethnography) notions of
performative social science, creativity, especially poetry, has been an avenue for an
intersection between politics, culture, and Puerto Rican Diasporic studies.
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Also significant is the fact that my work is solely with students in the associate’s
degree program, so I especially witness their early development of their careers as
higher education students in an institution with non-traditional approaches toward
pedagogy. The emphasis on the non-traditional, combined with my own development,
which is rooted in a fusion of arts, education, and scholarship, are formative factors in
appreciating the centrality of the performative, poetic, and ethnographic in building
knowledge of the Puerto Rican contribution to U.S. society generally, and the U.S.
higher educational system specifically.
As a result of my work, I have come to more deeply appreciate how my own
engagement with art and instruction has been strongly informative toward building an
ethnographic base of knowledge aesthetically.
In the project of critical pedagogy for U.S. borincanos, I will discuss and analyze
how it can be dynamic, transformative, and culturally and linguistically affirmative,
while it is rooted in both arts and education, and inherently rooted in the memories,
knowledge, needs, and desires of Puerto Ricans in the United States. Such pedagogy
must be culturally responsive and can be expressed performatively and facilitated
through encuentros to explore questions and about teaching, learning, and celebrating
the Diasporic Puerto Rican experience. I learn about building critical, race-oriented,
diasporic, and peformative pedagogy through collaborating with students who, like
me, are sharing in this experience.
The project is centered on poetizing the experience of Diasporic Puerto Ricans in
the U.S. university system. They are enrolled in, or have attended, an institution where
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they are a majority population. While Puerto Rican culture is in a space where it is
affirmed, I find the struggles that made this space possible are often unknown by them
until they take my classes. Especially knowledge about the Puerto Rican presence in
New York and its history is frequently a source of awe and wonder for these students.
Thus I combine this knowledge with my experience of engaging in the Puerto Rican
Diasporic narrative creatively and aesthetically, such as in reading aloud selections
from Don Jesús Colón’s A Puerto Rican in New York and Other Sketches or in facilitating
curriculum-building activity around the life and work of Doña Felícita Méndez
(McCormick and Ayala).
Puerto Rican Diasporic pedagogy can be constructed from its aesthetic
tradition: Piri Thomas, Julia de Burgos, Lola Rodríguez de Tío, Ray Barretto and Joe
Cuba are a collective educational source, pedagogically, ontologically, and
epistemologically. Pedagogically, there is a space, where a sampler of salsa caliente,
boogaloo, and Fania recordings intersect with theories of LatCrit and Critical Care.
Pedagogically, there is also a space for intersecting between educators and learners and
amid them is space for scholars to develop Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy
that is performance-centered, culturally responsive, and poetically critical, that is,
recognition of poetry as a channel for change by poetic change agents.
Logistics
I developed a research project where Diasporic Puerto Rican college students
couldreach into their poetic selves to see themselves functioning as students, as
teachers, and as builders of knowledge and, therefore, dynamic sources of ethnographic
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scholarship. The project consisted of two parts, involving former and current students.
In continuing the spirit of encuentro that I envision for the research, each part is called
that way.
In part one, a group of former students had engaged in a poetry project
developed through a weekly series of stimuli designed to bring out poetic expression.
The focus was on the writers’ identities as college students in the Puerto Rican
Diasporic experience. I planned originally for the to be performed to produce a
videotaped performance, either reciting their own works or to have it represented as
text on screen.
In the second part, a group consisting of then-current students viewed the filmed
performance as part of a class session. In the course, film is an integral part of the
curriculum I had designed. They responded to it through written logs where they could
express themselves and be encouraged to do so poetically. Particularly, seeing the
works of other Puerto Rican Diasporic college students was meant to encourage them to
mirror their expressions by writing about their own experiences. The first encuentro took
place over a period lasting from late Summer to Fall 2014 and the second encuentro
occurred in December 2014.
Encuentro One
The point of arts-based research is that the research will “focus aesthetically on
my students as people and on their unique lived experience” (Barbera 52). The first
encuentro was planned originally to involve five to eight participants, but, as I will
explain below, this part featured a cast of only three, all of whom were my former
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students who had previously indicated their artistic interests, with poetry being an area
of common aesthetic expression. The differences, which were to become significant in
the production of the film, were that each represented a different approach to
performance that I can identify from my experience as a poet:
1) poetry as a critical expression that is primarily a personal experience, focused
on the aesthetic of the self;
2) poetry as an emerging channel of expression, with a goal toward performance
in a process of clarification of development as a performer; and
3) poetry as central existential character, critical to a person’s abilities toward
making sense and meaning.
I utilized a series of discussions where the three participants responded to four
stimuli that I created and sent to them by email. The group represented: two females
and one male, one island-born and two U.S.-born, two non-traditional (mature)
students, and two mothers, with distinct ideas about their own puertorriqueñidades, and
all sharing in the Diasporic Puerto Rican experience.
The weekly stimuli consisted of questions related to their experience as part of
the Puerto Rican Diaspora from their perspective as college students. The questions
were based on texts, both in verse and in the prose that can be used to facilitate learning
about the Puerto Rican Diaspora and its place in the U.S. higher educational system. As
a starting point, the following were guiding principles for the stimuli for the
participants to craft responses.
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1)

How do you describe yourself? Reflect on your attributes that are critical
in having one know and understand who you are.

2)

Read the selection from Jesús Colón’s A Puerto Rican in New York and Other
Sketches. What relevance, if any, do his words have for the Puerto Ricans
of present-day United States?

3)

Read the selection from Julia de Burgos’ Song of the Simple Truth. What
message does she convey through her emotions, written in verse, and how
does it speak to the reality of Puerto Rican Diaspora today?

4)

Reflecting upon the previous readings, in any way do they have an effect
on your own puertorriqueñidad? Describe in detail why or why not. If not,
what do you consider influences on your own understanding of Puerto
Rican-ness?

The questions have been modified based on my further reflection on questions I
have designed to draw out fuller and more colorful stories toward the creation of a
group poetic ethnographic experience that can be interpreted as a public pedagogical
event: presenting poetized expression in a public venue. A public pedagogical event is a
way for developing critical thought about the educational value of performance
(Anzaldúa; Becker; Nieto, “Fact and Fiction”), specifically poetry (Skinner). To poetize
is to organize verse from non-versed expression, similar to the notion of “natural
performances” (Stucky 169) that are drawn from the dialogical everyday in both formal
(research, usually interviews) and informal (conversational) settings.
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They were asked to talk via their poetry about themselves are part of a Boricua
context, that is, a cultural, political, and historical sequence of events that is designed to
uncover a puertorriqueñidad that is well beyond Puerto Rican parades and other
depictions that simultaneously oppress by Otherness yet serve to deny its existence as
well. Starting from entries recorded in prose, they were encouraged to transform their
writings into works of verse. This is intended to be a way to develop conscifacción as
they reflect on their processes of racionalización.
Their responses to the questions were intended as the basis for constructing
responses that will ultimately become poetic expressions. The goal was a video
recording of the poetic expressions that were created. The objective of the film was for
the students/performers to display expressions that reflect the objective of the first part
to facilitate learning among students through an understanding of themselves that is
focused on their identities as college students. The learners’ responses to the weekly
stimuli will be useful tool to develop the second part of the data, which will be a filmed
performative product.
That film was envisioned as a pedagogical tool to document the
AutoEthnoPoetic encuentro to be viewed by the second group of students, and is part of
the second part of the project. Students had the option of either performing their own
words, having their texts placed on the screen, or my performing it in their place. In this
intersection of the filmic with the poetic, I want to show text, in and out of mother
tongues, as a space of possibility for critical public pedagogical expression. My
intention was to weave their responses together with my own, as I seek to find themes
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common throughout the performance that indicate how learners express themselves
creatively, and the development of their understanding for their own artistry as
pedagogical. Further, this dissertation was originally envisioned as an act of weaving,
which became my tool to turn these pages into art. My reflections will become part of
the poetic-filmic expression and will be integrated into the text of this dissertation.
Encuentro Two
The poetic-filmic expressions became the focus of a session of my regular weekly
course at college. My second group of students, therefore, witnessed the creativity of
my previous students, in a continuity of expression that unites the political, the
pedagogical, and la puertorriqueñidad.
After the viewing, I invited my students to create works of their own to share
with me. It was designed as a moment to reflect on their viewing of the performance, as
well as an opportunity to present their own perspectives. Critically, rooting moral social
in the poetic pedagogical process, they were free to submit their responses to be
identified in any manner they wished, even anonymously.
The following were some of the guiding questions.
1)

Think about the students’ performances. What affect their expressions of
their puertorriqueñidades have on you?

2)

Reflect on the poetry you have witnessed. Think of key words that you
heard that resonate with your own understandings of your own identity.

3)

Think about creating your own poetic expression. Write out key words
and expand on them with your own feelings and ideas.
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The objective for the learners who witnessed the filmed product was to
understand how their own puertorriqueñidades can be relevant and central to their lived
experience as college students. This is key to facilitate their own learning about
Diasporic Puerto Rican being and become aware of possibilities of how to RicanStruct
dialogue about their own pedagogical identities to facilitate Ricannecting to an
understanding of their diasporic selves as a vital and critical part of their everyday as
learners in the U.S. higher educational system.
For the students-observers, they were given the option to write a log of their
experience watching the performance, with a focus on the cultural, political, and
educational aspects in the form of answers to questions provided. They were
encouraged to think about their creative selves and how poetry can be a way to learn
about their own identities in the lived experience of higher education. To relate back to
the principle of freedom that is critical to this process and is core to both moral social and
poetic pedagogy, even in anonymity, I am aware that the words I was to read would be
reflections of the experiences of nationally oppressed people in a U.S. educational
experience. Further, this second group embraced both Puerto Ricans and non-Puerto
Ricans, to gain broader understanding how Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy
can be relevant and liberatory to populations of students who share space with Puerto
Ricans.
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Data Interpretation and Analysis
The interpretation is necessary to precede the analysis, as the former is a
reflection of how I receive and respond to the obra as art and as expression. It is a
moment of affective learning, that is, receiving knowledge through the heart. The
analysis is a product of further reflection of the text as a deep source of cognitive as well
as affective knowledge. As my research is intended to operate on the notion of students
as generators of knowledge, the data was collected as a reflection of that. My
interpretation of the data was rooted in their responses, both written and recorded, and
will take place during and after the two part process detailed above.
Further, my analysis of the data will be based on the responses from both
groups. My interpretation of the data is itself an ongoing dialog between myself, the
participants, and the texts. Further, I will consider the intersections between the
responses of each group. The elements and the relationships will be used as a basis for
understanding how to develop critical race-oriented pedagogy for Puerto Ricans in the
United States.
Data from Students-Performers of Encuentro One
I received the responses to the weekly stimuli to uncover themes relating to both
creative expression and the development of consciousness. Their own words, their
responses are the source material for their performances. The idea was to distill the texts
they generate for the creation of poetic expression. I asked the performers about their
learning from their online discussions as compared to the writing and performing of
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poetry. An objective was to gain an understanding of the pedagogical value of the
performative.
The students had the opportunity, through the written answers, to reflect on
issues that emerge in the intersections of their identities as Diasporic Puerto Ricans and
as college students. The analysis of their responses will be focused on how poetic
expression can emerge from their responses. Ultimately, they will be encouraged to use
their reflections as a way to create their poetic expressions that are discourses on issues
that matter to these learners.
Second, their final products—the poetic performances—became be the basis for a
discussion for student-observers in the second part of the project, who will witness the
students-performers’ engagement.
Among the performing students in the first part of the research, I spent time
reflecting on their responses for an understanding of how puertorriqueñidades and the
pedagogical quality of the written reflections are evident in their words. After the first
stimulus, I was inspired to do my own interpretations of their prose, that is, to poetize
their responses. These responses were analyzed for understanding what constitutes
their own understanding of Puerto Rican-ness, how those elements are arranged to
form that understanding, and the reasons why they consider such aspects to be a
reflection of their lived and living boricua experience. Finally, the written and filmed
poetic responses were at the core of an understanding of how the poetic becomes
pedagogical and how public pedagogy can be interpreted poetically in the Diasporic
Puerto Rican context.
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Data from Students-Observers of Encuentro Two
The second part was analyzed through two sets of responses. First, I will
document, through my own log, their engagement with the filmed presentation—the
only product of the first part that the observers were to see. Second, the
learner-observers wrote their own responses to the recording. In their logs, I instructed
and encouraged them to write either poetic responses or responses where poetry is
weaved into them. The focus of the logs was their reflections about their identity as
Puerto Ricans in the U.S. higher educational system. Their written logs were a way to
evaluate the performances as well as reflection on the themes presented in them. My
desire was, and is, that in seeing others as Puerto Ricans, as diasporic and remaining so
in the U.S. higher educational system, they learn how, in their own words, to think and
do so as well. With the responses from both groups, I sought to construct a theoretical
framework that will be illustrative of how pedagogy can emerge from poetic voices as
an illustration of how to intersect educational change with a diasporized Puerto Rican
poetic tradition.
Purpose of Analysis and Interpretation
This dissertation has become my way to explore how critical pedagogy for a
nationally oppressed people can be constructed through intersections of being as
boricuas and being as college students. So the purpose is based on the notion of students
as knowledge creators. For the students-performers in the first part, they will have
completed this project with evidence of how it is possible through both written and
performed responses. For the students-observers in the second part, they had the
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opportunity to see themselves in the roles of the performers by creating their own
poetic expressions that are showcases for their own knowledge bases. The reason for
poetic creation is to build an understanding of how pedagogy can be developed
through performance (Barbera).
In the diagram below, I illustrate the progression that I had viewed originally in
the development of the dual encuentro for the dissertation project. It is as well a portrait
of possibility for an approach that exhorts a diasporized people to go p’alante in a poetic
quest for educational access and justice, and cultural, political, and linguistic
self-determination. I follow this with verses of Luis Palés Matos (1898-1959), the father
of Afro-Antillano poetry, in his interpretation of the deeply African music of la isla set to
verses. This is inspirational, for I too have a love for setting the music that is teaching,
learning, and affirming to poetry.
Cuba te dice: ¡dale, mulata!
Y Puerto Rico: ¡melao, melamba!
Sus, mis cocolos de negras caras.
Tronad, tambores; vibrad, maracas.
Por la encendida calle antillana
– Rumba, macumba, candombe, bámbula –
Va Tembandumba de la Quimbamba. (Palés Matos 58)
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Fig. 3.2. Map of the Doctoral Research Project
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INTERLUDE
Canciones para Puertorriqueñidades
Copyright Ángel L. Martínez 13 February 2014
1
I listen to Joe Bataan “Young Gifted and Brown” and
Lu Lupe “La Dueña del Cantar”
The music and words are caliente
The sounds heard all over the working classic borinqueña diaspora
In struggle, there is Poetry
to provoke a song or story
a passion, an energy
speaking of people
walking in barrios
imagining palm trees
while stumbling on three layers of ice-snow-ice
aquí allá is thinking of what made us

2
We may call it a border
Unless the border is the airport gate or,
among those who can remember,
Into exclaves of the island—
enclaves in alien Anglophonic land
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not bound by place, yet held in places
diaspora goes to school
maybe a mother or even a grandmother
maybe even the first in the family to find
Puertorriqueñidades en universidades
rushing to arrive to class, with café con leche in hand
seeking cariño in a safe place

3
A safe place is a place to sing:
doo wop, búgalu, and hip hop
and poems
in and recalling a Mother Tongue
anti-racist
anti-sexist
anti-Latinophobic
anti-Anglocentric
I learn about RicanStruction—
both Ray Barretto’s classic and the Puerto Rican punk rockers
fusionizing
RicanStructing
Ricannecting
my method is my poem and my poems are my method
my discipline is bugalú
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my praxis is an axis
uniting home and abroad
in a teach-and-learn-agogy
why cannot be a scholar be musical
when it is the only way I can write the words?
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ENCUENTROS:
“MY HERITAGE / HAD MADE A DIFFERENCE /
WAY BEFORE I WAS EVEN BORN”

Fig. 4.1. Detail of a Mural Dedicated to the Barrio of Boston’s Villa Victoria, on Paseo
Borikén by Aguadilla Street. The Betances quote reads, “We know how to fight for our
honor and our freedom.” Photograph Copyright 2014 Ángel L. Martínez
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We do not think that it is too much to ask of the papers that when they
write about a Puerto Rican who happened to have done something good
to please mention the fact that [s/]he is a Puerto Rican. Mentioning the
many good things done by Puerto Ricans and the Puerto Rican people as a
whole will help to destroy their enemies. (Colón 196)
In the above epigraph, Colón speaks about Dr. Esteban Fuertes (1838-1903), a
Puerto Rican engineer and scientist who, in the 1860s, was responsible in part for the
Croton Aqueduct that was a critical source of New York City’s water supply, and later
was a professor at Cornell University. Colón was not pleased that a biography about his
son–a scientist as well–had identified the father as “Spanish-born” rather than Puerto
Rican-born, resulting in an open letter of indignation called “If Instead of a Professor.”
To mention those good things is to show how, in my performative process,
art–and research–is used to deinvisibilize. Performance ethnography is possibility to
make visible what is excluded from the discourse. In the context of education, it is
revelatory by showcasing participants as “experts of their own experienes” (Horsfall
and Tichen 152).
In the context of my obra, this dissertation, a performative poetic ethnography is
a call for self-determination, the AutoEthnoPoetic being a methodological, pedagogical,
and epistemological tool for it. Linguistically, note in this chapter where Spanish is
visible among the English words. Martí said the following that states performatively
issues that Skutnabb-Kangas raised a century later: “Let the water one drinks not be
poisoned. Why acquire a language if it is to confuse the mind and rob the heart of its
roots?” (170).
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What follows in this danceable text is an experience that has collectively caused a
reflective echo, that is, a moment where the words become poetry and the poetry
becomes music and I am compelled, not just scholarly but aesthetically, to affirm what I
take in through my senses. As can be heard in the introduction to Ray Barretto’s “Acid”
(Acid), to give an ajá (“a-ha!”) to the creative self that emerges. It is a moment when
conscifacción that touches the heart so deeply that it calls for an aesthetic ajá moment.
Such a moment is a sign of the development of the organic intellectual, which in this
case is demonstrated by college students in moments of transformation into students of
broader fields of exploration, facilitated performatively. In turn, the aesthetic feeds the
intellectual, which feeds the moral. My purpose in this dialogue with my students has
been a way to facilitate both their voices and their cultural and political and moral
presences as students from and of the Puerto Rican Diaspora. Aesthetically, it is a call
for many shouts of ajá in their intellectual development by RicanStructing and
Ricannecting through discourse and creativity.
The following is a story of the encuentros I facilitated and the research lessons I
have learned., and the entendimientos we have received, as poets and learners.
Encuentro One: Beginnings
“[E]n la Escuela, empieza la tarea de moralizarlo socialmente” (Hostos, Moral
Social 156). ‘In School begins the work of building morals socially.’
My first tarea was gaining participants. This became a lesson in itself in why I
consider critical pedagogy to be vital for Puerto Rican Diaspora, and certainly in higher
education. I also strengthened in my resolve for what I wish to do for this research.
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What I stated in the previous chapter as I imagined the project would be has had
to be re-imagined constantly: the voices to be heard have changed dramatically. What
the sources of these voices have in common are both the reason they had become my
students. Further, their lived experience collectively has been the source of my
challenges in finding performers.
I had already developed a list of first-choice students who I have known to
previously show enthusiasm for creativity of any kind. I had cultivated names from
among students who represented interests in poetry, dance, short story writing,
photography, and even makeup artistry. My earliest prospects proved encouraging,
from my perspective, as they had, to varying degrees, expressed interest in the project.
For a project designed to RicanStruct and Ricannect, the research participants
need to broadly represent that cultural-educational-ontological experience. Ultimately,
participation turned on the reasons why I have a passion for my work as a university
educator.
In developing the two encuentros, I had developed two lists of participants. The
first list was composed of students who I intended to be performative subjects for
Encuentro One. I had drawn up a list of former students whom I would contact. The list
was more than sufficient, if enough students were to participate, to meet a previously
agreed-upon number that would supply sufficient performative data.
I experiened disappointment: I had difficulty in obtaining commitments early on
in the process. The delay was itself a reflective moment, as I had chosen to focus my
research on students dervied from a body that is vulnerable to economic, family, and
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health as well as academic issues. While there was considerable enthusiasm and, much
to the credit of my students, much support for the project, their commitments as
students, as parents, as responsible family members, and as workers ultimately
determined their abilities to take part.
Earlier in this dissertation, I put forth a portrait of a typical student in my
experience at the college from my perspective as their professor: they were for the most
part working-class, often parents, often female. Now, I would write my portrayal of
them more deeply, with an appreciation for the time and energy and commitment
toward being a research participant. Even those who did not participate were
instructive to me in how to craft creative research that not only puts their freedom to
create at the center, but is fully aware of impediments to being present, so their freedom
cannot be experienced by either them or me. These impediments serve as a reminder
that the everyday that impedes participation is just as instructive as the everyday that
inspires them to create. In what is termed in research a Hispanic-serving institution
(HSI), these struggles and confrontations are more visible. But even those who
participated spent considerable time talking about their oppressions and struggles
about their processes as learners. A search for poetic participants became, therefore, the
most challenging part of this research.
Ultimately, my group for encuentro number one, consisted of only three
students. The first to join the team was Carmen, a mother who briefly attended college
before going on a break to take care of family. She was a critical participant in my pilot
project that was the forerunner of the film that is produced for this dissertation. The
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second was Sixto, who is nearing completion of his two-year degree and, as my student,
shared his passion for writing, as was evident in his contributions in schoolwork and
student life as a poet. Of the three, only he was of traditional college age. The third was
Jani, a mother of four who has been an active part of the poetry scene that has been
germinated by a younger generation of poets who identify as Puerto Ricans in New
York over the past decade. She was the only one with an extensive history of
performances that predate her experience as a college student.
AV Track. 4.1. “Diaspora,” my original film and the inspiration for the film created for “Young,
Gifted, and Brown.”
Of those I invited, I have witnessed enthusiasm that is a solid reminder of why I
continue to be a professor. Their willingness to engage has been motivation enough for
me to encourage them to pursue educational experiences as far as they wish to reach.
Before introducing the showcase, I must address a gap between theory and
practice that found correction (praxis) later in the process. I have addresssed before the
centrality of a mother tongue approach, which in this case is represented by a valuing of
the Spanish language as a means of expression. What I had noticed that early on, the
prose was presented in English. I did not guide them toward any particular way of
composing their answers linguistically, but it is true that the stimuli written as essays
(or spoken as interview responses) were written in English. But later on, as the students
engaged more with the poetic, the code-switching began, and their knowledge
foundations revealed themselves with a solid appreciation for hispanoparlantismo. The
lesson I received here is that, where the focus is on answering research questions,
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English remains a primary source of communication. But when the poetic comes out to
play, the language deep in the participants’ hearts becomes evident.
For the purposes of aesthetic research, what this means is that the use of mother
tongue was an organic process that developed with the relationship between researcher
and participant. The praxis that developed was between intellectual freedom (Hostos,
Moral Social; Martí) and linguistic freedom (Skutnabb-Kangas). But it is the
student-participant who decides when this praxis can arise. Here, I am the recorder of
this process of learning as a source of affirmation and beauty.
AV Track 4.2. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 1”
The First Stimulus
Welcome, learners! Congratulations on taking part in my poetic project. So you
understand why I have invited you, I would first like to explain my project called
“’Young, Gifted, and Brown’: Ricanstructing through autoethnopoetic stories for
critical Diasporic Puerto Rican pedagogy.”
First, in case you were wondering, the opening title is from the song of the same
name by Joe Bataan. I intend this poetic journey to be a celebration of
puertorriqueñidad. You have been invited because you are, or have been, a
college student expressing puertorriqueñidad. So this project is focused on how
have you experienced being Puerto Rican in a college in the United States. Since
poetry is such an integral part of the experience of Puerto Ricans living in the
United States, I wanted to give you the chance to explore yourselves poetically.
But here’s the good news: you won’t be writing poetry now. Rather, just let your
words and give yourselves the chance to learn more about yourselves.
Now, it is time for the first question.
Have you ever been asked to write about the events that have brought you to
where you are today? An educational autobiography is an exploration of why
you are a student and, for the purposes here, what or who facilitated your
becoming a college student. In a short paragraph, write your educational
autobiography. There is no special format for doing this. Here are some
questions that may help you write this, but please feel free to write it as you
wish.
· What made you become a college student?
· Why did you want to become a college student?
· What are your parents’/family’s educational background?
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· What does it mean for you, as a Puerto Rican, to be a college student in
the United States?
·
Do you think the fact you are mujer puertorriqueña / hombre
puertorriqueño means you have a different attitude toward your college
education?
Have fun with this. I look forward to your answer next week.
The above was the first stimulus I had sent out to the participants. I sought to
ensure as broad a creative palette as possible for the participants to respond.
Please note that, with the centrality of the student’s voice in mind, I present the
following contributions nearly without editing. Below are not grammatical errors, but
discoveries in voices that seek guidance and understanding. These discoveries, I
suggest, are critical to the development of critical pedagogy.
Below is Carmen’s response to the first stimulus:
I was born in Rio Piedras Puerto Rico, but at the age of five years old my
mom decided to move to Brooklyn NY with my siblings and me. She
wanted to start a new life. My parents and my mother’s family didn’t
finish school. My grandparents worked the farm, they were illiterate. As a
single mom, she came to New York to better herself by working hard to
support us. She made sure we went to school so we could get a proper
education. By the time my siblings and I were teenagers, we were in High
School but we never got to graduate. At that time we didn’t understand
the importance of staying in school. It was not until I became a parent that
I understood how important it was to have a decent education. I wanted
to teach my kids that going to school would get them anywhere they
wanted and reach their dreams of becoming someone professional. As for
me, in my mid 30’s I decided to get my GED and in my mid 40’s I enrolled
in [the] College. Imagine that, the first one in the family to do that, but due
to family problems and financial reasons, I had to drop out and I was
heartbroken in making that decision. When I was going to college I
wanted to prove that I wasn’t old, I wanted to show my kids that it wasn’t
so bad but more importantly, I wanted to prove that a Puertorrican, Latina
woman could have a college degree like anybody else. I wanted to show
that I had strength, opinions, and also the power to change who I was.
There was always a stigma that the Puertorricans liked to live off the
welfare and government programs; I didn’t want to be one of those
statistics. The time I spent at [the] College, I was amazed to find out that
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there were famous Puertorricans who made history. There was
puertorricans who fought in the civil war; there were also famous poets,
famous musicians and artists. I couldn’t believe that my heritage had
made a difference way before I was even born. As a Puertorrican woman,
the college experienced made a big difference because I understood that
no matter the struggles you can make it if you want to. Decades ago a
woman’s place was to bare children, keep a household and obey their
husbands; a woman had no voice, especially a Latina woman, men were
very machistas. Today through education, dedication and hard work a
Puertorrican woman or man can make a big difference. We can teach
others that the Puertorricans have every right to be place on high
standards as any other race. I think that as a Puertorrican woman or a
Puertorrican man we have a different attitude towards college education.
We have the passion to learn and to teach the next generation the
importance of our heritage.
Sincerely
Carmen Pérez
I was in awe of the depth and reflection of her words. In her response, she
embodied the intersectionality that she experienced, from Río Piedras to Brooklyn. She
speaks about and against oppression through a poetic autobiographical sketch in prose.
She connected her being “Puertorican, “ as she writes it, to her daily struggle and her
education as a borinqueña.
She stated the following, one moving fragment of a very moving account:
As a single mom, she came to New York to better herself by working hard
to support us. She made sure we went to school so we could get a proper
education.
I had to remind myself that she was speaking of her mother, and not herself, in
the first person. Either way, she demonstrates how the values were passed on to her,
even as she engaged in her own struggles to gain a decent education:
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It was not until I became a parent that I understood how important it was
to have a decent education. I wanted to teach my kids that going to school
would get them anywhere they wanted and reach their dreams of
becoming someone professional. As for me, in my mid 30’s I decided to
get my GED and in my mid 40’s I enrolled . . . .
In her words are an echo of Marisa Rivera’s autobiographical account of a
Puerto Rican woman finally gaining entry into higher education. It also demonstrates
the pedagogical power in reflecting on your own learning experience through crafting
an educational autobiography. It reflects both the storytelling of a Puerto Rican
experience (Nieto, “Fact and Fiction”; Reyes and Ríos) and the possibilities of arts-based
educational autobiography (Barbera).
The diasporic performativity in the above letter also illustrates a parallel to
Anderson’s notion of how certain languages with a sufficient presence in print were
able to stay mutually intelligible across nations, as we can note in different kinds of
Spanish and English. The parallel is that a cultural-linguistic link remains across
distances between home and abroad. There remains what is identifiably part of the
affiliation, a lived experience that bridges this geographical gap through consciousness
of being borincana/o.
As of writing these words, Carmen has yet to complete her dream of earning that
college degree, but her determination remains. Her resilience is critical in knowing how
this value underscrores the need for self-determination, culturally and educationally. It
inspires me to reflect upon it as it does to first read it. Consider when she states
emphatically: I wanted to show that I had strength, opinions, and also the power to
change who I was.
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She has demonstrated this “power to change.” By naming herself “Puertorican,”
Carmen expressed self-determination performatively, grounded in “strength, opinions,
and also the power to change who I was.” These three notions were her own expression
of moral social, as her striving for educational change was always dimensioned with her
responsibility through the lens of her Puerto Rican-ness. In fact, when she states:
“Today through education, dedication and hard work a Puertorrican woman or man
can make a big difference,” there is a strong Hostosian echo of the value of education as
a liberatory act.
The poetic in prose is a way to look at education aesthetically. The poetic in prose
is one more tool in both qualitative research and sociopolitical writing, and this has had
a significant presence in Puerto Rican literature (Álvarez; Colón; Hostos, La
Peregrinación de Bayoán). Its potential to RicanStruct and Ricannect is evident in this
possibility, and my students’ words are examples of this. Rooting research in poetry as
a value and as a means of expression of value, performative and race critical research is
a platform. The above autobiographical statement is a performative platform that is a
call for educational change. In Carmen’s words, I saw what Denzin (“Reading and
Writing”) called “dramatic, epiphanic performances that challenge the status quo”
(244). Poetically, she is giving answers to Brah’s question: “What is the relationship
between affect, psychic modality, social relations, and politics?” (5). The subjects that Brah
oulines compose an epistemological approach that can be utilized in poetic
ethnographic research. It can also a function as a way of understanding themes that
emerge in performative inquiry.
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In this response, Carmen’s answer is in the presentation of an account of life as a
college student, with prelude that provides an understanding of what has driven her to
be, even momentarily, a college student, and, ultimately, not only what is the
relationship sought in the question, but why it matters.
It was a dramatic moment as she dared to tell her own story in ways that she
wanted to be understood. I was moved to poetize her words as a result of her rich
description. In her first response were words that were profound as they were poetic. I
heard the authentic voice of a student in a statement that, to my eyes, would make a
strong foundation for poetized discourse. This approach intends to facilitate voices to
be heard (Anzaldúa). So I began to craft a poetic gift for her that would accompany the
second stimulus.
What she also demonstrated through words that the community imaginary can
and should have a material foundation upon which creation can flourish. Even as
communities imagine themselves differently as disaporized people, cartographies are
built upon new fixed points. These fixed points in term became the basis for my
poetizing her discourse. By poetizing the discourse, I was RicanStructing it to develop
this emerging imaginary (Irizarry and Antrop-González).
So far, I shared the story of a student whose struggle to learn remains a work in
progress. I deeply appreciate her commitment to find her puertorriqueña place within
higher education. The second story is another work in progress, but is rapidly
approaching an educational goal: his associate’s degree. He, too, is answering both
Brah’s question of relationships and the further question of why this relationship gives
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meaning to being a Puerto Rican student in higher education. (As an aside, it is worth
stating that the question has answers in poetry by Puerto Ricans who address injustices
as well as confront them.)
Sixto Pizarro, who I had previously seen sharing his poetic self, as well indicated
Carmen’s notion of realizing the “power to change.” He shared the following in his first
response:
Usually becoming a college student comes with this expectation that once
you graduate high school, you’re sent off to college for a higher education.
When young adults decide to go the other way, it might be frowned upon,
and seen as a massive disappointment to our parents. I had a father who
was very stern and made sure that good grades were always part of my
agenda, from a very early age. Him helping me with my homework was
half myth and half rarity. however it taught me to be self sufficient when
it came to my studies so I can thank him for that.
Because of these pressures as i went to an alternative school and got a
second chance to receive my high school diploma and it was expected of
me to go to college. Considering that i graduated high school at 20, I felt
this overwhelming need to show something for myself by the time I was
30. This is considering that by society’s standards, I should have been
obtaining my associates degree from a community college at this point.
My parents didn’t go to college, right after finishing high school, my
mother dedicated the rest of her time to attend to her family. My father
got sent to the military, because at the time, that seemed to be the norm
for men and women.
Being puerto rican and a college student has its advantages and
disadvantages. Why? Well. even though that we have U.S. citizenship, we
are still part of a minority group. Being part of a minority group means
having to work twice as hard as everyone else, because the rug can be
pulled from under you at any moment. Being a student of [the] College,
finds me having to assure my peers outside the school that it is not a
“ratchet” or “Banjee” school as they might think, upon hearing the word
“Boricua”.
Being Puerto Rican also gives me this drive to really do the best I can
because in society, being part of the minority group can make you under
privileged and the opportunities may seem scarce and not very long
lasting. You have to grab it while you can and then run with it. Resting is
not an option, and falling short is not an option either. You either give all
or nothing. Its a need to really make something out of myself, and not end
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up working in a factory or “just another ghetto puerto rican” or just
another “bro that hangs out on the block.” These are just some of the
stereotypes that i would not want to fall into. i keep my eye on the prize,
for any degree is an empowerment, and that de erases my likelihood of
falling victim to the system, and the powers that be.
Sixto’s account contains a theme that illustrates a key theme in Puerto Rican
Diasporic lived and living experience: “even though that we have U.S. citizenship, we
are still part of a minority group. Being part of a minority group means having to work
twice as hard as everyone else, because the rug can be pulled from under you at any
moment.” Not only had citizenship been legislated on Puerto Ricans, it was a
citizenship that was a struggle to use.
So to use “citizenship” to advance people hrough education means that
overcoming oppression is the source of the “drive to really do the best I can.” The goal
is to have a degree in hand that can, as he states, “de-erase” impediments to success.
This is a process that “de-erases” what is negative and makes way for the positive, that
is, what needs to be at the center of the discourse.
What further draws my attention is the fact that here is a striving of a male
Puerto Rican in his own commitment that is also part of a larger striving to reverse the
invisbilizing (physical) of male students from Spanish-speaking nationalities (Saenz and
Ponjuan). To understand this dynamic is to further, not only to make change for Puerto
Rican Diaspora in higher education, but also to allow males to make meaning of the
experience in being in university.
Carmen’s and Sixto’s stories illustrate two aspects of growing intellectual
development that strongly posit their values based on being Puerto Rican
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(Bernard-Carreño) while deeply valuing their working-class roots. In their words, I
sensed the freedom they chose to craft their responses, and in the process together help
RicanStruct a Puerto Rican Diasporic story. This is an act of Ricannecting that I see:
finding areas in common, understanding solidarity embodied in the everyday
experience. Ricannecting is a foundation for RicanStructing what is possible for diaspoic
educational community.
Carmen’s story is a story of creation, where she describes incidents that form the
basis for a boricua community imaginary (RicanStructing) and how it is being built
(Ricannecting). The imaginary is itself a work in progress that captures its development.
They demonstrate the notion of arts as “pedagogical tools [for] developing the capacity
to envision a just world by releasing the social imagination” (Barbera 11).
Sixto’s story is a story of that imaginary as a work in progress, how it is being
developed. It is that sesnse of power to change in action. Inside his words as well are
the possibilities of how it can even flourish, for, as he spoke beautifully about: Resting is
not an option, and falling short is not an option either.
How do you facilitate demarginalizing? He says: “Being Puerto Rican also gives
me this drive to really do the best I can because in society, being part of the minority
group can make you under privileged and the opportunities may seem scarce and not
very long lasting.” What he also explored was the potential of a school as a safe place
(Antrop-González) as well as a social phenomenon where being Boricua was affirmed
and, finally, a pedagogical experience where this is possible primarily because of
creating safet and affirmation to launch the imagination.
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The phenomenon of college as a social experience, combined with reflection on
the poetic self, was underscored with Jani Rosado‘s contribution. Hers was the third
voice of this poetic-pedagogical experience. She brought in a dimension that would
prove leave a marked difference in being part of the film, as, unlike the others, she had
responded mostly by video interview. Her approach took her pedagogy beyond the
page and sought a deep link between herself and her audience. With that said, her first
response was also emailed to me as had done the other two. I present it below as she
had responded to me: with the questions in italicized bold and her italicized responses
following. This is the format I have used above in responses I have already reproduced.
I believe that the aesthetics of the page are as critical as the aesthetics in the heart that
produces the words, so I chose to distinguish my participants’ words aesthetically to
signify their artistico-pedagogical journey. Below she fused elements of both creativity
and the imagination.
What made you become a college student?
I lived without a degree for far too long and am very vulnerable because
of it. While a degree doesn't guarantee a successful future, it certainly does
open provide more options. I wish to embark upon many adventures in
my future and the right career path is integral. At 36 years old, I had to
become independent after 14 years of marriage. [The] College was the first
step I took toward creating my new foundation.
Why did you want to become a college student?
There are many aspects of being in a classroom and learning that appeal
to me. Even though I hadn't been in school for a long time, I was always
learning. Documentaries, books, websites, magazines; I've always
devoured information. I have been writing for quite some time and I
looked forward to handing in a piece of writing and receiving a grade
after all those years. Many connections are also made in school settings,
with like-minded individuals and groups. Becoming a college student was
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not just about getting a degree, but also about enjoying the experiences
that come with becoming part of the institution.
What are your parents’/family’s educational background?
My mother was a straight A student and won a scholarship to go to
college. Instead of going to school, she married my father the month
before she turned 18 and he turned 20. We discussed it again recently and
she insisted that it was her only option because she needed to get out of
the house. I asked why she hadn't gone away to college and she replied
that, "No one did that back then. No one knew about going away to
college." He went to Hostos Community College in the Bronx. I think he
got an associates degree, but I don't know for sure. He joined the Marine
Corp. That was where he received most of his education.
What does it mean for you, as a Puerto Rican, to be a college student in the U.S.?
While there are many Puerto Ricans who have and do attend college, it's
definitely something that's a bit foreign to many. I was fearful of student
loans, lack of financial aid, and being in debt for the next 30 years. I'm still
afraid because I have 4 sons and no idea how I'm going to put them
through college. In Puerto Rico there are people who willl barely speak to
you if you don't have a college degree. They're so gauche that they will
actually ask you upon meeting what college you went to, 'What degree do
you have?" Bold faced and shameless. I know that part of the reason I
didn't go to college earlier was because I was afraid. I'm grateful for the
opportunity to fulfill my potential and if being a Puerto Rican single
mother is going to help pay for that because I am in a statistically
marginalized position, so be it. I look forward to standing amongst other
Puerto Rican women who have defied stereotypes and surpassed
expectation to become powerful leaders, not just in the Latin community
but in society at large.
Do you think the fact you are mujer puertorriqueña / hombre puertorriqueño means you
have a different attitude toward your college education?
I certainly do. My initial "failure to launch" stemmed from insecurities
about my origins. I didn't think I would fit in. I grew up in a very “ghetto”
family, and had clearly been rejected by many white people who I
couldn't relate to in any way. Success wasn't for me. I felt like a fraud. I
felt that I had somehow convinced people that I was intelligent but that I
was basically not worthy of improving my station. Now it's the exact
opposite. I am proud of all of my ancestors and the rich heritage that my
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blend of cultures have to offer. I am the blessed descendant of
Taino/Arawak, African and European, who has the advantage of the
strengths of each of their own biological, intellectual, and societal
attributes.
Jani Rose
In her response, Jani gave an outline of her process of making meaning for
herself as a college student, being a major achievement among several other major
achievements. In her outlook, she shares a sentiment I have seen with colleagues in the
PhD Program in Leadership and Change, with the pursuit of higher education being an
arrival after a long journey and now beginning a new journey. She conceptualizes the
notion of her arrival, an achievement that is profound for those who witness it and
definitely a source of wonderment for those who hear her story.
Jani writes the following, which is a statement of her transition from artist to
artst-educator. Her own sense-making is rooted in her own sense of being who she is:
I have been writing for quite some time and I looked forward to handing in a
piece of writing and receiving a grade after all those years. Many connections are
also made in school settings, with like-minded individuals and groups.
In fact, her story that she related is very much about understanding her
educational experience as a series of ways of making connections. These connections,
which she emphasizes as occuring between persons, can also be interpreted as making
connections between a person’s individual and social experiences with the systems that
people face daily. This is the genesis of Ricannecting in the context that Jani explains.
For, as she explains, it is not just about getting herself through college, but her children
as well. RicanStructing discourse would seek answers so that all can have success in
higher education. After all, she reminds the reader: “I wish to embark upon many
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adventures in my future.” As an academic who appreciates the adventure of the
AutoEthnoPotic, so do I.
In this process of Ricannecting the three stories, all three respondents engaged in
the phenomenon of arrival, from their own perspectives, toward epistemology that is
characterized by a new beginning on a continuation of a journey that has seen lives that
can be thickly described, and that thickness gives a strong flavor that affects their
presence as college students. In a sense, going to college was a sense of a wait being
over. While the educational journey has yet to be over, there is much to be learned
along the way, as they RicanStruct their lives. And it is amid this journey, I realize, that
there is a beautiful expression that can be fashioned into a poetic beauty.
For Jani, that beauty is expressed in her poetic prose. She weaved her past
influences that ultimately led her into higher education with her experience in the now
as a full-time student, a full-time mother, and a worker of many hours. Further, she
weaved these with her hopes for a future as a Puerto Rican woman with a degree in her
hand.
In an educational journey, there is hope. All three respondents embody the
possibility of young, gifted, and brown epistemology and pedagogy. This is part of the
search for a safe educational space (Irizarry and Antrop-González). In the poem
“Loisaida,” by Bittman Juan (“Bimbo”) Rivas, known as “El Poeta de Loisaida,” (Sandra
Rivas, personal communication, August 26, 2015), he framed his enclave home, as he
imagines this desire, in the form of a love poem, as a safe place of where hope can be
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had. It is a dream that can be interpreted as getting better by becoming recipients of
learning. For him, the future will be a place
where our young bloods
hang around
waiting, hoping that
one day when they too
get well and smile again. (362)
In my educational space, I love what I do, and I love being a witness to the
gorgeous promise of being embodied with orgullo, empowered by each other. Beauty
and hope as poetic phenomena are being expressed in higher education, a space where
culture, language, race, class, and gender intersect in a dialectic with the community
that provides the students and inspires them to do positive for people in it. The words
are ways of being for a college to be a space to be uplifting and affirming, at the same
time confronting uglinesses of racism, discrimination, and the legacy of colonialism
(Jansen).
I was moved by the words of Carmen and Sixto to attempt to turn their prose
into verse. (Jani came later in the process, and I wanted at that point to focus on what
would be her video presentation, which was poetic in ways I wanted to place focus.) I
sent the two the second stimulus, attached for each what I call my poetic gift to them.
These poetic gifts are pedagogical as they are a shared act of learning.
Early in this dissertation, I described being posed the question where Puerto
Ricanness can be characterized as an essence, a performance, or a discourse. I argue that
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it can be all three possibilities, because they all are ways of understanding, being,
learning, and creating. The difference now is that these poetic Puerto Ricans provided
me proof of the depths of these possibilities, because they all point to the imagination as
a source of developing puertorriqueñidad, even multiple puertorriqueñidades.
Their answers embodied the sense of puertorriqueñidad as at once an essence, a
performance, and a discourse. Before, my attempt to interpret these notions was largely
theoretical. My respondents have facilitated my understanding of these as products of
praxisional process. They have, from the beginning of the journey of the first encuentro,
illustrated how to see the beauty in themselves as a way to witness the beauty of others.
Puertorriqueñidad as essence: All three poets characterize being Puerto Rican as
the core of their everyday, internally (through family relations and a sense of
meaning inherent in being Boricua) and externally (defending being Puerto
Rican, and living experience as a Puerto Rican). This essence is a source of
flourishment, and needs an outlet for expounding upon it, so essence requires
expression, specifically, a performance.
Puertorriqueñidad as performance: The sense of being Puerto Rican is a source of
passion that is expressed poetically. It is integral to the Puerto Rican Diasporic
ontology, a reflection that poeticness arises in the words, with the participants as
inheritors of a rich versical tradition. The performance embodies the
flourishment of being Boricua. How do we explore what that embodiment looks
like? That is the role of discourse.
Puertorriqueñidad as discourse. There are two aspects relevant to the discussion
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here. First, discourse arose from attempts to define being Puerto Rican as being
away from home. These are the roots of the discourse my poetic respondents are
having. Answers came in performance, pedagogy, and scholarship. Second, the
answers stimulated further discourse, and now is the moment to explore
art-scholarship on performative pedagogy, using our essence to facilitate
performance and facilitating discourse as performance. The discourse then
informs the essence.
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Fig. 4.2. Diagram of the Relationship between Puertorriqueñidad as Essence, as Discourse,
and as Performance.
Amid the knowledge gained and shared, there was more from the voices within
the enclave. With it, I see more ways where the responsibilities of an educator become
critical to maintain a positive space where memory is preserved and desire can be
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expressed freely. Among the responsibilities are developing a moral aesthetic based on
justice, equality, and freedom.
After gaining these knowledges, I was enthusiastic for the opportunity to
continue on this poetic journey. Essence, discourse, and performance would continue in
the following sharing.
The Second Stimulus (and Poetic Gifts)
Poetic inquiry is sometimes a socio-political and critical act of resistance to
dominant forms and an effective way to talk back to power.
(Prendergast, “Introduction” xxxvii)
Moral social is a collective intersectionality of rights and responsibilities between
individuals and groups and society and civilization (Hostos, Moral Social). Performative
research is a way to understand and synthesize that intersectionality. It is a way of
expressing the dialectic of personal ! political. Poetizing discourse is a way to learn
aesthetically (Anzaldúa; Denzin, Performance Ethnography). Verses are the products of
scholarly interpretation, which can facilitate analysis. These are critical reflections for
guiding the craft of research questions under a poetic ethnographic approach. In one
simple question for the second stimulus, I sought to be as broad as possible in the
freedom to answer.
These were some of the theoretical reflections that arose in the midst of this
project. A function of poetizing discourse, as I better understand it now, is to explore
both moral social and intersectionality through an aesthetic experience. It is a way to
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better appreciate RicanStructing and Ricannecting as artisticto-pedagogical experiences,
and the results and their interpretations as art-scholarship.
Part of my art-scholarship was to respond to poetic prose text by creating what I
call poetic gifts in response to their responses. I was able to develop them from an
interpretation of their prose. From their words, I synthesized ideas I found significant.
Specifically, what I chose was data that their words generated. This was to place into
focus key themes that arise from an understanding of the writer’s everyday.
For the second stimulus, I wanted to focus more deeply on the writers’
puertorriqueñidades to allow them to engage poetically, given them the freedom to write
more in prose or to self-poetize.
Dear Participant:
Thank you for your wonderful response! Now it is time for your second
question. I look forward to you answer.
Question: On whose Boricua shoulders you stand?
I am also enclosing a “poetic gift” for you. I read your beautiful essay and
poetized it, as it was very much reading like a poem! Enjoy!
For Carmen’s poetic essay, the following was my poetic (and poetized) gift:
Poetic Educational Autobiography
by Carmen Pérez
I was born in Rio Piedras
Puerto Rico
my mom came to New York to better herself
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working hard to support us.
She made sure we went to school
get a proper education.
We were in High School but we never got to graduate.
Not until I became a parent.
I understood how important it was:
a decent education.
I want to teach my kids:
going to school would get them anywhere they wanted
and reach their dreams.
As for me, in my mid 30’s
to get my GED
and in my mid 40’s
I enrolled in college.
Imagine that, the first one in the family to do that,
but I had to drop out .
I was heartbroken.
When I was going to college
I wanted to prove
that I wasn’t old,
I wanted to show my kids that it wasn’t so bad
but more,
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I wanted to prove that
a Puertorrican,
Latina woman
could have a college degree
like anybody else.
I wanted to show
I had strength, opinions, and the power
to change who I was.
I didn’t want to be
one of those statistics.
I was amazed
to find out
there were famous Puertorricans
who made history.
Puertorricans who fought in the civil war;
famous poets, famous musicians and artists.
I couldn’t believe
that my heritage
had made a difference
way before I was even born.
As a Puertorrican woman, I understood
no matter the struggles
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you can make it if you want to.
A woman had no voice,
especially a Latina woman;
through education, dedication and hard work
a Puertorrican woman or man can make a big difference.
We can teach others that the Puertorricans
have every right to be place
on high standards as any other race.
As a Puertorrican woman or a Puertorrican man
we have the passion to learn
and to teach
the next generation
the importance of our heritage.
AV Track 4.3. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 2”
In the above, I sought to organize her deep feelings of being into an expression in
verse that was intended to put her feelings into sharper focus. It is my synthesis of her
own synthesis, the result of an aesthetic interpretation of her lifeworld.
Carmen echoed the themes that figured deeply in her educational autobiography
in her next response, re-emphasizing a point from her previous answer (which I also
chose to conclude the poetic gift) on “the importance of our heritage.” She used the
second response to continue her development of engaging by synthesizing multifaceted
Puertorican aspects. Note below her focus on the aboriginal Taíno aspect of her
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Puertorican heritage: an intersection of Red and Brown ontologies and pedagogies.
(Yes, among all other words of or pertaining to Puerto Rico, I feel free to use a spelling
she adopted for her story.)
On Whose Boricua Shoulders Do You Stand?
I stand on the shoulders of knowledge, on the shoulders of wisdom, on
the shoulders of strength but above all, I stand on my own shoulders. My
Puertorrican heritage comes a long long way. My heritage comes from the
Tainos; they were the Indians occupying the island, which they had
named Borikén . . . . To the Tainos, Borikén meant that they were valiant
people. That’s where the word “Boricua” derives from. As a strong willed
individual person, it gives me pride to know that my ancestors and their
generation came from that time. That my Puertorrican heritage comes
from strong and valiant people who made a difference in the world.
Taino-inspired cultural expression is a way for strong affective moment in
literature about being of Borikén, which has transformed into the development of a
community where identity is made possible by memory (Feliciano-Santos) Notably, a
large number of Taíno identity activists were “born and raised in the United States”
(Guerra 349). That identification with the indigenous is strongly foundational in
Chicana/o pedagogy (Anzaldúa).
What is also notable is that Carmen demonstrated how Ladson-Billings’ notion
of culturally relevant pedagogy can be embodied. Also, that embodied pedagogy is
more impactful when is based on receiving knowledge through the heart.
When I was poetizing, I was seeking to respond to this knowledge in the heart.
The response is synthesized with an understanding of the character of the poem that is
intended as a reflection of the affect of the author. With an understanding of
imagination in approaches to responding, I used a different approach in crafting verse
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based on Sixto’s response, which inspired me to create the following poetic gift. Note
that his expression was poetized in a way similar to what I was crafting from Cannon
Poindexter’s poignant words. While the gift to Carmen was focused on the processes
that led her to college, the gift to Sixto is a manifestation of how to go forward
educationally. Notice I used different-sized fonts in as a way to represent my own
response to his words. I also adapted the style from an approach I used earlier in
poetizing Cannon Poindexter’s experience.
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Pressures

overwhelming
Being

community college

puerto rican and a college student
minority group
work twice as hard

Being Puerto Rican
gives me this drive
to really do
the best I can
grab it while you can
Resting
is
not
an
option,
really
make
something
out
of
myself

eye on the prize
	
  

run with it.
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AV Track 4.4. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 3”
The “eye on the prize” is centered here to show moving forward pedagogically.
Teaching, learning, and affirming are focused on that prize, the event of a crowning
achievement of a profound lived experience. While it is not named as a tangible
happening, such as a graduation, such words make goals explicit by speaking
implicitly.
Sixto Pizarro Stimulus #2
On who’s Boricua shoulders you stand?
I stand on the shoulder’s of my parents. My mother and my father had
taken on the difficult task of dealing with a child who was arguably going
to live life on both sides of the spectrum. My mother and father both had
to hoist one leg on each shoulder and walk together. As now it was the
task to make me not only a better man, but a better woman as well, and an
overall better person. I was to be a person who not only was a proud
representation of el hombre Boricua, but also a proud representation of la
mujer Boricua. the echoes of her old school advice and the slightly faint
but lasting image of my father still allow me to stand on their shoulders,
and a press along through this path that we all refer to as life. One day I
hope to give them, whether in life or in spirit, the same lift on my
shoulders, through my own Boricua legacy.
Sixto’s response is an homage to the power of family relations in having an
affirming influence on an educational experience. The research has demonstrated the
positive power of family on a journey to success (Antrop-González, Vélez, and Garrett;
Antrop-González, Vélez, Garrett, and Baldwin). Family is a critical source of these
knowledge foundations (Olmedo; Rivera). He conceptualizes the influence of parents
into a dedication to that acknowledges the necessity of the impact of gender in
developing lived and living experience. Also, his notion of drive, which he explored in
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his response to the first stimulus, was derived very much from his family relations. This
was highly evident elsewhere in the responses, specifically, in the following exchange
with Jani.
ALM: On whose Boricua shoulders you stand?
JR: The first three people that I thought of when asked that were Julia de
Burgos because I’m a poet first and foremost, Lolita Lebrón, and Pura
Belpré because they all were women that, for their time, stood out
amongst the average woman, let alone the Puerto Rican woman. As a poet
and a writer, I was always looked for people that I could identify with,
and Julia de Burgos was above and beyond, someone who I felt expressed
things that I was feeling today, you know, when I was younger, but very
much today as an adult. I recognize that she was discussing the things
that we need to discuss now. The right people definitely heard her then,
but today I find there aren’t enough people that know who she is.
So who knows of this poetess, then? For that matter, who also knows of Lebrón
and Belpré? Or, as Carmen and Sixto pointed out generally, of all other Puerto Ricans
who have made impact? Jani’s answer goes to the heart of what isvaluable for me in this
research experience. To be sure, she sees herself on standing on her chosen writer’s
shoulders. But before delving further into her autobiographical presentation, note the
basis of her perspective: “I’m a poet first and foremost.” Her presentation is an
expression of her aesthetic self at center of her lifeworld. This is central to a deep
understanding and appreciation of who she is as a Puerto Rican, as a woman, as a
teacher, as a mother, as a student, all leading to her development as an intellectual as
well as an artist. While I acknowledge her centering her poetic self, I also see it
interweaved very strongly with her role as teacher. Yet what this process informs the
reader is how her aesthetic self is critical to an awareness of the intersectionality she
embodies.
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The artists, the poets, the educators, we all know Julia, but it’s been my
mission to kind of share her with the youth and the average Puerto Rican.
Like my grandmother, my aunt, so I’ll share their work with her, and it
makes them really proud to know that there was this Puerto Rican woman
that did these things.
She immediately continued on this context by connecting it to her own identity
as a writer with a strong sentiment for telling the Puerto Rican story. Her process of
conscifacción (RicanStruction) feeds into her development of racionalización
(Ricannection).
And in that way, when I think about my own writing, I think, you know,
maybe some day. . . . I never heard her name among among the Sylvia
Plaths and Emily Dickinsons. Not throughout my education growing up.
And I would like to—I know it’s such a lofty and a huge statement, but
why not dream big, right? I’d like to hve my work some day be known. I
want to be known. I want to share what I have to say and share thst the
Puerto Rican story is the universal story. It’s not necessarily just this little
story that’s relegated to the Latin Studies section in Barnes and Noble. But
to be able to tell the story that in a way that it translates and to be able to
fight for equality in that way. It would mean a lot to me.
Jani’s notion of “the Puerto Rican story is the universal story” can have multiple
interpretations, depending on the context or the epistemology. What I choose to take
from her words is the possibility for the Puerto Rican story to be an act of
self-determination that resonates across oppressed national cultures. She desires for a
woman like de Burgos to be widely known outside of geographical and cultural
enclaves, to put her at the center of discourse on literature that is liberatory and
pedagogical. In turn, she also desires for others to engage in a discourse about her own
work, that it, to make her voice visible.
But to be able to tell the story in a way that it translates and to be able to
fight for equality in that way. It would mean a lot to me. It’s not
necessarily a matter of fame but a matter of accomplishment and the work
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that needs to be done. You know, I want to be able to just influence young
girls whatever they’re of any different culture, whether ethnicities they’re
from. I want them to be able to feel and grow and learn in the way that
Julia’s work influenced me, in the way that Emily’s work influenced me.
And so in that way, Julia to me was their equal, but not in the eyes of the
society I grew up in, and so I want to change that, I want her name to be
right there alongside there and hopefully I can stand alongside
somewhere within that.
AV Track 4.5. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 4”
The praxisional manifests in ways where what is emdodied may not be named,
yet there is space for the performance. The performance is a way to make visible what
may not be named, yet strongly felt. This is memory embodied that is at the core of
desire. In Jani’s case, her desire is her voice to be heard, deeply informed by her Puerto
Rican-ness. While I transcribed the interview, the following developed poetically for
me. While I first wrote the words in prose, I soon began to see its versical character,
informed by her passion for a Puerto Rican woman leader.
And for me, Lolita Lebrón was just,
she was a miracle,
she was amazing,
she was so strong,
she was so fearless,
and so determined,
and at the same time
so feminine and loving
and it wasn’t the angry woman,
it was the passionate woman,
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it was she fought
because she thought
it was important for her family,
for her community.
AV Track 4.6. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 5”
Leadership can be poetized to reflect the affect inherent in the author’s words. It
also suggests the possibility for a versical writing where the writer is not just writing
about a leader, but is reflecting on her own leadership qualities as well. This is an
integral part of struggles of being made visible is itself the product of other political
struggles, as was discussed in my third stimulus. As in my research so far, I have
witnessed three Diasporic Puerto Rican college students engaged in the development,
in their distinct way, of both their capacities as leaders and of a community imaginary
of and for our people.
Jani followed these words with her understanding on what made the subject of
her poetized discourse an exemplary leader for the Puerto Rican community. What she
describes are qualities that unite the personal and the political.
It wasn’t because of the politics. It was because at the end of the day, she
just wanted home to be home and good and real. And in order to do that,
in order for her family to be comfortable and real and solid, and for her
community to live the way that they should, she had to fight. She had to
really be outspoken.
RicanStructing the discourse is about decolonizing the discourse, and to do so is
be outspoken. To advance the dialogue, there is a need to develop what is called a
“decolonial epistemic perspective” (Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn” 212)
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that would privilege our own knowledges as Puerto Ricans rather than look externally
exclusively for theoretical input. When Jani explains what needs to be transcended
socially and culturally, she is talking about an “epistemic location” (213) that needs
change, in her own beautiful poetic words, as she intersects race, culture, and gender.
And we’re afraid, I think. A lot of us we live in this status quo like, okay,
well things aren’t that bad, we have our bread, we have our butter, we’re
allowed to take the train everyday and go home everyday. But the sense
of freedom and belonging and pride—that’s not something that I as a
Puerto Rican was allowed to grow up with because of the system I grew
up in. So there was always that cheapness attached to being a Puerto
Rican woman. That banner-waving once a year and the dancing and the
ass-shaking and the music—it was just so pervasive. And it was beautiful
for me to find out Boricua women were more than just more than just
beautiful and homemakers that cooked really well, but that we had the
ability to do more and be more and educate and to be powerful. Just as
powerful as any white man in this country.
In her own way, she expresses a need to transcend epistemic location while
fomenting change in the “social location” (Grosfoguel, “The Epistemic Decolonial Turn”
212):
The fact that one is socially located in the oppressed side of power
relations, does not automatically mean that he/she is epistemically
thinking from a subaltern epistemic location. Precisely, the success of the
modern / colonial world-system consist in making subjects that are
socially located in the oppressed side of the colonial difference, to think
epistemicaly like the ones on the dominant positions. (213)
It is, therefore, in an epistemic relocation in which it is possible to think deeply
and critically about Sixto’s notion of “Boricuaness” and Carmen and Jani’s shared
notion of the imagination as a source for inspiring Puerto Rican women to do more
economically and socially. This is possible as these three subjects of their own aesthetic
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experiences are witnessing robustly who they are and developing imaginations to
expand their own universes of the possible.
AV Track 4.7. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 6”
The Third Stimulus
A community imaginary grows out of the struggles of a people to maintain
themselves as a people, wherever they are located:
mediated as it is by the memories of what was recently left behind, and by
the experiences of disruption and displacement as one tries to reorientate,
to form new social networks, and learns to negotiate new economic,
political, and cultural realities. (Brah 194)
Sometimes these disruptions can be catastrophic. Many times they can also be
change-inducing. Earlier in this dissertation, I recounted Colón’s account of
Latinophobic, Anglocentric horror. I was compelled to share it with my learners to
stimulate responses. Dialogue on this is critical to explore the racism that has been part
of the story of Puerto Rican Diaspora. It is a way to understand how enclaves had to
develop as a space of safety to counter against racist violence and oppression.
In these enclaves, from the experiences of singing, writing, and living in
mother tongues, Puerto Ricans here use the new English language in the
service of protecting their human rights.
Jesús Colón recounted the story of Bernabe Núñez, born in Lares, Puerto
Rico, who moved to Brooklyn as a Korean War veteran in the 1950s.
Recently discharged, he and his brother Wilfredo went to a bar to
celebrate the veteran’s new job and his wife’s pregnancy. A conversation
they had in Spanish led to this tragedy, captured in Colón’s account,
called “Because He Spoke in Spanish.” This story is a chilling example of
violence an oppression to enforce cultural imperialism.
Wilfredo went to the men’s room for a few minutes. When he came out,
his brother Bernabe was not at the bar. The dozen young thugs that had
objected to the brothers speaking in Spanish had disappeared. As
Wilfredo came out of the bar, he saw his brother lying on the sidewalk,
and the thugs booting Bernabe. Wilfredo was also beaten. Bernabe’s head
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and ribs were fractured, his face was a mess of blood, and his stomach
was ripped open. He was kicked to death. (127)
I share the above story to share what have Puerto Rican people have had
to survive, even die for, to be who we are. What are your struggles in
being Borincana/o–Boricua–Puertorriqueña/o–Puerto Rican?
AV Track 4.8. “Young, Gifted, and Brown–Part 7”
Or, as Carmen would say, Puertorican. The following is Carmen’s answer:
“What are your struggles in being Borincana”:
In today’s society there is all type of discrimination. You are discriminated
if you are black, hispanic and even white. You are victimized for being too
skinny or too fat, or for the way we dress, and even for the way we speak.
We shouldn’t be ashamed of our heritage or what language do we speak.
That is why many forget or are even afraid to speak the language because
of the repercussions. However I sometimes think that when someone from
a certain nationality does something wrong, then everyone assumes that
the whole race is bad. I admire all types of nationalities but I am most
proud of my nationality, Puertorrican. We have a fire inside, a desire, a
hunger for learning and for fighting to maintain that equality that other
nationalities have. I didn’t have any struggles nor had any issues growing
up for being Boricua. My mother always taught me to be “ME” not to be
someone I wasn’t. She taught me to be humble and simple, to be proud of
where I came from and to always speak my language.
AV Track 4.9. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 8”
A striking note: I sometimes think that when someone from a certain nationality does
something wrong, then everyone assumes that the whole race is bad.” Here is an echo of
Colón’s complaint in “If Instead of a Professor.” Here encapsulated in these words is
the necessity of voice, the promise in bringing these voices to the center. Where
conscifacción and racionalización intersect is in facilitation of voice, for in doing so, in
RicanStructing by demarginalizing, there is building of both consciousness and reason.
How does that facilitation manifest? As she emphasized, “We have a fire inside, a
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desire, a hunger for learning and for fighting to maintain that equality . . . .” I put this
remark in the ellipsis as there are multiple ways of interpreting who are the “other
nationalities” unspecified, but my experience as an educator rather has me focus on the
social, economic, and linguistic inequality that is coupled with Agnlocentrism and
Latinophobia. With that fire inside, she made a statement that shows how this discourse
of RicanStructing is based not on being “centric” but rather moving from the margin to
the center: “I admire all types of nationalities but I am most proud of my nationality,
Puertorrican.”
Sixto, without mentioning the word “colonialism,” certainly addressed its effects
in marginalization of the Puerto Rican Diaspora. It is, however, most evident in his
reference to “internalized racism”:
I haven’t heard much of violence in regards to race in recent times, but I
am aware that this for many years was a norm, to varying degrees. I’ve
heard some Puerto Ricans express that they’re American because they
have automatic citizenship because our island is a commonwealth. While
this is true to a certain degree, we should not take this for granted nor use
it as a weapon of any kind. Sometimes this can be used as a weapon to put
down other hispanics as almost see them as “intrusive” or “not good
enough” because we Boricuas were once at the bottom of the barrel, and
it’s a vicious cycle that continues, and we have to be mindful that the
possibility of being in that position once again in a future, whether it be
near or distant.
Issues with being puerto rican that I’ve also been able to spectate closely,
is a form of “internalized racism”. This is the best way I can describe it. As
Boricuas come in various shades, there can be debate on who is a “real”
Puerto Rican. Who is the “real” Puerto rican? The light skin one?, the
tanned skin one?, or the dark skinned one? The one born on the island as
opposed to born to Puerto Rican parents? Is there a threshold in which
one can express “Boricuaness” before it is deemed excessive? Valid or not.
These are all questions that have stemmed from both issues that have the
potential to disintegrate ones eyes, ears, and soul.
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The question posed is how to expel the internalized racism. How is it possible to
decolonize the discourse as to what he poetically calls “Boricuaness”? Sixto offered two
RicanStructing approaches: one, the relationship between the Puerto Rican and the
United States, and two, the relationship of Puerto Rican to Puerto Rican. However the
answer arises, he used a word that is critical for qualitative inquiry, that is, to be
mindful in the process.
Jani expounded on that mindfulness. To facilitate that learning, she spoke at
length about a relationship with the educational system that needed to be cultivated. As
she focused on the intersection of race, color, and gender in the Puerto Rican context,
she reminded further about the impact of Puerto Rican women who told the Boricua
story. Invoking the librarian Pura Belpré (1899-1982), she reminded that in order to
learning to take place, it is necessary to strengthen relationships between school and
library. She fondly remembers growing up with the library at the center of the
experience, even describing it viscerally:
Before, the schools and libraries were more involved. . . . They don’t have
that as much now. The relationships between the schools and the libraries
that I’m familiar with–it’s not what it was. I like to get kids more involved
getting into real books. . . . I think that the beauty of books and the
importance of books is something that we need to continue to share with
the next generation. And we can’t lose that, the art of the book, the smell
of it, the feel of it.
AV Track 4.10. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 9”
Even in poltical struggles, the aesthetic of even a book becomes an issue that
needs to be addressed in ways that can involve the senses. The beauty of a work, then,
becomes a way to address the struggles we need to document and disseminate, with the
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enthusiasm that Jani expressed in Belpré’s passion for books for Puerto Rican children.
Using the senses, coupled with the passion for teaching and learning, is an example of
what embodiment in learning and in discourse can be. For my part, I know that most
likely the reader of this dissertation will experience it electronically, I crafted it in a way
that seeing and hearing it is a core dimension. It is a dimension where I intend to
address these struggles to be Puerto Rican.
The Fourth (and Final) Stimulus
“Poetic talent develops little by little, but the true poet will always show it
in some way.” (Martí 279)
Coming to the end of the first part of this artistico-pedagogical voyage, I have
witnessed the participants develop their creativity and their heart. Their responses
would prove strategic in developing what was to become the poetic-filmic expression. I
accepted that out of my three participants, only one chose to be in front of a camera or
in fact any recording device. Yet the voices were robust through printed word or
through the microphone. Either way, little by little, their poetic voices are in a process of
emerging. Also emerging is a sense of the source of each one’s own poetics that in turn
can influence their own selves and others. Also, most vitally, in these responses, note
the appearance of Spanish, the mother tongue in the poetry.
Dear Carmen:
Thank you so much for being such an active participant in this project. I leave
you now with your fourth and final stimulus question.
Reflecting upon the previous readings, if you were to write a poem about
puertorriqueñidad, what would you write about? What story or stories can you
tell of your own understanding of Puerto Rican-ness? If you actually want to
write some verses or even a very short passage, this is a moment you may do so.
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As I predicted, Carmen would turn her own affect into verse. Most significantly,
in writing poetry, she engaged in code-switching to express herself.
Puertorriquenidad is hermandad. What makes us different? La unidad, la fuerza,
and our roots make us who we are.
The need to survive, prosperar and to learn.
Who are Puertorricans? Somos una raza con mucha pasion.
We come from an Island that is llena de muchas riquesas.
El mar es el color del cielo, sky blue.
The palms that holds those delicious cocos.
El aroma of the food that is cook with homemade sofrito.
The stories told by abuelos y abuelas drinking una taza de café.
Las frutas y las verduras that la tierra produce.
Puertorriquenidad is the sangre that runs through las venas and the yearn para
mejorar una raza llena de riquesas.
Note how Carmen began and concluded her poem with, and thereby placed at
the center, her mother tongue. In the above, what is academically called code-switching
in her hands became code-weaving—“con mucha pasión.” This synthesis is an
embodiment of cultural flourishment. It is also intensely personal for me, as I remember
lovingly too “The stories told by abuelos y abuelas drinking una taza de café.” Whether
the coffee was black, con leche, or cortito, it has all been poetry.
Carmen’s notion of how she represents herself culturally is in itself poetry.
“Puertorriquenidad is hermandad” (Puerto Rican-ness is brother/sisterhood) is an idea
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that is informative to how a people can thrive and flourish amid oppressive conditions.
To consider it along with the elements of class and gender of Puerto Ricans in U.S.
higher education, a portrait emerges that communicates critical messages when
composed performatively, with possibilities of awareness of cultural, historical and
social riquezas. She shows an awareness of one of them: “Puertorriquenidad is the sangre
(blood) that runs through las venas (the veins).”
This is an aesthetic moment of counterhegemonic (sociolinguistic) reflection. It is
an echo of Jansen’s positing how knowledge lies deep in the affect, which is evident in
the blood. An espistemology of puertorriquenidad, based on this research experience,
uses poetic language to make meaning of what is meaningful about being Boricua.
Carmen brilliantly shows how that can appear as a living text.
What are the results of exposing these riquezas? What I have witnessed in my
three students learning and engaging creatively is how the organic intellect can be
developed performatively as they prepare for lives by which their creativity may very
well be the wellspring for the developing of a Puerto Rican Diasporic cultural
imaginary. RicanStructing discourse in the higher educational context must be seen as a
source of potential of reversing and replacing a de-Puertoricanizing political and
cultural trend with a sense of cultural and political self that is positively
puertorriqueña/o.
In my process as a researcher, memory serves as an invitation to re-visit themes
found in research. It is a constant process that invites the investigator to revisit what
has been written, produced, and performed in the research, “coming back again and
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again to perceived phenomena, scrutinizing the world, and thereby re-experiencing it”
(Barone and Eisner 47).
In re-experiencing the experiences related, RicanStruction in this sense was to
poetize the discourse (and decolonizing by poetizing) through an exchange that was
designed to give them the sense of their Diasporic Puerto Rican experience as a
cartographic experience that sets ser boricua en el corazón.
The developing of Puerto Rican Diasporic artists who can function as public
intellectuals, conveying knowledges in ways that different people within them can
understand, is itself a riqueza in progress. They can express cartographies creatively that
can be instructive in seeing how an experience in an enclave in New York can find
echoes elsewhere in this living diasporic experience.
The artist-as-intellectual and intellectual-as-artist are both ways to express and
develop moral social through art. What I witness in the works of Pérez, Pizarro, and
Rosado is how to cultivate an “artist-theorist” (Sullivan 177) that can interpret the
realities they face through “imaginative inquiry” (178) that transcends both disciplines
and cartographies to witness an experience with a long and colorful history that informs
a present where a people’s perspective is vital for survival as a people for whom
expression is what is in the heart to be the basis of critical thought. As William-White
rapped, involing poetry as embodiment of critical theory:
Merge critical theory discourse
Activism and teachin’
Consciousness raisin’
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Signifyin’-Rappin’
and
Preachin’
with substance
for IMPACT
Currently what we, in the Academy, lack
and NEED to get back
Or at least GET-on-Top-of-dat! (539)
What we need to “get back” is a powerful notion, as it is call to bring passion for
our values into educational discourse as well as to celebrate and affirm our roots in all
their dimensions. Jani discusses further on this idea. Looking back on her words, I was
able to see how they could be transformed through transcription, as I havd done with
her reponse that corresponded deeply to the third stimulus. In fact, what is poetic that is
pertinent here is her sense of a decolonizing aesthetic.
In the question of Puerto Ricans in U.S. higher education, the notion of
decolonizing and demarginalizing are not new yet is fertile for imagination. Sixto’s
reposnse below embodies that poetic call to “GET-on-Top-of-dat!” (William-White 539).
Note here as well how Sixto performs the mother tongue approach with his bilingual
verse. Like in Carmen’s contribution, he engaged in code-weaving that reinforced my
desire to have poetry at the center of pedagogy for people for whom poetry is at the
center of life. With the language of madres, we can only begin to more fully appreciate
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the profundity of the possibility in facilitating positive change in community and
society through writing, reflecting, and performing meaningful and joyful pieces.
Sixto Pizarro–Stimulus Number 4
Never be demure with it
Embrace it
Everything that makes you a puertorriqueño
Todo que te hace una puertorriqueña
A boricua
Learn mami’s sazon
And take papi’s consejos
And abuela’s bendiciones
Love the flag as much as your familia
As it is a beautiful symbol of pride and rich raizes
Never give up your puertorriqueñidad
For a shallow dollar
Never downplay your accent to appease it
It’s beautiful to have your orgullo boricua
And achieve the american dream
El sueño americano El sueño puertorriqueño
AV Track 4.11. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 10”
Sí, Sixto, let us “embrace it.” What I have learned in this poetic-pedagogical
process is that RicanStructing is not just an intention for dialogue, because
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RicanStructing is dialogue. It is a way to imagine through Boricua eyes where Puerto
Ricans are at the center, socially, culturally, educationally, along with other oppressed
nationalities at the center in solidarity. Sixto’s response is an indication how this can
appear as words for liberatory practice. As it it may appear in the flesh, pedagogy is
RicanStructed with sazón (a seasoned epistemology) y consejos (advice—on being
borincana/o) y bendiciones (ontology embodied). While curriculum is about never giving
up, definitely not for that “shallow dollar,” pedagogy is based on the razón por el sazón.
This, certainly, is our sueño.
Sixto and Carmen weaved between the español and the language of U.S.
academic discourse. This affective moment provides insight into the power of the
Mother Tongue.
The word “mothertongue” burrows into the layers of our complex
relationship with language, created through our cultural and social
histories, begun with the relationship with a parent or parents, held in our
bodies, and present in our voices. (Stewart 88)
Jani, in her interview on the last question, had explored (and demonstrated how
she embraced) puertorriqueñidad through her memory. In doing so, she explored how,
pa’ ser puertorriqueña, is to reach back into that memory to fuel a cartographic imaginary
(Anderson; Brah) that defines her everyday being: a Puerto-Rico-in-New-York vibe
exemplified by the three performers. Her response to the last question was not
composed poetically, but her poetic roots reveal themselves to be intertwined with the
roots of her own sense of being Boricua. Note how she describes her puertorriqueñidad in
psychomotoric (embodied) terms. This is informative of notions of performance as
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Anzaldúan lived experience. Also noteable is her linking Puerto Rican-ness as part of a
transcultural experience.
Ser puertorriqueña—
I think, first and foremost, we have the cliché. We have the obvious, which
involves the music and food and the ambience, you know, the heat of the
islands becomes part of us. It’s in the way that we walk, the way that we
talk and the way that our hair feels, the way that our skin feels. So there’s
the island’s aspect of it that is naturally born into us
But then, those in the know really look at the cultural roots of it, like the
universality.
Looking at the cultural roots, she discussed briefly how colonization affected the
development of we now know as Puerto Ricans. Acknowledging this, she states:
Of course I have, unfortunately, the ingrained frustration, the ingrained
anger towards the colonial aspects of why we are this blend, you know,
being the colonized, and being the underserved, and the destroyed.
The next statement she made explains profoundly how the Boricua aesthetic has
developed through the colonial experience. She describes the dialectic at work, linking
the aesthetic with the ontological:
I mean, it comes with all this beauty but then it comes with all this pain
that’s a natural part of being Puerto Rican. I am proud of being of a people
that were beautiful and strong and survivors and it influences us a New
Yorkers as well because being a New Yorker, is the extension of being a
New Yorker that came from the islands is also what colors my
puertorriqueñidad. It colors how I identify as a Puerto Rican woman.
The truth facilitates creation of beauty, which in turn generates more beauty.
The fact that I was born here doesn’t change that I truly, truly feel Puerto
Rican, more than I do American. Like my American-ness is like a
supporting factor to my Puerto Rican-ness, because first and foremost, I
feel like a Puerto Rican woman.
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This is a reflection of the unhyphenated epistemology that is at the heart of
Puerto Rican-ness, the heart of a young, gifted, and brown pedagogy. The
unhyphenated is also an intersectionality reflecting a political cartography.
I didn’t know I was American until I was 12 years old. You know, I
always identified, if you asked me where I was from, anywhere in this
world, if you said, “Where are you from?” I’d say” I’m Puerto Rican” and
if you pressed and said, “Where are you from?” I’d say “New York.” And
it didn’t kind of really didn’t hit me to think “American” or say I’m from
the United States because my island isn’t from the United States—it’s not
even part of the United States.
Note again how Jani’s notion of identity has at the center both her homeland and
a very particular diasporic location. (I was pleased she referred to Puerto Rico as
”islands,” as several islands in fact do comprise what is understood to be Puerto Rico.)
This is critical toward understanding making sense diasporically because, as she states:
So I never felt like it claimed me, so I never claimed it. And that’s part of
being Puerto Rican for me, you know, the idea of kind of being underdog
and being outsider. But this still being mine, claiming the land and the
culture and the heritage and the beautiful writing of the islands and of the
mainland as my own.
(long pause)
But to be a Puerto Rican woman to me means that I have a blend of all
these amazing racial compilation and these ethnic blends that kind of
make me feel I took a little bit of the best of each culture and a little bit of
the best of whatever the music and the food and the ideologies and the
spiritual and the history, you know, that’s all mine that makes me a richer
individual because of it.
Reflecting on how I designed this creative curriculum for my research
experience, I have come to understand how to design pedagogy that is places the
wonder of cultural riquezas (riches) at the center. These riches are channels for students
success, self-development, and self-knowledge. Cultural riches can be understood
aesthetically.
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For example, mothertongue as a riqueza is critical in understanding the role of
performative pedagogy for Puerto Rican Diaspora: with Maldonado-Denis’ notion of
sociohistorical interpretation of the Puerto Rican story, there is the presence of
language, the role of parents and family, the physical embodiment of Puerto-Ricanness,
and the voices that express these elements. But even where mother tongue was not
evident in the writings or interviews, I felt that deep in the heart, it is there, to be used
at a moment of code-switching, where affect would demand such switching (linguistic
change as a moment of being), to send a message. “To be Puerto Rican,” to me, for
example, would not have sounded as strong or as beautiful from Jani’s expression as
when she began “Ser puertorriqueña.” The same is true if Sixto stated “el sueño
puertorriqueño” where what would be invisibilized in the translation is a sort, beautiful
rhyme. As well, Carmen’s notion that “Puertorriquenidad is the sangre that runs through
las venas” would carry less affective force if the linguistic mix were to be absent. This is
how cultura borincana can be made as one’s own, as Jani illustrated. It is diasporic
experience as synthesis.
In all the presentations of the students-poets, these theoretical constructs I used
to build the research were embodied, even if not named. They were interweaved to
make pedagogy a visceral phenomenon: where the story is synthesized into poetry,
music, and dance. The language is synthesized into what Carlos Raúl Dufflar called “A
Language of Hope”:
Along my own feeling
I met a change that covered my heart
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A shadow appeared past my side
I thought it was a message
but it was a vision
a language of hope
Between people who are different from you
sunlight and darkness
stand in the middle
opening the mind. (26)
My understanding of the methodological approach to understand
epistemologically notions of pedagogy through the AutoEthnoPoetic is a representation
of the imagination at work to place education at the center of the struggle against
oppression and place cultural expression at the center of pedagogy. Inside this sancocho
I firmly place myself in this lived and living experience, a witness not only to other
learners’ phenomenon, but as well to my own.
Interlude: The Film (Creation)
My AutoEthnoPoetic experience through text and performance weaved would
lead me to my next challenge. The above poetic cartography was the core, not only of
the film I was to create, but a basis for reflection on the process as I was immersed in
taking their words and transforming them into live text for the screen.
While the stars of the show are definitely the research participants, I still
understand this film as a self-portrait, a way of understanding my own experience
through the social lens of all my participants. My performance critically intersects with
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theirs. Since I am one of only two faces depicted on camera, I watch myself in a
moment, excited by the pedagogical promise and guided by moral aesthetic that makes
this learning experience possible. In other words, I cannot understate the power of the
auto-ethnographic that I believe can sharpen understandings of how Puerto Ricans
continue their survival in the United States through their student-eyes, and my own
artist/teacher-eyes. The process of filmmaking is also my way of learning about the
potential of art-scholarship. The result would be the development of my own
researcher-eyes.
The model for this film was that which I had filmed previously for my
individualized learning agreement on performance ethnography. The fun in
experimenting with effects, audio, and written text on the screen was only increased
with the availability of new moviemaking tools. But the new dimension that made this
performance most exciting was having faces depicted in Young, Gifted, and Brown.
I wanted to give my voice its own space, so even short introductory segments
were given vocal underpinnings by me, as an attempt to enhance aesthetically, even
minimally, the viewing experience. As a result, as Powell noted in his own anti-racist
performance that weaved poetry, prose, and drama, “this project moves between
ethnographic and auto-ethnographic performance” (71), The participants supplied the
text and my text was in turn informed by their performativity. In others, by their own
voices, they are engaged in pedagogical development by using the poetic to identify
and affirm themselves.
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From the standpoint of the moral aesthetic, I find an analogy to filmic work to
the work of cultural festivals. Festivals are spaces to celebrate artistic forms that are in
“cultural struggle” (Quintero-Rivera 103) for their survival so they may continue to
flourish. So as festivals are manifestations of cultural (and, by extension, educational)
leadership, poetic-filmic expressions can be seen as embodied educational leadership in
cultivating cultural forms and forces, even toward the creation of new artistic forms just
as new (diasporic) voices can arise.
The aesthetic across the screen has its own challenges. Reviewing the work, I was
reflecting on my earlier filimic project, and I thought about the relationship of the
written text to the space on the screen. Just a methodology requires a good fit with the
subject matter, how that methodology is manifested becomes critical. Even as we gather
the voices, how the voices are presented need consideration as we facilitate their
movement from the margins to the center.
AV Track 4.12. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 11”
Encuentro Two: Preludes
In the interview for the second stimulus, Jani shared her dream for what she
wanted to accomplish as a poet: “The Puerto Rican story is a universal story.”
The performative data I have collected was triangulated with a second group of
students. The students were from two groups, comprising two sections I was giving
that I summarized as “Values in Politics.” While it fell under the category of a political
science course that used the methodology of affective development, I had been, over my
years of work developing it, transformed it into a transdisciplinary circle. Building on
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the course’s base in affective learning—a that is, what I consider to be knowledge
received through the heart—I had transformed the course offering into an arts-based
social science experience where I was able to reflect on the aesthetic epistemology of a
multimedia-based learning experience where film, poetry, and visual art intersected
with issues of class, race, gender, language, and nationality.
In each section, I asked the learners to reflect on the questions I had proposed for
the second Encuentro in the third chapter. To summarize, I had asked them to reflect
on the following:

ReAlect	
  on	
  students'	
  puertorriqueñidades	
  

ReAlect	
  on	
  how	
  their	
  expressions	
  resonate	
  with	
  your	
  
own	
  identities.	
  

ReAlect	
  on	
  how	
  you	
  would	
  create	
  your	
  own	
  poetic	
  
expression	
  
Fig. 4.3 Diagram of Proposed Process for Second Encuentro
Before screening the film, I reminded them that this was an exercise in which
they were free to write responses, even anonymously, if they chose to do so. It was
fortuitous that this would be a moment where they could write a response voluntarily
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that would in no way negatively impact their grade: no written assignments were
required that particular week as students were asked to focus on writing course
evaluations.
In retrospect, this is an even deeper ethical issue than ensuring students their
academic freedom. This ethical underpinning, this act of conscifacción on my part as an
artist-educator-researcher, principally an educator to the students, is also an awareness
of the consequences of how students are evaluated. A compromised grade is not just an
undesirable sight on a grade report. It can and does mean financial aid that is reduced
or denied, up to the point that a waiting period may be required to receive fresh
financial aid. It can mean lessened ability to engage in a career of a student’s choice,
even when a student is taking a course of study that is oriented toward obtaining a
particular career, such as paraprofessionals or day care workers that seek employment
in elementary education as teachers.
So being an educational leader, even within the confines of a physical learning
space, carries a moral responsibility to facilitate success. Racionalización is a way to
ensure students’ freedoms to express as well as their desires to succeed. So academic
freedom for students becomes a channel to academic success. Both are part of
developing a moral aesthetic that addresses needs of working-class, Spanish-speaking
populations generally and my work with Puerto Ricans specifically.
As a poetic leader, “Such an ethic must deeply look to, and appreciate, the
complexity and mysteries of the aesthetic craft and the human experience that it
evokes” (Kasten-Daryanani 178). Therefore, a poet, teacher, or researcher, the inquiry
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must begin with the freedom to create, the same freedom an artist or a teacher would
demand. RicanStructing discourse, education, and lives would be impossible without
that libertad. Otherwise, the choice would be an aesthetic, social, cultural, and spiritual
muerte.
If I have spent the above time focused on my own moral responsibility as a poet,
as a filmmaker, as an educator, and as a researcher, I have engaged in an
autobiographical moment that addresses the ethical standards necessary for research
that protects and defends as well as interprets and extrapolates and illuminates. What I
realize is that the ethical considerations are not just to protect participants, but to
positively defend their right to express in ways that have sense and meaning to them. It
is understanding a responsbility to democratize and counterhegemonize the discourse,
which is also to RicanStruct it.
As a poet, I must shout.
As a conscious poet, I must shout out
a warning of danger
and a way to safety.
Encuentro Two: The Written Acts
As a Latino, not just being a student I think my life have been harder in all
ways of my life. Just as Janni Rosado said on the video clip.
Just reading the above words from the above anonymous student-re/viewer
shows a connection. While triangulation is a goal for research to demonstrate the
validity of the findings, that is, from a reflective point of view, a point for connection.
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To seek student responses to the poetic (and filmic) data presented is to ask them to
seek connections between themselves and the research participants who preceded them.
In the above was a burgeoning sense of solidarity, an intersection being sought in the
search for making sense of what it means to be part of Spanish-speaking oppressed
peoples. By the way, this was the whole of the author’s statement, and it is palpable for
seeing how “my life has been harder in all ways of my life,” articulating several
oppressions at once, without saying any more. While I do not believe the student was
writing this with the intent of writing poetry, I received it poetically.
By the way, the author spelled Jani’s name this way. When writing poetry, what
ultimately matters is the heart as expressed in the words, rather than just the words
themselves.
Be aware that because of the diversity of my students from various
Spanish-speaking nationalities as well as Afro-American and West Indian experiences, I
am receiving these responses to a Puerto Rican experience as seen through the eyes and
ears of many non-Puerto Ricans.
For those witnessing the film, they are not just viewers but reviewers (and,
therefore, re/viewers), making sense and meaning and understanding of the text they
experience. Triangulation becomes metatext, that is, a text about the text that is a search
for deepening and clarifying values.
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Five students participated in Encuentro two. There was a variety in the five
responses I received. One student, Rafael, focused on both the mechanics of the film as
well as Rosado’s presentation. So his response was a discourse on the practice of
peformance.
1) The video had a lack luster impact on the audio side. Boringly silent/it was a
bit to silent.
2) If you cannot do anything for a speaker in the poem by adding a low pitched
song or do the video between poems.
3) Felt a bit emotionally dry / The woman in the first video was abit to long
winded, to no offense. She just seemed to repeat herself.
What I certainly gained from the above review was how I can challenge myself to
improve the viewing experience, that is, to appreciate the potential for the presentation
of the performance. After being just happy to have participants, the work continues to
make their words as aesthetically beautiful as possible. This is a problem he posed to
me, and I would like to put more of those aspects he noted at the center along with the
learners’ words in future productions. As for doing a “low pitched song,” a dissertation
with a soundtrack sounds like a direction that arts-oriented educational research can
take to powerful, visceral effect. What I, in fact, decided to focus on in my dissertational
experience has been the written and spoken verses. This remains, however, an issue to
consider to make poetic-filmic expressions (and experiences) accessible to masses of
students who may find themselves reflected in the film participants’ words. Those
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low-pitched songs can serve as a strong complement to what I found to be high-energy
textual experiences.
In the words of a second anonymous student:
Being a puertorriqueñdades is about the culture and how they talk, walk,
and the food and the dances. Jani Rosado expressed herself very well. In
the film she she proud of being a Puerto Rican. Jani said being a Puerto
Rican woman sometime the man are more powerful.
While the first anonymous re/viewer hinted at the class struggles inherent in
being a Puerto Rican student in the U.S., the second anonymous student added the
gender dimension. It indicates to me instructive ways of how I can address gender and
class issues through creative expression, and Rosado definitely explored both of these
oppressions in her interview, although gender was expressed more explicitly and class
more implicitly. Note how this learner and Rafael received Rosado’s affect differently.
Both are valid expressions, and a reason-building approach requires me to receive both
evaluations to inform my own understandings. Being that Rosado’s was the only
performer to be filmed, I am not surprised at the focus on her in the comments I habe
received so far. To see and to hear the poet speaking is an embodying learning
experience. Politically, it is a strongly visual statement of cultural self-determination.
Further, the second anonymous re/viewer is, at my first impression, showing
why a learner of an oppressed nationality should never have “to compartmentalize my
identities and the richness of my life experiences in order to succeed” (Rivera 558).
What I sensed here is a deconstruction of those notions even what may at first glance
appear to be basic cultural categories such as food and dance. But in overcoming racism
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and developing a positive, affirming sense of self, the package of possibilities is inherent
in the richnesses of how a student chooses to identify herself or himself.
The third anonymous contributor began with a diasporic identification, and
focused on answering the second reflection question resonating with one’s own sense of
who one is:
I was born in New York but my parents are from the Dominican Republic.
I have seen when I been to the Dominican Republic and the life in my
parents country is not easy because the money is not same as in New
York. There are a lot of poor people in my country and sometime is hard
for them to find something to eat. The money is not enough Dominican
Republic.
Here, the student responds to a connection s/he found between being in New
York and being home. It made explicit in reflective prose that connection to home even
when board away from it. Being born off the island—remember, I was born in New
York, too—I can relate to this story of being concerned about, caring for a place I can
relate as home, where “the money is not the same as in New York.” In a diasporized
experience, it is key to remember that one can choose to focus on either where they are
presently located, where they find a sense of home-being, or a combination of both.
Here, the focus is on the home, as it relates to why the migration has taken place toward
another city and, certainly, another country.
I was born in New York
my parents are from the Dominican Republic.
I have seen when I been
to the Dominican Republic
life is not easy
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money is not same
as in New York.
There are a lot of poor people
in my country
sometimes
hard for them
to find something to eat.
The money is not enough
I can punctuate this as identifying at the end “Dominican Republic” or I can
relate to the mass migration experienced by Puerto Ricans. That motivation to migrate, I
have been taught, has the undertone, as Maldonado-Denis has demonstrated, that the
money was intentionally not going to be the same. To return to the anonymous
Dominican student whose words I have poetized, I take away how even in sadness,
there is the sense that, even born far away, one has a sense of what is home, with all the
pain that place of sense implies. That sense of interconnectedness, seeing relevance in
an identification with the Puerto Rican experience through the filmed expression, is
manifested as inspiration. The motivation to talk about oneself is a way to thrive. Be
aware that Spanish was not spoken in the responses. This is a reflection, I believe, of a
college environment that, even for students who speak firstly in Spanish, they sense an
expectation for transitioning into English. So mother tongue is more evident in the
performativity of the text rather than the text itself. In either language, the beauty and
the pain are conveyed through words.
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A moral aesthetic would have artists-educators respond to this feeling of pain
through “a sustained commitment and effort to alleviate the pain of fellow beings.
Poetic leadership activity thus moves squarely into the realms of social action and social
justice” (Kasten-Daryanani 192).
Social action as poetic action is grounding in the creative, which makes moral
and aesthetic possible. Moral aesthetics are for making connections, as I found evident
in the words student re/viewer Matthew. Again, Jani’s words-in-action took center
stage in his response.
This class we saw a presentation composed by Mr. Martínez. I was
impacted by the speaker Jani Rosado. She saw things somewhat
differently from alot of Puerto Rican people. What she spoke about made
me relate a lot to what she said. I also believe tat Puerto Rican/Hispanic
culture is too obscure today and that We deserve more representation in
government. If the 18th century colonists had a revolution for lack of
representation what makes them think that such hypocrisy will stand!
As one more note on how leadership can be developed poetically, note how the
achievements of the students are frequently framed in their relationship to others,
especially their families. This is a strong indication of values that underline possibilities
for pedagogy. Cortez noted that for the Puerto Rican, “group considerations are equally
motivating” (175). As an educator, I am motivated by my communities of teaching,
learning, and affirming.
Post-Encuentro: The Poetic in Educational Leadership
Where can this performativity be informative? For students of the Puerto Rican
Diaspora, themes of persistence, resilience, retention, validation, and graduation are
critical ways that peformative research can have positive effect—through affect.
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All these themes were addressed overall in the project. “Persistence refers to the
condition of retaining a student until he or she completes a program or degree”
(Gonzales 8). Persistence is the means while retention is the goal. Resilience is a factor in
maintaining persistence, where
a student’s academic success depends in part on the ‘goodness of fit’
between contextual events (the family and school environments) and their
adaptive resources, such as personal resources and external resources.
(Trujillo 3)
Validation is an expression of support and affirmation for learners, needed with
the resources. Validation in this sense is at once a measurable outcome, a phenomenon,
and a theoretical concept that can in turn guide an understanding of affirmation
(Rendón). Educational leadership, in facilitating possibility in first four themes, can then
as well imagine the possibility of graduation (Cejda and Rhodes).
As part of a journey in pedagogical leadership and change, it is useful to examine
the beginning of a journey. Early in this dissertation, I wrote about growing up playing
in “Parque Macarian.” Puerto Ricans who congregated there had given it a name that
significated our barrio cartography. Much later, as an educator working not far from a
childhood place, I had the chance one afternoon to reflect at this place, an exclave of our
enclave, past the “BQE” (Brooklyn-Queens Expressway). While there were many less
Puerto Ricans than from my earlier days, that memory led to me to create.
Educator at Parque Macarian
The sun sets quietly over the floodlight landscape
where my childhood filled with
runs on the racetrack
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and a race on a tricycle
and the overcrowds at the pool.
This was our world
known only to us as “Macarian”
our park north and west of
Avenida de Puerto Rico
a long walk from Marcy Housing
or a short one from my cousin’s railroad flat
Our only outpost in the lands
beyond the BQE
where today the walk is as cracked
as I remember it
but the faces barely the same
as I remember from the old photographs
of my friend Felix and I
after running a lap
The onion dome and the pool house
are much of what stayed
in a vacant valley of dead onlookers
where I best can only afford to sit
on a worn, slanted bench
to write these words because I can still walk that long walk
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form my teaching space
to the remnants
of the MACARIAN
I knew. (Martínez, “Educator” 35)
Memory is a bridge to synthesis. Both are keys to leadership and change that is
aesthetic in character, or “leading beautifully” (Ladkin 32). What does this mean to
embody educational leadership and change that uses memory as a base for
imagination? There are (at least) three qualities that characterize this. One is “mastery”
(33), that is, a solid grounding in who you are and where you are situated. This is also a
critical tool for engaging the imagination. A second is “coherence” (33) between
performance and intention. Third is “purpose [or asking if] is the goal itself ‘beautiful’?”
(33). Note that these qualities were abstracted from a musical performance, and, like
CRT and LatCrit became applicable to educational scholarship, have potential for
applicability to educational leadership.
But how did the students ultimately respond to this process? What was their
perspectiva? I am pleased to share that when I shared the responses with Sixto and
Carmen, I too was the recipient of affirmation. I definitely found how the group has
been highly motivating for me as a researcher as well as an educator and artist.
Before proceeding, the responses came from a further commitment to moral social.
I wanted to give the performers in the first encuentro the opportunity to witness
themselves on the pages. Ethical considerations require this opportunity so that they
can offer their critiques, even at the risk of their responses to what I have organized. The
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results, I think, underscore the critical role of ethics in protecting not only the
participants, but also their own creations. Below, the students did not indicate a
response to any particular part of their text in relation with the text of the dissertation,
even in relation to the poetic gifts. Instead, they spoke generally about their text as part
of the overall gift they contributed.
Out of the three stars of the show, Sixto very plainly noted that he wished to be
involved in any future projects I may do. There is precedent for this, as Carmen’s
participation is the second time she has performed for my research in the PhD Program
in Leadership and Change. As for the research, he remarked in an email
correspondence: “I think that you hit everything on the nail” (personal communication,
February 13, 2015).
He expressed pleasure at seeing other students represented creatively. Also,
without me having prompted him at all about the centrality of interpretation in
arts-based research, remarked:
Your interpretations of my responses were great and really grasped what I
was trying to say.
Carmen was no less enthusiastic in her response:
I have read your project and its amazing the way you express yourself. I
read what i wrote, and to tell you the truth, it gave me chills (personal
communication, February 13, 2015).
I had not expected such words to be said. A striking comment communicated
much to me about my own reasons for wanting to engage in the research. I originally
conceptualized this as, at best, touching me in understanding scholarly possibilities. If
anyone receiving this can see how it can be considered scholarship was affected in
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similar ways, I would consider that an achievement as both poet and researcher. But
when your own research subjects get “chills,” I can only more deeply appreciate the
power of creativity, and the power creativity toward the end of research that educates,
enlightens, and facilitates flourishment.
As for her overall contribution to the process, even these words struck me
deeply: “I am amaze that i wrote those parts.” From her standpoint, even as I conclude
this doctorando, this is but a beginning, waiting for a Hostosian completion of the
thought (Villarini Jusino and Torre). She suggested:
I dont know if you have plans to make it a book, but you should have it
print. . . . If you ever decide to make it into a book, i would like to be one
of the first to get it and have it autograph by you.

This sounds like an invitation to a call. A lesson here is, in doing research
ethically, the door is open to more beauty to flourish.
AV Track 4.13. “Young, Gifted, and Brown—Part 12”
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RESTING IS NOT AN OPTION:
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PUERTO RICAN DIASPORIC
ARTISTICO-PEDAGOGICAL LEADERSHIP AND CHANGE
Building Poetic Consciousness in Educational Leadership and Change through
Performative Research
A RicanStruction Skit
Slowly coming into focus is an open double door. Past the archaic-looking plastic
EXIT sign and the industrial-institutional white paint is another door. There, a
handwritten (with magic marker on a copy paper rescued from the recycling bin) sign
reads
TEATRO PEDRO SANTALIZ DE SU IMAGINACIÓN.
The location will make you think you are in a community center, but in fact, this
is a college, as shown by a small group of some 8 Puerto Ricans of various ages, reciting
lines, reading poetry, playing congas and guitars.
In fact, they are working on their presentation but without a name. They do
know that it will be, inspired the first book of Hostos’ lifelong dream, a poem-play for
the stage. This is their stage upon which they will tell their story.
Inside the white walls where so-called school is in danger of creating failure,
inside the theatre of their imagination is pedagogical theatre, love made tangible
through the imaginable, a reworking of their puertorriqueñidad into a vivd long poem
of celebration of how thry teach and learn to be—who they are inside, an island
memory created far outside.
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“Punto,” says a young male practitioner.
“Punto” recites a small chorus in turn, invoking Piri Thomas’ baritone made
visible for young people who, only weeks ago, never knew this man. Or, since we are
talking about an indigenous education taking place on this very stage, Pedro Pietri, as
involed by another small chorus attempting a poetic choir:
¡Beautiful race!
¡Beautiful race!
¡Beautiful race!
¡Beautiful race!
¡Beautiful race!
The upturned exclamation point in español becomes an upright affirmation point
in their diasporic imaginability. Drums of Ray Barretto’s “Acid” emanate from a
stickered CD player as a dance is practiced downstage.
It would be easy to stay that all together, they write poems, but in fact their being
here, on this stage, as Barretto is fading into the sounds of “Somos Boricuas” by Los
Pleneros de la 21, is a poem—poems-wthin-a-poem—that are as much as these stusents
teaching and learning as they are about celebrating a beautiful people that they want to
see, like Corretjer and Brown’s vision of “Boricua en la Luna.”
In the middle of the stage is a shopping cart. On it is a handmade sign—white
letters on black background—reading “Dedicado a Jorge Brandon.”
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On stage left, an enormous percussion rig with all kinds of drums mounted on
what looks like a modified chassis of one of those designer antique cars cruising down
the street of any Puerto Rican Day parade.
I watch all this with deep happiness: people who love to write, like me. Why am
I here? As I look on quietly, they transform as they perform, from being poets to being
teachers, funky professors passionately engaged in a promise that is emerging on this
stage. As we are watching the spectacle of two welcomed to our space into the listening
circle, “BEEP BEEP, AHH, BEEP BEEP, AHH!” erupts through the speakers: it’s Joe
Cuba’s turn to share our space.
For these working class women and men Boricuas are on a path. They are
learning, and learning to teach each other as actors, as poets, as singers, as drummers,
as DJs. They are witnessing their own words come to life, and the students have yet to
know that these two unassuming supposed journalists are really here to watch a recreation of what for the students is exciting, new, an act of love. For the two, it is an act
of heartwarming.
A young man gazes at his book of poems, at awe not only over being mmred
with new knowledge, but seeing the power in his story, in his own words. I should tell
him his words of hope remind me of Bimbo Rivas. Another of three went from song to a
poem to coming back to the same song. Her voice bellowed, invoking the spirit of
Celina González. A trio of two men and one woman perform a merengue with just a
conga (the sister is the conguera) and guitar that gets another mother dancing across the
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stage, evocating and inspiring what can be a crowd of students learning from these
beautiful students.
¡Ajá!
The show is going on, waiting for this gap to meet in the imagination . . . .
I woke from this wonderful dream of poetry and playing and drums. How did
that happen? “Oh Yeah,” is how it started, another Joe Cuba track the night before. I fell
asleep listening to Joe Bataan’s “Subway Joe.”
I realized, wait a minute, I know who “H” and “M” are. (long beat) But for the
life of me, I can’t remember the names. Who were they, and why did they come to play
with us?
But there is no time to think—I stagger out of bed to find a black ink pen and a
scrap paper. I have my play!
“Slowly coming into focus is an open double door. Past the archaic-looking
plastic EXIT sign and the industrial-institutional white paint is another . . . .”
Promise of what can be?
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The Original Soundtrack Recording
Now you’ve heard the message in the poetic theatre, now listen to:
RicanStruction Skits: The Original Soundtrack

Artist/Artista

Title/Título

Ray Barretto

“Acid”

Los Pleneros de la 21

“Somos Boricuas”

Joe Cuba Sextet

“Bang Bang”

Joe Cuba Sextet

“Oh Yeah”

Joe Bataan

“Young, Gifted, and Brown”

Roy Brown

“Boricua en la Luna”

Fig. 5.1. An Imaginary Soundtrack
Performative Research for Poetic Pedagogy
¡Ajá!
Above is but a glimpse decades of diasporic scholarship represented to make
some noise to give us a look into our future that celebrates what has come before. How
this enters the imagination has been a driving force of this dissertation.
To say: “Resting is not an option,” Sixto in his quote has given, not just a
motivator for educational, cultural, and creative flourishment, but also as an effective
call for what is needed in educational and cultural leadership among Puerto Rican
Diaspora in higher education. It is an embodiment of the premise and promise of a
Young, Gifted, and Brown aesthetic. It is not just pedagogy that is RicanStructed, nor
just the students themselves. I must also RicanStruct myself constantly to be an effective
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poet-educator-researcher. Ricannecting would be possible as a result as well.
The above skit is one example: it has derived from two inspirations. First, it was
an idea in a dream related to me about my work by Carolyn Kenny, where students
took the stage and voiced themselves out as the “inhabitors of diaspora” (personal
communication, April, 2010). The second that led to the above moment of poetic
epiphany was reflecting on a scene where conguero Chano Pozo (1915-1948) appears in
the animated film Chico & Rita. Definitely, this creativity is not simply to rest on.
The notion of not resting, which can be described as an activist stance, reflects
Antrop-González and De Jesús’ emphasis on critical care that can be developed through
“culturally additive learning communities underscored by high-quality relationships
and high academic expectations” (413). They frame critical care as an ethic to guide the
process. Engagement with the AutoEthnoPoetic is critical care embodied, and the work
creative critical care can be interpreted in turn performatively. The point of creativity
being weaved through theory, practice, and praxis is because:
In the poetics of struggle and lived experiences, in the utterances of
ordinary folks, in the cultural products of social movements, in the
reflections of activists, we discover the many different cognitive maps of
the future, of the world not yet born. (William-White 534)
I can relate to the development of cognitive cartography, as maps of the mind
meeting maps of diasporic journey coming together into diasporic imagination. There
was a point in writing this dissertation, in reflecting upon Jani’s first words for this
project, I first linked Hostos’ notions of conscifacción and racionalización to contemporary
notions of RicanStructing and Ricannecting respectively. What Hostos through Moral
Social and Barretto through Rican/Struction have in common is placing borincano voices
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out of a dePuertoricanizing margin toward toward a cultural, pedagogical, and
epistemological center, via martíista poetic pedagogy. As a result, I understand more
how the poetic educative weaves with poetic leadership and change. Dixson, Chapman,
and Hill address the purpose, through their own perspective, of bringing the
performative and pedagogical at once together.
Creatively existing in this
moment
of lived experience.
Conducting and documenting research
That feels
Black, woman, race, gender.
Research that breathes individuality, hears context, and sees subjects
Lives.
Research that speaks.
Aesthetic research for a living
moment. (16)
Apart from my inclusion of Puerto Rican antillana/o women and men, these
verses charactertize what I wished to do with the words I was to receive.
Research is, in fact, an act of receiving in which I have chosen to respond to how I
interpret the words, the sounds, and the voices, for in “Conducting and documenting
the research [it] speaks” (Dixson, Chapman, and Hill 16).
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This poetry is impossible
without the hearts and minds of
Hostos
and
Martí
This pedagogy is impossible
without the rhythms of
Mongo Santamaría
and
Chano Pozo
As research has its aesthetic quality, so does leadership. The goal was not just to
have students express themselves (and myself) poetically. I want to poetize not just
words but the experiences of their lives and my life. As well, educational leadership is a
lived and living experience that should be poetized. There is a benefit in this
code-switching world I have been studying. Prendergast (“Introduction”) abstracted an
observation about language amid the poetic: “Language is always inadequate. We dance
with impossibility each time we put words on the page.” (xxvi). We can always dance
with impossibility, yet be grounded in the dances we know deep inside. If (Anglo)
language is inadequate, using languages of our lived experience can make it florid.
Similarly, educational leadership can do its dance too, more profoundly when baile
makes us shout “Vaya.” Therefore, educational leadership is a powerful fit for
leadership grounded in creativity.
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The activity of poetic leadership, resting as it does on a poetic
consciousness, has a keen ability to hold paradoxical situations in active
cognition. This translates into an ability to deeply and courageously see
the vicissitudes of life, the triumphs, the turmoils, and the tragedies.
(Kasten-Daryanani 192)
In understanding leadership as either an art or a science, this dissertation has
been a way to see how both intersect, an issue that needs observation in any discussion
of the aesthetics of educational leadership. The notion of artist as educator and educator
has artist has long resonated with me. Poetic consciousness of educational leadership
and change is a goal for performative research. I remind myself of this because:
This poetry is impossible
without
Bernardo Vega
and
Arturo Schomburg
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Lola Rodríguez de Tío
and
Victor Hernández Cruz
Given that leadership has firm roots in both science and the arts, a lesson here is
that scientists and artists employ both empirical and creative methods for research
projects that, in either instance, are their creations. The relationship between art and
science is cyclical: just as history engenders science, scientific discovery makes possible
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the development of culture (Gorky). In both disciplines, the same mental tools are
employed. Further, “leadership can be interpreted as an art form, in and of itself. It is
characterized as much by its artfulness as by its skills and technical sites” (Küpers 47).
Performative Research Implications
In performing the research, one critical question remains for me. Note that for the
film, only Rosado volunteered to be filmed. Originally, I was hoping for more
participants so that others can see their performativity beyond the words. I imagined
originally was that, with more participants, there would be more voices represented.
However, representation is a reflection of who was able to commit to the project. As
much as I sought more participants, even among those who could not take part, I
commend their dedication to being students, artists, workers, and parents. So what is
the learning experience of only one participant represented viscerally?
First, it is a study of the risks of ensuring ethical boundaries are honored.
Performative research is about accepting the partipants where they are and
understanding the kinds of spaces where they feel comfortable and where they find the
experience enjoyable.
Second, note that both Rosado and Pizarro identified themselves as writers in
public settings. The former has a more extensive background in performance, which I
believe brought more comfort to expressing on the screen. I do not believe, however,
that identifying as a poet, actor, or other kind of performer is, or should be, an indicator
of who will be present onscreen. Rather, this is an indication of the kind of relationship
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a creator has with performativity. A writer has a relationship with the text and the
performance, but each could be characterized with a different kind of relationship.
Third, what kind of relationship an author has with text and performance,
together and separately, is an area that needs more research to fully understand the
implications the film has raised. Also, ethical considerations intersect with these
relationships. Remember that all three poets, all with varying degrees of creative
identity and expeirence, had the option to be anonymous or pseudonymous. None of
them expressed such an interest. Being that the dissertation is a public performance,
they expressly preferred to be public as performers, whether in print or on film. Either
way, they chose to identify publically with their texts. Further, relating to the ethical
concern, poetic filmic expressions are areas of vulnerability, and boundaries expressed
by participants ensure an experience based in both moral social and poetic pedagogy.
Fourth, my filmmaking abilities are at an experimental stage. I am certain by
continuing development in my practice, intersected with the poetic, this poetic-filmic
expression is only the beginning of imagining possibilities where the filmic is an
opportunity to learn and thrive. I also believe that future living texts will feature more
faces along with more voices. While for years that I ahve been a poet, I have also
recorded performances, here I am deeply engaged in the process of not only
documenting, but synthesizing—aesthetically—what is recorded into learning
experiences.
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Final Reflections
Nieto (“Fact and Fiction”) discusses how qualitative inquiry, without referring
specifically to it as such, and using sources external to the subject of Puerto Ricans in
the U.S. educational system. She emphasizes that:
Using fact and faction together can be a powerful way of making the
problems that Puerto Rican students face more visible to those who can
make schools caring and affirming places, that is, the teachers,
administrators, and policymakers. (156-57)
While Nieto is focused more on the P-12 experience, and I am focused more on
the relationship between educators and learners, what needs to be underscored here is
how performance is a key to exposing the need for care (which in “Fact and Fiction”
actually shares in sentiments expressed as critical care by Irizarry and AntropGonzález).
This care needs to be based an understanding of performative research having a
critical part to play in a foundation of more critical research. In the context of this
dissertation, that means conceptualizing ways toward validating Diasporic Puerto
Rican student experience and ensuring they graduate with a deeper knowledge of
themselves as part of Pietri’s “beautiful race” (10), that is facilitating critical care that
demarginalizes as it affirms. Let’s reflect:
This poetry is impossible
without
Jesús Colón
and
Rufa “Concha” Colón
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and Felícita Méndez
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Roy Brown
and
Ray Barretto
and
Héctor Lavoe
But how does this consciousness develop? It is definitely an illustration of
differences that have emerged. The imaginary is arising from a community that has
developed its own imagination as well as being imagined as a product of its
now-centuries-old memory, a community parallel to Puerto Ricans in the Caribbean,
building Puerto Rican-ness differently yet understood as Puerto Rican internally as
cultjural phenomena or externally as in a struggle against oppression. The principal
difference is while most of Anderson’s cited examples are those of countries that have
national political independence, what I have discussed here is a country without state
power that solidly defines itself as a nation, and time and distance away from Puerto
Rico does not diminish that sentiment. As a result, besides what Anderson sees as an
imaginary for a nation that experiences independence, here is a nation that instead has
built memory based on an independence of the heart. It took a poet such as Pietri to
embody this in his creative work as being for El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico and its
El Puerto Rican Embassy.
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So where does imaginary, this independence of the heart without being on
paper, find itself in the educative? Poetic peformative pedagogy is a reflection of where
a people can locate itself within the educational experience. Where they are on the
outside, as the other experiences teachers who act poorly and insensibly. This reveals a
hollow citizenship that can be filled, that is, answered, with a performativity of protest.
This poetry is impossible
without
Oscar Collazo
and
Lolita Lebrón
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Pachín Marín
and
Pedro Pietri
Irizarry’s study on racism encountered by Puerto Rican student teachers shows
on which side of the justice divide that performativity should be. What is certain is that
whether as an artist, an educator, or a scholar, the level of reflectiveness is such that the
ethical is inseparable from the aesthetic. In other words, a performer (artist, educator,
researcher) has to be dedicated to justice to engage in elements of performance: to
innovate, to subvert, to be a critic, and to use words as ways to change.
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Beyond pedagogy and performance as channels for justice, they are ways toward
self-affirmation of a people in a diasporic experience that is potentially heavy in lessons
about who we are in our enclaves, our barrios. In “Boricua en la Luna,” written by
national poet Juan Antonio Corretjer (1908-1985), he captures that diasporic sentiment
as a journey from tears to affirmation. It is an anthem that states very firmly that no
matter where a Boricua is born, even on the moon, in the heart the puertorriqueñidad
dwells.
De ese llanto yo nací
como en la lluvia una fiera.
Y vivo en la larga espera
de cobrar lo que perdí.
(120)
For a poet to be a teacher and for a teacher to be an artist, the praxis between the
two must include change for justice. A social moral aesthetic coupled with poetic
pedagogy is an expression of this praxis for justice. This would facilitate using the
wealth of community knowledge for a learning community of love, reflection, change,
and, to express the beauty of it all, poetry. For it to be most effective and affective, the
voices of those students are most instructive, as Carmen’s response from the first
stimulus demonstrates:
We can teach others that the Puertorricans have every right to be place on
high standards as any other race. I think that as a Puertorrican woman or
a Puertorrican man we have a different attitude towards college
education. We have the passion to learn and to teach the next generation
the importance of our heritage.
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Yes, we can surely teach each other the importance of our heritage. This is a goal
of placing her and other’s voices at the center of the dialogue to RicanStruct education.
This is exemplary of Delgado Bernal’s notion of “students of color [as] holders and
creators of knowledge” (106).
This poetry is impossible
without
Antonio Valero
and
Filiberto Ojeda Ríos
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Joe Cuba
and
The Spanish Harlem Orchestra
This is a poem about the cultural foundations that have made this dissertation
possible. These are the inspirations of the educational and cultural leadership and
change that is very much needed. How can this be made into pedagogy of soul with an
epistemology of the heart? How can we fashion it grounded in notions of
artist-as-teacher and teacher-as-artist?
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Looking for Synthesis between Themes of This Dissertation
DISSERTATION ! PERFORMANCE
This is poetry for change
amid my pages
mornings of café con leche
to make sense of scholarship
as we make sense of how to live in schools
where we re-appear
rather than dis-appear
BEAUTY ! ONTOLOGY
What re-appears, that is, moves toward the center, is beauty. Beauty is in the
expression of your own being. The beauty of being is in seeing and feeling the truth
about yourself and knowing of whose shoulders you stand.
AESTHETICS ! EPISTEMOLOGY
This appreciation of beauty can be the foundation of understanding the
phenomenon of learning. An aesthetic-based learning experience is an invitation to a
space of self-affirmation through rhe imagination.
PROFESSOR ! POET
In this space of the imagination should people who perform as they teach and
teach as they learn. This is a way for poetic pedagogy to develop.
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PEDAGOGY ! POETRY
Poetic pedagogy is acknowledgement of what poetic educators seek. Pedagogy is
a poetic phenomenon and poetry is a pedagogical phenomenon.
AUTOETHNOPOETIC ! PEDAGOGICAL TRANSFORMATION
A moment of celebration
is learning about affimation
My dissertation
is expression of transformation!
PUERTORRIQUEÑIDAD ! PRAXIS
Moral social and poetic pedagogy are beautiful expressions of the praxis to fully
explore who a people are and the experiences that have crafted them. But not only is
puertorriqueñidad a performance, an essence, and a discourse—all necessary for the
fullest possible understanding of being—it is also love, a beautiful praxis.
ARTISTICO-PEDAGOGICAL ! PRAXISIONAL
Praxis develops in an aesthetic approach to both education and scholarship. This
praxisional approach is an expression of promise in using imaginary, and building
diasporic imaginary, to make success possible. Success in inherent when those engaged
in educational systems can see themselves. In the Puerto Rican Diasporic context, this
success comes in seeing themselves young, gifted and brown.
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YOUNG, GIFTED, AND BROWN ! SELF-AESTHETIC
Young, gifted, and brown aesthetic, pedagogy, and epistemology has to be based
on how the oppressed see themselves. This can happen through what I call the
self-aesthetic. It is about seeing both the beauty and the truth within onself. It’s a feeling
of a spiritual dance that is a human equivalent to Puerto Ricans singing about the
national flag: “¡Qué bonita bandera!”
Qué bonita bandera. Que bonita bandera.
Qué bonita bandera es la bandera puertorriqueña. (Ramito).
Why is the auto/graphic at the center of the process I have performed? It is
because it is a channel for the self-aesthetic to grow and thrive, developing carefully as
self-portrait. In fact, I choose to leave the term “auto/graphic” without correction; this
was my imagination at work, seeking some praxis between the auto(bio)graphic and the
auto(ethno)graphic. Self-aesthetic is, and should be, a unique experience to see the
beauty in the teller of truth and the creator of art.
Recommendations for Educational Leadership and Change: Acknowledgement
In William-White’s “Scholarship Revolution,” there is a footnote that speaks
deeply for what is guiding the praxis I seek in this work. She utilizes a poetic
epistemology of the Afro-American tradition to call on scholars to recognize, as she
noted that Gramsci did, how all people can engage intellectually, expanding “who
holds and controls knowledge construction” (540).
This acknowledgement can be re-worded to explain the notion of RicanStructing
that is an echo of Hostos’ (Moral Social) acknowledgement of the capacity for
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engagement in acts of creation. This is a way to take the oppressed from being footnotes
in their own story to being placed at the center, especially where a careful study reveals
innumerable contributions that have yet to make their way into any curriculum.
I began this pedagogical journey with a focus on curriculum, as this has been my
practice, and a work in progress for understanding how the stories can be told, and how
they can be told poetically. In the process of the progress, just as a poem is refined into
art to be shared, my experience in curriculum design while, being shared, was
transformed. The progress of the work developed into theory: pedagogical theory based
on ontology of bomba (rhythms and lyrical improvisation as an expression of ser, or
being) and an epistemology of plena (giving the news and giving the word as a way of
learning). As I have spent this time writing this dissertation, I have seen more how to
transform curriculum and instruction into a space where I can make
transformationsalsa caliente pedagogy of our own, a young, gifted, and brown pedagogy
for people who deeply seek the knowledge of their own selves.
The first recommendation is to emphasize that not only is Critical Diasporic
Puerto Rican pedagogy possible—it is a necessity. Marginalizing, dePuertoricanizing
curriculum and the leadership that facilitates this and impedes development need to be
confronted with RicanStructed, Ricannected pedagogy. My focus on higher education
shows me that while this is critical for all educational levels, college and university
students can play a unique and potentially transformative role through the
performative, seeing the creative quality of the educative. The time for footnoted
existence must be changed into a celebrated experience. Not only, as performative
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research requires, is there the need for a good fit between subject matter and the
performative approach used, there needs to be a good fit between the subjects, that is to
say, students and their cultures—and pedagogy represented in teaching, learning, and,
ultimately, affirming in a “culturally responsive [approach for] a more dynamic or
synergistic relationship between home/community culture and school culture”
(Ladson-Billings 467).
More, is there a space for soul?
Yo soy el alma de nuestro pueblo, . . .
que ando buscando la libertad. (Vando 33)
In this walk toward freedom invoked by poet, playwright, and activist Erasmo
Vando (1896-1988) above in his “El Jibarito (Fantasía),” Puerto Rican Diasporic
educational scholarship can be more dynamic and synergistic as well, which is the
second recommendation. To do so, it must examine more deeply the performative that
is celebrated and recorded elsewhere in Puerto Rican Studies. If Nieto’s “Fact and
Fiction” is a lesson here, it is that there is much untapped potential in performative
inquiry, even if she does not write about broadly as performative but as part of
affirming pedagogy:
Fiction can be used in schools to make the lives and experiences of Puerto
Ricans more visible than thry have been. Stories can also serve as
liberating pedagogy in the classroom because they challenge the
one-dimensional and largely negative image of Puerto Ricans in U.S.
society. (135)
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How can liberating pedagogy be a space for these stories needing to be told?
My third recommendation is that educators can take on the roles of educational leaders
through creativity, specifically, “as interpretive performers of curriculum and as
critically interactive spectators in their students’ performance of learning” (Prendergast,
“Teacher as Performer” 17). A performative approach is a space where we, as both
educators, say, yes, we may love the music, get up to dance, and read the poetry, but we
must constantly ask where do we see ourselves pedagogically. The most powerful
answers are waiting once we engage in the education of our own in a way that can be
proundly moving: performatively. A performed curriculum is a way to construct
performative pedagogy, creative and educative. But this can happen effectively if the
research is performative as well.
Therefore, the fourth recommendation is that scholars of the Boricua educational
experience need to express performativity in every possible creative form. Plural
approaches are multiple channels for voices. Performance ethnography as a
plurimethodological family of approaches can be used, then, to combine all aspects of
expression to document lived and living experiences through multiple methodologies
of choice for researchers. Yet there needs to be a passion for such projects, as
art-scholarship that documents the experience of the oppressed needs to be able to
convey the emotions that can be put forth broadly. A democratic, intersectional
discourse can yield strong research where the researcher is immersed in the experience,
or at least acknowledges his or her position in it. Engagement with the performative
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and the poetic can be a source of inspiration and alegría (happiness) for students who
are learning about themselves and how they can flourish and succeed.
Fifth, the academic world of educational leadership and change can take part in
this RicanStruction. It seriously needs to answer the call for more scholars of the Puerto
Rican Diaspora to have their own perspectives be made visible as faculty in programs of
educational leadership and change. Arts-based educational research can be infused
with salsa and poesía. The beauty and the power is that the antecedents exist, just
waiting to be paired in ways imagined and unimagined, ready for liberation.
But don’t stop there
With student loans rates in the air
And what about health care?
Ain’t ya’ll aware?!? (William-White 536)
That’s right, the sixth recommendation is that educational leadership must be
dedicated to eradicating the economic injustices that students face. Recall Jani’s words
from her first response that speak strongly as to what many Puerto Rican students face
in attempting to be in a higher educational system:
While there are many Puerto Ricans who have and do attend college, it's
definitely something that's a bit foreign to many. I was fearful of student
loans, lack of financial aid, and being in debt for the next 30 years. I'm still
afraid because I have 4 sons and no idea how I'm going to put them
through college.
These are all concerns that need serious answers. My daily work is a reminder of
students constantly struggling against the contradictions they face: finding child care,
finding places to live, finding ways to pay the bills, finding ways to cope against
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astronomical student loans. These ended up strongly affecting who was in my first
encuentro. The art can be so much richer if they can create, participate, and build
awareness more freely. Freedom to learn without adequate financial aid, health care, childcare,
and decent jobs is not freedom at all. Further, relating back to the fourth recommendation
for more Puerto Rican Diasporic scholars in the study of leadership and change, a
scholar whose academic work is rooted in working with students who face struggles to
pay bills as well as tuition are invaluable as resources for answering those chronic
problems faced by their students.
The seventh recommendation is a reflection of the comparability of diasporic
experiences and how these can be used as geographical tools. I began this pedagogical
journey utilizing pedagogies of two nationalities where there are, in different ways,
shared stories, namely, the Chicana/o and African American peoples and the shared
story between the Puerto Rican and Cuban peoples. (Notice my references to several
Cubans around my dissertation where, truly, the Puerto Rican experience is impossible
to fully comprehend without the Cuban experience. To pay homage to Lola Rodríguez
de Tío, to not acknowledge this link would be no different than a wing missing from a
bird.) A scholarly soul expression has at its heart an intersectional approach. To further
the notion, my wish for moving forward is that other diasporized nationalities can
develop their own pedagogies. I think, based on my experience working with a
significant Dominican population, that there too should emerge critical pedagogy of the
experience of the Dominican diaspora.
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The eighth recommendation is that where poetry, scholarship, and pedagogy can
intersect beautifully is in valuing improvisation. Creating a riff from a scholarly or
educational melody is key to leading and making change beautifully (Ladkin). Just as
this sense of improvisation has been at the heart of Puerto Rican and Cuban music at
the core of the character of musics such as salsa dura (Aparicio) (and, in the U.S
experience, an intersection with blues music), this spirit should as well be embraced in
making sense and meaning and deep, permanent, positive change in the lives of Puerto
Rican Diaspora in higher education.
This poetic pedagogy is impossible
without
Rafael Hernández
and
Pedro Santaliz
and
Bimbo Rivas
Finally, a researcher in leadership and change must not be afraid to witness
change in the craft of scholarship. A reflective artist-educator who embraces research
must be willing to see change in this process at least as much as change occurs in
creating, teaching, and learning. I have witnessed this myself as I have crafted my
poem-dissertation-weaving-through-verse. What you are reading has been my
testament to the power and promise of cultural and educational leadership and change,
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hostosiano, martíista, betancino, caribeñista, all in dedication to deepening the potential of
Puerto Rican Diaspora.
This poetry is impossible
without
Elena Padilla
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Julia de Burgos
To craft this obra, I was able to absorb ideas from multiple theoretical constructs:
aesthetic theory, CRT, LatCrit, CRP, critical pedagogy, Black, Chicana/o, and Red
Pedagogy, and Mother Tongue intersected with plurimethodological-oriented
performative poetic ethnography. The subject matter was an intersection of higher
education and inter- and transdisciplinary Puerto Rican Studies. The guiding theories,
as these developed, were revealed to be moral social and poetic pedagogy expressed
through RicanStructing and Ricannecting. But a shift has emerged even as I write the
words here. I have been synthesizing all I have described, but the result has been more
profound than I can imagine and serves to strengthen my rationale—and my
passion—for what I am writing. But I am not just synthesizing—I am seeing my own
work becoming Puertoricanized. More specifically, I am witnessing ways to bring the
experience of students from the margin to the center—dePuertoricanizing discourse is
to be replaced with a discourse that is demarginalizing.
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Before, I was searching for aesthetic, cultural, and social theory to build a
foundation for Critical/Performative Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy. (When I was
writing the last sentence, instead of “Pedagogy” I wrote “Poetry.” Just as the teacher is a
poet and the poet is a teacher, pedagogy is poetry and poetry is pedagogy.) Thinking
this way about the performative ! educative, Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy
is bomba y plena and the inverse is true.
This poetry is impossible
without
¡Ajá! y ¡Vaya! y ¡Chévere! y
“¡Qué bonita bandera!”
This pedagogy is impossible
without
Celia Cruz y ¡Azúcar!
La Lupe y ¡Yi yi yi!
Why This Matters
Or, more specifically, why does this interrelationship of poetry ! pedagogy
matter? The answer to this will also answer the queation of what has made the Puerto
Rican Diaspora in the United States flourish and their lived experience meaningful. It is
the search of ways to connect with their roots and affirm their puertorriqueñidad, For
those who are students in the U.S. higher educational system, to know what is positive
and life-giving about being Boricua is critical for understanding how this population
can be successful in a university or college.
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I want this Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy, this Young, Gifted, and
Brown pedagogy and epistemology I seek to RicanStruct and Ricannect the Puerto
Rican Diaspora with salsa caliente and bomba y plena, to bring that sangre caliente into the
classrooms and into scholarship. It’s an embodiment of what is critical to a positive,
successful academic experience: “caring communities, the identification students make
with learning, and their academic achievement” (Nieto, “Fact and Fiction” 157).
The factors Nieto outlines are more significant in light of understanding a
population that remains fiercely del Portorro. The aforementioned song “Somos
Boricuas” by the New York-based Los Pleneros de la 21 captures this sentiment deeply,
and is an answer to why this pedagogy of the page and the stage is vital for survival:
Aunque no vivo en mi país
Siempre he llevado mi raiz
Me siento orgullosa de decir
Soy más Boricua quel coquí. (Los Pleneros de la 21)
Being and young, gifted, and brown, and teaching, learning, and affirming in this
way, starts where you are physically, realizing where you are spiritually, and knowing
the experience you are living. It is poetic. It is powerful. It is caliente not just on a
dancefloor, but in research brimming with poetry and music: Celia Cruz’ “azúcar”
(“sugar”) and La Lupe’s “yi-yi-yi” (musical ululating) embodied in scholarship. Let's
disrupt by bringing together, as bugalú brought bomba and blues together in a heart of
son. This scholarship should dance. Victor Hernández Cruz, in his tribute to Joe Bataan,
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“Latin & Soul,” is expressing how scholars should tune in to the baile and the passion
required for projects like this dissertation you are reading (as you move to it):
some waves
a wave of now
a trombone speaking to you
a piano is trying to break a molecule
is trying to lift the stage into orbit
around the red spotlights

a shadow
the shadows of dancers
dancers they are dancing falling
out that space made for dancing

they should dance
on the tables they should
dance inside of their drinks
they should dance on the
ceiling they should dance/dance. (33)
Why this is matters stems from where I place myself amid this research. I began
my doctoral journey as a poet at the beginning of an experience as an academic with a
social science background. I have since emerged with a desire to transform myself into a
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poet who will engage as a professor of arts, culture, and education, a dream I could not
previously dream without understanding that, in a study of leadership and change, I
would eventually see myself changed. This is no longer just my imagination longing for
this transformation—the potential being embodied in this dissertation shows that I can
make change with these pages just as much as I can make change with a poem or a
performance. The difference is that the dissertation is a poem and a performance.
Young, gifted, and brown art-pedagogy is a promise waiting to be fulfilled. It
needs to be unlocked for the benefit of a population that needs to see themselves in a
mirror—beautiful, talented, and proud. The university must be a safe space for them
and the best fit for their expressions.
Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy is, and will be, a synthesis of what is
positive about being Puerto Rican, building enclaves away from home, with an
understanding of how excellence is not only possible, but palpably danceable like a
boogaloo or salsa caliente song.
This poetry, this pedagogy,
are impossible
without
Betances
and
Corretjer
This poetry, this pedagogy
are impossible
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without
piragüeros
and
boliteros
and
bodegueros
This poetry, this pedagogy
is impossible
without
antillana and antillano
you and me

Fig. 5.2. Scene from Orchard Beach (The Puerto Rican Riviera), Bronx, New York. ¡Qué
bonita bandera! Photograph Copyright 2015 Ángel L. Martínez
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Appendix A: Release Form
Consent Form

You will be participating in a study in which you, your co-participants and the
researcher myself will develop a performance based on our experiences as part of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora. How the participants decide to perform what they develop is a
decision to be made by the participants, and I will follow the decision you collectively
make. The result of the project is a performance that you and your co-participants will
have developed in collaboration with myself. The participants may even choose to have
the performance only among ourselves if that is the decision of the participants. While
the result of the collaboration will be a performance, there is no obligation to perform it
in public.
There will be a reflective component, in which participants will write written reflections
of each gathering. In addition, I will videotape the final performance and you will
receive a DVD or electronic copy for you to keep. I will only keep the reflections until
September 2014. If I have a hard copy, I will have it destroyed. If I have an electronic
submission, I will delete it from all of my files.
As part of the project, I will write a paper in which I will include your and my
reflections on the experience of performance. In the research paper I will write, you will
remain anonymous or you may be identified by a pseudonym or “stage name” you
choose. Before I submit the paper, you will have the opportunity to review, critique,
correct any reflections, written, spoken, or performed, that I choose to include.
My wish is that as a performer, you will be able to benefit from your participation.
Possible benefits may include: working in a group of your peers, an opportunity to
develop your creative talents in safe environment, and an understanding of yourself not
only as a creator of poetry, but as a teacher as well as a learner. Finally, you will have
the opportunity to develop your creative ideas in an environment that affirms and
celebrates the contributions of the Puerto Rican Diaspora.
As a participant, for the duration of the project, you have a right to withdraw from the
project at any time. You may state your desire to withdraw so in person, by phone or
by email.
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Understand that if any issues arise, you are not obligated to reveal them to me
directly. If you prefer, if you have any questions or concerns, know that you are highly
encouraged to contact the chair of the Institutional Review Board, Dr. Carolyn Kenny.
You may reach her at 805-610-1903 or ckenny@antioch.edu.

____________________________________________________________________________
Participant’s signature

Researcher’s signature
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Appendix B: Permissions for Use of Poetry
“Puerto Rican Obituary” and “Tata” by Pedro Pietri are used by permission of Monthly
Review Press.
“Loisaida” by Bittman Juan Rivas is used by permission of Sandra Rivas for The Estate
of Bittman Juan Rivas.
“Latin & Soul” by Victor Hernández Cruz is used by permission of Frederick T.
Courtright of The Permissions Company.
“A Language of Hope” by Carlos Raúl Dufflar is used by permission of the author.
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